Farm, Garden and Household,
Specialties In Farming.
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the course of daily experience would run
There would indeed
smoothly enough
to
he no question is to the proper thing
it
do or the proper way to do it. When
ol
the more important matters
comes b
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economy’of this or that dispothe ques;.n ,.i tiui. or labor or energy,
beeomes one1 of great practical
cr:atictj t> the individual at least, upon
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Tins is the ease, it seems to us, in laying
Shall it be eoncut the work of the farm.
coll ated nr diffusive P
,i seems to us that we, as a body of far-. are too scattering, that is, we aim
d ung too many things and spread our
m-rgiesover too much ground, instead of
uoentratiug our thoughts, our skill and
•iir means upon some special line of effort,
>art culai crop or some leading
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You will
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I generally tiiat the farmer makes his
lai
.liens i■. do a little ol everything,
n-lead l m iking a specialty of anything.
;
wiii have
imlc patch of corn, an
or tivo ..I' potatoes, a few roots, per.-two
r three cows and a horse, all ot
u is iei v well, in its wav, but you will
iver no central leading idea, no one.
p, uoone branch ol farming that seems
s. .to the mind and
thought to special
■livity, m one product ou which to rely
.i
the money income of the farm, and so
a
will find at the end of the year, tiiat
ends w ill hardly meet, or if they do,
lien- will be nothing to spare.
N w we arc not inclined to advocate the
; luatiou uf one crop or another, to the
■lusiou of all others, but to insist upon
oi option ol some line of effort as a
■,
,!••••,:iity. w b ether it be the culture of fruit,
ulture oi corn or grass, the breeding
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Garden Patches.
One ot Boston's best known merchants
noted tor his shrewdness and penetration,
had a test case presented a short time since
and came off victorious. As it is an illustration ot a millionaire’s penetration in
great business affairs, we give the story
here.
It appears that the merchant wanted another gardener upon his country estate,
near Boston, and an individual presented
himself for that office.
•■Understand the business?”
“Yes, been in it for years.”
Whom had he lived with last? The applicant mentioned a gentleman the merchant was well acquainted with, stated
that he left for no fault but that his former
employer was going to Europe, had sold
his estate, and had no further use for him
“What wages do you expect?”
“Eighteen dollars a month.”
This was astonishingly low for such a
promising looking, sober man, and the
shrewd business man rubbed bis chin
thoughtfully and reflected that it was a
bargain lot, but wasn’t there something
wrong about it?” Ilis habitual business

Under

the

Snow.

Ah mo, my garden lies under the snow,
The shrouding drifting snow;
Each flower (hat I reared has lowered its head;
Its sweet bloom withered, its fragrance fled;
1 so loved them, living, and mourn them dead!
Dead under this winter snow;
Lying beneath it, still and low,
Dead! and 1 loved them so!

self-respect) do you ?” said 1, after the waving wheat covered all traces of the
shanty. Where in our broad land were
squirrel was out of sight.
“Oh! I forgot,” he replied apologetical- the sad-eyed mother, the kind old Major,
ly. “Major pulled my cars for saying that and the generous Irish hearts, I could not
the other day.”
tell; but 1 knew that Bob lay sleeping in
1 became more and more interested in the little Catholic churchyard, with the
his

Kitty's Forty.
r.y

EDWARD EGGLESTON.

he said, “and what else?”
“Kitty,” she answered, nor could he

“Kitty,”

The Great Bonanza.
Late San Franfcisco papers are filled with
reports amazingly interesting of the tide
of wealth flowing into the cotters ot the
stockholders in the “Great Bonanza.” Men
and women who a short time ago were
poor and in obscurity now find themselves
the possessors ot sums of money they never
dared to hope for.
Singularly enough, it
seems to have been one of the freaks of
the Bonanza to make the
poor rich and to
surprise the helpless with unlooked-for assistance, and the “lame ducks” on account
of it in the San Francisco Stock Kxehange
are confined to
wealthy and habitual speculators. The “Great Bonanza” is contained within three mines—the “Consolidated Virginia,” the “California” and the
“Ophir”—and its worth is estimated by
the noted mining expert, Mr. Philip l>eidesheimer, at $1,600,000,000. The remarkable rise in the stocks of these mines is
owing to actual developments. The yield
of the Consolidated Virginia is now 400
tons per diem ; the California is yielding
nearly the same amount, and the Ophir
has a daily yield of two hundred and fifty
tons. The ore is principally from the levels,
ranging between the numbers 1,300 and
1,660 teet, and its average assay is $360 to
the ton. It is estimated by those best
qualified to judge that there is in the California and Consolidated Virginia mines
$1,500,000,000 worth of ore. The vast
chamber in the perpetual hills, containing
all this silver, is about one thousand feet
long, six hundred feet high and from four
hundred to live hundred loot wide, and lor
that matter
may he much more widely
developed. A lew weeks ago the shares
in these mines were quoted at from $:>b to
$00 each. About the time these figures
prevailed Mr. Deidesheimer returned to
San F raneisco from an inspection of these
mines, and under his advice many poor
persons who had worked for him invested
in the" stock, and so did many of his personal and intimate friends. A porter in
the Occidental hotel, for instance, bought
sixty shares in the Consolidated Virginia,
lor which lie only paid $bb.
The San
Francisco Post, ol the 11th instant, says
that oil the 10th Consolidated Virginia
closed strong at $700 per share, and ('alt
Ibrnia was linn at $7 Jo. That same day.
undei a tremendous pressuretrom the hear

find out any more.
“Whose Kitty are you?”
It doesn’t do men any good to live apart
“Your Kitty,” she said. For she had
from women and children. I never knew
known her father but that one day, and
a boys’ school in whjch there was not a
Bob, and wondered what the future had in cross at his head, and that the diamond tendency to rowdyism, and lumbermen, now she believed that Burton was he.
Burton .sat up all night and stalled wood
store for him.
Was this diamond to be would gleam brightly in the day when our sailors, fishermen and other men that live
crusted always with railroad mire, never Cord shall make up his jewels. [Wood’s only with men are proverbially a half bear into his impotent little stove to keep the
But the sun by and by will melt the snow.
Never havto shine with polished brightness before Household Magazine.
sort of people, frontiersmen soften down baby' from freezing to death.
The glittering shroud of snow,
he firmwith
to
do
children,
he
see the probof
men
?
Would
the
when
1
ing
women
and
children
come—but
anything
eyes
And the beautiful hud and the stately tree
abilities of his life and carve out a way for
ly believed that Kitty, sleeping snugly unit is my story you want.
Will shed their fragrance again for me.
forgot
myself,
MesGov. Dingley's Retrenchment
And my heart shall he glad when my eyes shall himself, or would he be content to build,
Burton and Jones lived in a shanty by der blankets and builalo robes would freeze
sage.
see
and morally, like the Major?
themselves. Jones was a married man, if he should let the tire subside in the
mentally
My treasures from under the snow
What ought to be done? What could be To the Senate and House of Representatives:
and finding it hard to support his wife in least.
That my yearning low hath cherished so,
I have the honor to lay before you a detailed
As the storm prevailed with unabated
and
I
done?
a “down-east”
So,
ponplanning,
pitying
durliise fair in tile summer glow!
statement of the expenditures *»f the State,
village, he had emigrated
dered, while another inlinitely more wise ing the year 1S74, in order that you may have to Northern Minnesota, leaving his wife fury the next day, and as ho dared neither
and compassionate was making the crook- a full understanding of the nature and extent under her father’s roof until ho should be to take Kitty out or leave her alone, he
God's garden lies under the shrouding snow,
The beautiful, sheltering snow;
ed paths straight for the feet of this “little of the disbursements for every public object, able to “make a start.” He and Burton stayed by her all day and stuffed the stove
and thereby be able to reduce the appropriAnd the buds that the took from your hand and one.”
had gone into partnership and had "pre- with wood, and laughed at her droll baby
ations, wherever, in your judgment, it may be
mine,
and fed her on buscuit, fried bacon
Three weeks had passed, and Bob had done without
Inasinterests.
empted” a town site of three hundred and talk,
to
Shall bid His sun oil the garden shine,
injure
public
and cotlce.
not missed a day; so, when the lourtli much as this State has never had an Auditor twenty acres.
And warm to life in ils glow
On tin: morning of the second day the
The precious germs lying under the snow, Monday came his desk was vacant, 1 or Comptroller, charged with the special duty
I here were perhaps twenty families
of auditing hills and claims, and keeping a
That He took when He loved them so!
scattered sparsely over this town site at storm subsided. It was forty degrees
judged something must have happened. thorough
with
a
view
of
of
accounts,
system
1 heard in the course of the week that lie
the time my story begins and ends, for it fold, luit knowing somebody must be
reporting to the Legislature the expenditures
was sick with ague.
Friday morning l in detail, it has been found difficult to analyze ends in the same week in which it begins. mourning Kitty for dead, lie wrapped her
‘Bob.”
met the Major with a basket oi eggs, which the disbursements entirely satisfactory.
The parties had disagreed, quarrelled, in skins, and with much dilliculty reached
It will be Neon, as indicated in my recent adarticle he furnished on Fridays lor his
and
divided their interests. The land was the nearest neighbor's house, sull'eriug
and
Bob
was
1 taught a district-school,
a frost bite on his nose
tann- dress t» the Legislature, that the expenditures also shared between them
the
and
for
which
Catholic
by the way.
boarders,
except one val- only
caution even in this comparatively trifling one of the pupils; that was the way I came
of the State are controlled by considerations of
“That child,” said the woman to whose
a
home-market.
lind
ers were glad
to
uable
Each
of
them
This same Bob had been
forty-acre piece.
to know him.
eeoiioniy to an extent rarely observed in pubnegotiation did not forsake him.
‘(food morning, sir,” said 1. “Tittle Rob- lic attairs, and that, the opportunities for re- claimed that piece ol land, and the quarrel house he had gone, “is Jones’, 1 seed ’em
"Call to-morrow at this time, and I will represented to me as a juvenile tiger, pertake her outen the wagon day before yes1
hear.”
is
trenehan
nt
few.
So
far
at
are
as
over
sick,
house,
had
comparatively
your
grown so high between them that the
have seen Mr. -, your former em- fectly unmanageable in the school-room, ert,
“Well, yes, mum, a purty strong touch there may be a reduction of expenditures in neighbors expected them “to shoot at terday.”
au uneasy
I
felt
1
that
and
must
confess
and
an
answer.”
ployer
give you
Burton looked at Kitty a moment in
Couldn’t make any direction without injury to the public inof the ague he’s having.
sight.” In fact, it was understood that
terests. 1 earnestly recommend legislative ac~
The gardener turned and began to walk foreboding when he reported at my desk
'Then rolled her up again and
out for three days what ailed him, but tion to that end.
Burton
perplexity.
was on the forty-acre place deterformidthe
("s.
lie
looked
neither
as
he
did so. he displayed among
slowly away;
started out, “travelling like mad,” the
uow we know what to do, we’ll have him
Jt
be
seen from the accompanying statewill
mined
to
shoot
Jones
if
he
and
came,
much
Ilis face was
two patches on the seat ot his pantaloons able nor malicious.
woman said, as she w atched him.
ment that the aggregate expenditures of the Jones had sworn to
in a fortnight.”
go out there and shoot
beneath the line of his roundabout jacket. freckled, and his light hair was cropped round
When he reached Jones’ he found Jones
“1 hope so,” 1 said warmly; “he is a State during tin* last year, after deducting sums Burton, when the
was postponed by
“Hallo! here 1 come back here,” called Close to his round head; his eyes were
tight
which simply pass through the treasury, was
and iiis wife sitting in litter wretchedness
little fellow, and I should be sorry
the mcrclNtnt, “you needn’t apply to-mor- blue, keen, and wide open, and his hands bright
$' 1 ..Till,S')!*, of this amount $1,111,073 was on the unexpected arrival of Jones’ wife and
to lose him from school.”
by the lire. They were both sick from
child.
account of debt and for educational purposes,
row ; I see 1 shan’t wont
were, to speak broadly, somewhat soiled ;
you.”
“Oh. yes, mum. Bobby’s a keen one !” and $00,304 for special and exceptional approJones’ shanty was not finished, and he grief, and unable to move out of the
The astonished applicant stammered out he was stoutly built, and dressed in a buthouse. Kitty they had given up for buried influence,
he rejoined, nodding vigorously as he priations, leaving about $320,702 as the current was forced to
Ophir, opening at $J.sb, went
forego the luxury ol lighting under some
something about his knowledge ot garden- toned jacket 'and corduroy trousers; ho passed
snow mound.
ordinary expenses of the State.
on.
down to $ JO.). but this decline is regarded
his
old
his
to
make
in
exertions
and
with
a
stood
partner,
1 have already indicated my judgment that
manly air,
up straight
ing and good character, but was cut short
would
tind
her
when spring should as only
1 heard no more from Bob for two weeks,
They
wife and babe comfortable for the night.
temporary. To-day Mr Deidosthe annual expenditures on account ol‘the pubthough he looked less childish than i should when on
by this practical observer.
heinier regards Consolidated Virginia and
Friday morning 1 again met the lic debt should be reduced from about $070,000 For the winter sun was surrounded by come and melt the snow cover off.
“Don’t want you, sir, the patches on have liked, 1 was more favorably impressWhen the exhausted Burton came in California stock as worth $b,00<>
to $*4f>0,000, and J need not repeat uiv views
“sun bugs.” Instead of one sun there
Major with his egg-basket.
per share.
your breeches arc on the wrong side, a ed than I expected.
with his bundle of buffalo skins, they To illustrate the value ot these two mines,
here. Justice to the brave men who perilled were
“Is Robert better?” said I
an occurrence not wnfreqneut in
is
four,
“What
name?”
be
to
breeches
your
ought
patched
their lives in defence of the country, requires a
gardener’s
looked at him in amazement. But when estimated at $l,;‘>no,0oo.ooo,
“Keen as a cricket,- mum.”
“Robert Crumul.”
place it lieYou won’t
at the knees, not on the scat.
continuance of aid to soldiers’ families. I sug- j that latitude, but one which always bodes he
.-took, the keeping ot sheep or poultry.
“Then 1 suppose I shall sec him Monopened it and let out little Kitty and side the volume of the total national debt,
a terrible storm.
be
whatever
herethat
mav
“Will
j
Commercial
Bulletin.
do
‘Crumul,1
gest.
for me.” [Boston
appropriations
please?”
you spell
said—
\\ e would leave the particular object of
?”
which, according to the last statement,
after made to tlie Bath Home and the Bangor
In his endeavor to care lor his wife and
“C-r-o-m, Crom, w-e-11, well, Crom- day
"Here Jones, is this your pet kitten?” was $J, 1
pursuit to be governed by circumstances,
“Well, no, mum. I guess not; Bobby’s or any other Orphan Asylum, shall be a lixed child, Jones was mollified a little, and
on
the Farm,
l:i,6O«,;t0J,0J, and we see that tinwell,”
Sheep
of
and
the
each
of
a
soldier
admitted
to
sum for
such as the location
character
orphan
hall regretted that he had been so violent Mrs. Jones couldn’t think of anything bet- wealth ot two of the gold hills ot Nevada
1 tried to write the letters as though they going to work on the railroad Monday.”
on
the
either
recommendation
of
ol
are
undervalued
the
mass
institution,
\\
would study its special titness
lam.
Sheep
by
are almost equal to the
“To work on the railroad?” I repeated
But he was de- ter than to scream.
and felt that
emergonci ol pin
In this manner the about the piece of land.
Governor and Council.
Some farms are landholders as a means of keeping up the were just what I expected,
tor ■ ic thing or another.
And Jones got up and took his old ing it oil ; but when to the resources f
in astonishment.
will be confined to the soldiers’ termined not to be backed down, and
aid
extended
He
told
to
lent
register.
they
dignity my
admiral !y adapted to the raising of fruit. fertility of the soil and putting money into
“Why, not a shoveling, I don’t mean. orphans, as intended. I suggest that the re- would certainly have to shoot Burton, or partner’s hand and said, “Burton, old the Consolidated Virginia and California
the pockets of farmers. The moment one mehis mother’s name was Jane Cromwell, He's
warm southern exposure,
>,iiif hav-'fellow!” and then choked up and sat mines the
going to carry drinking water for the solves providing for miscellaneous pensions, be shot himself.
mighty resources of tin- < tphir.
so
and
ended
and
lie
was
seven
years old,
•villi a light, warm soil, adapted to the
which have been passed from time to time, he
begins to talk of sheep husbandry, the lisdown, and cried helplessly.
the Belcher, the .Julia, the Andes, Unmen ; gets his wages from the Paymaster,
chance
of
When
he
of
the
befirst
this
namesake
of
interview with
thought
my
carefully examined, for the purpose of ascerAnd, Burton said, “Jones, old fellow, crown Point, the Overman, the Mexican,
grape, where vineyards would return a tener or reader begins to look for wool the
though, same as them.”
taining if some of them should not be repealed. ing killed by his old partner, the prospect you
great Protector.
,. ■■.titanic
It the Silver Hill, the < aledonia and the sav
y ield. Some have facilities for quotations—as if wool was all that yields
may have that forty acre patch.
is
but
a
said
I.
“But
he
for
educational
Of
was
the
not
looked
at
baby,”
nothing
purpose*
expenditures
Whether injustice had been done to
wistfully
pleasant. lie
the raising ot cranberries, and it is a pity’ profit from sheep. One might as well look
come mighty nigh makin’ me the mur“It is dreadful to put him to work like nearly $400,000 is divided among the several
age are added, and all within the same
his two-year-old child, and dreaded
i
was particBob’s
or
whether
character,
Kitty,
oi [i lake advantage ol them.
Some are for wheat quotations alone when there is
derer of that little Kitty’s father.”
towns and cities, and reduces municipal approthat.”
State, something of the Cyclopean powm
that
she
fatherless.
Nevershould
be
left
at
all
I
do
not
successful,
know;
ularly
“No! you shall take it yourself,” cried of the I’nited States to bear its burden is
remarkably well adapted to the raising ot talk about the profit ol farming.
“I think not mum, we’ve made him a priations for public schools to that extent. In theless, he wouldn’t be backed down, lie
I
no trouble, and when it was
my judment the attendance opon Teachers’ InSheep on a farm yield both wool and events had
poultry. retired and tree from disturbance.
Jones, “if I have to go to law to make readily comprehended.
little neck yoke, and the pails is light. stitutes
would
shoot
or be shot.
so small for the past few years,
has
been
in
conthat
Bob
had
told
to
me
Norn.- are specially suited to grass, and the
mutton.
They multiply with great rapidi- reported
But some may say that the discovery ot
to be that the State is not justified in further conWhile the father was busy cutting wood you.”
fidence that I was “a bully teacher,” 1 felt Some think ’twill be better for him
And Jones actually deeded his interest such vast
using of stock would seem to be a lead- ty. They are the best ol farm scavengers, as
out in the air after that touch of the ague tinuing the appropriation of $4000 for this pur- and the mother was
quantities of silver will depre
little
otherwise,
as though the school
busy
complimented
and
The
a
field”
as
no
other
class
of
aniso
on.
is
tlie
idea
to “cleaning
State
in the lorty acres to Burton. But Burton eiate its value. 11 in certain
ing pursuit,
pose. I. suggest that, instead of this,
too.”
to get the shanty door
periods ot
a medal round my
commissioner
had
Kitty
meetmanaged
each
hold
visit
hung
mals
will.
county,
transferred it all to Kitty.
study and take advantage of the peculiar
They give back to the farm neck.
“But such a bright child as he is, it is Superintendent
history the value ot silver was depreciated,
There was no latch as yet, and her
with
confer
friends
of
School
Committees,
open.
ings
'This is why this part of Newton is as for instance when the Homans had ex'•up.to.lies of each farm, and oi ten farms more in proportion to what they take from
Bob’s home was a railroad “shanty” set a shame to keep him out ot sohool,” i of education, address the people at various prying little lingers easily swung it back.
it than any other animal, and distribute, it
taken at random, scarcely any two would
called “Kitty's Forty.”
tended their conquests into Spain, Thrace
went on indignantly.
points on educational topics, and by every A gust of cold air almost took her breath
J
could
see it from
far
in
the
fields.
out
better with a view to the future fertility of
and the Asiatic provinces, and when Corpresent the same characteristics.
he answered, “I think so my.sell; means in his power endeavor to awaken new
“Yes,
tin*
of
brown
but
she
to
as
I
and
from
the
street
school,
caught sight
passed
A small appro- away,
Let us present one or two illustrations. the soil. Trove this P There is no need
our public schools.
tes added to the silver volume the mines
but, you see, ’tain't my affair. 11 is mother’s interest in
Raffled Off.
and the new world seemed
W e know a practical cultivator who lias ot proof to those who have kept sheep, and it looked not unpicturesque, standing
priation for e xpenses will be all that is neces- grass without,
of Potosia, in Peru, even then the reducfour
besides
the
oldest
an’t
but
him.
got
so
that Hie little feet were fain to try
sary to carrv out this plan.
big
about three-cjuartersof an acre of Concord and know their habits and the profits they in the shadow of a magnificent old elm.
One
ot
as
well
as
the most novel
excit- tion was
I snnplv direct your attention to the expenses
only temporary. These, however,
and explore it
The proprietor, familiarly known in the fifteen years old. scattered round here and
rattles that ever took place in Seymour are the times of the nineteenth
apes, lie raises poultry too, but grapes yield. To prove it to those who have not
there, and what’s she to do ? Her husband ol‘ the Legislature, and doubt not that you will
out through the door, caught ing
century,
She
was
an
Amerias
the
pushed
neighborhood
Major,
■uni small fruit arc his special hobby. Last the experience it is necessary they should
came off on Saturday evening last.
Miss with all its
give them the attention that they deserve. I her breath
was killed six years ago down in Pennsylgreat thought, and all the
again, and started away down Minnie Clarence
stout, shrewd, and goodveai from this
that the full compensation of the submade
the
novel
suggest,
vineyard of less than an try the experiment or accept the testimony can born German,
proposiof
its
vania. Kept the next shanty to mine. They
invention: the days of
splendor
ordinate officers of the Senate and House he a path bordered by sere grass and the tion of
natured, who went his rounds smoking,
of an experienced shepherd.
sere, which he tended himself, he sold very
putting herselt up to he rallied off steamships and railroads: of canals ami
were building a railroad bridge and somedead stalks ol the wild flowers.
established by law, in the same manner as that
i.'-arlv eighteen hundred dollars worth of
Tut the live stock of the farm should with his shirt-sleeves rolled up to his
at
cents
a
first
the
chance.
At
matter
the universal anthem of the telegraph ; all
fifty
Hew often she had longed to escape
elbows and a long leather apron tied un- thing or other was wrong about the derrick of the members and of the presiding officers. I
was treated as a joke, hut when it became
grapes, liut if he had frittered away his not. necessarily, be sheep exclusively.
of which aid in spreading and equalizing
and the stone slipped out—just smashed suggest, also, that, the amount ot stationery to from restraint, and
out into the
He
and
der
his
arms.
boarded
paddle
i ne in forty different
lodged
have
and
now
their
and
known
that the offer was a bona Jide one, the value of
Cattle, horses, swine,
crops,
respechim! I’ve hired her since and paid her he annually distributed to each member of the world alone. So out into the world she
gold and silver tlimughout
then run into town with a dozen eggs, or tive places in the farm economy, llow some twenty laborers who were employed
chances went rapidly, and in less than an the world. But. aside from its use as
Legislature by the Secretary of the State, be
but it’s been a tough pull lor determined
coin,
in her liberty, in the blue
good
wages,
to
went,
in
of
connot
be
left
a
doubton
there
and
the
railroad
law,
rejoicing
by
process
hour every chance was taken and heavy art and civilization have created a trepock of turnips, or a bushel oi pease, many of each to keep is a question that
I
!
if Bob- ful custom which calls for an annual expendstruction. Bob’s mother was his cook. a woman, tell you She thought
sky above, and the rusty prairie beneath. premiums were
r a tew ears of
men
green corn, or a string of locality, character of markets, adaptation
paid
by
young
mendous
demand
for
being
silver It enters into
could earn enough to get him a suit of iture of about $»,700 lor that purpose.
She would tind out where the path went,
• tiioiis. or a box
ol butter or a few other of soil, predisposition, taste and skill of Boh himself brought all the wood and by
anxious to win the beantitul and lovely tlie
As the laws are promulgated by means of and what was
’twould help along some.”
composition ot thousands ot useful
at the end of the world.
little ■ its of garden truck, is it to be sup- the husbandman must decide. Tut one water, went on errands and wheeled home clothes, why
of
tin*
all
“extras”
distributed
newspapers
by
I had no more to say, and went my
articles, and will enter into thousands
tVhat did she care it her nose was blue prize.
the close of each session,
All-* .Minnie is a most bewitching beauty
posed that he would have realized seven- thing ought nut to be forgotten, that the provisions, lie was always at school in way sorrowfully. Poor Bob! Iliad allot- the State, soon after
more at tlie same price, it it bccomts
there would seem to be no necessity Ibr longer with cold, and her chubby hands red as ol
teen or eighteen hundred dollars on less
more stock a man keeps on bis farm, the
good season, and never seemed to find its ted much on the
ot'
remore plentiful.
eighteen summers, an orphan,
Thai silver can never be
he would make continuing in force the resolve which mpiirc.s beets. Now and then she
to turn
progress
paused
than an acre of vineyard?
more grass and grain it ought to, and, if confinement irksome.
My only dilliculty that summer.
anil a member ot the
in its use as coin is an i. 1< a
1 had them to be advertised also in the Stab* paper.
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his
to
raised
shoot
down
a strong persuasive to
gun
again.
happy radiance and the birds sang joyous- parties, is large, it might he wise to impose a
honesty didn’t care for them, did she?”
ham's servant. Pliny makes great account
other way. This is made by mixing about constitute
on the part of tradesmen.
Jewelers are
“Her cried!" lie returned laconically.
ly :ts though beneath them were not the charter fee on such private legislation, as is it when the creature uttered another wail- cordingly.” of
of the tact that the rich mines of silver
a tablespoonful of spirits of ammonia of
office!
do
What
“By right your
you
ing cry, so human that he put down his
lie used to wait at the scoolhouse door desolation ot woo and the horror of great done in many other states.
obliged to distinguish plated from genuine
the shops with a (ration of water.”
opened by Hannibal at the foot ot the
mean ?’’
1 suggest legislation providing that all the
word “imitation” placed to walk down with me at night. At first, darkness.
ware by the
gun and went cautiously forward.
Sierra Morena yielded three hundred
tin*
and
and
other
lbr
“Read
see
!”
stationery
required
supplies
It
was
a
child!
1
not
fail
of
met
the
Two
can
while
1
tenor
of
the
customers
where
Major several state officers and the Legislature be purmornings after,
seeing
my way,
kept the even
Here .lack presented Mr. Mason with a pounds weight daily. What would have
Mr. S.M. Wells,of Wethersfield, Conn., it. if a
remember
that
did
not
there
was
lie
he
like
a
man
with
a
burden.
adulterwalked through all the mud-puddles walking heavily
chased by some State officer under the direction
been Pliny
grocer is detected selling
slanguage had be been writing
with a seal big
one of the leading onion growers of that
ated articles, he is heavily lined his name aud sealed all the stone-heaps on the road, “Good-bye, Major,” 1 said, holding out of the Governor and Council, and accounts he such a child among all the settlers at New- whitey-brown paper,
about a mine that now yields lour hundred
tor
a
4
onion
pound
weight.
of
of
the
same.
enough
famous
Also that ton.
raising locality, writes to and place of business is published at his whether to display his dexterity or through my hand, “I am going home to-morrow.” kept the distribution
But he did not stop to ask questions.
“What in the name ol heaven is this?" tons daily ?
the public documents distributed to towns he He
the New York Tribune that the best fer- own
must, without delay, get himself and
in the ollicial journal, and he baslilulness, 1 was a little uncertain. After
mum,” said he, graspiug it
“Good-bye,
expense
in
of
the
Librarian
or Superthe
hands
Evidently the day for wonders lias not
j
the
is
richest stable or is
placed
“My commission ot ‘Marshal.’ I receivtilizer for this crop
compelled to expose in iiis store for a a few days he travelled more sedately, and warmly, God bless you.” 1 was going intendent of Public Buildings, to Ik* forwarded child, too, to a place o! safety, or both ed in 1850, when 1 assisted in taking the ceased. It is more heavily freighted now
frozen.
be
would
hog-pen manure ploughed in four inches specified time a placard stating that he told me of his black kitten and the Major’s on without another word, when he said.
by him in one package. Should it be deemed
than ever before with revelations that asSo he took the little thing in his arms census in Frankfort.”
deep. The land, he says, should be sub- hits been fined for selling adulterated watch-dog, and how lie meant to keep a
“I think mum, as you always took so advisable a considerable sum might be saved
tonish, even bewilder the mind. As the
mean to say that you travel
“You
don’t
those
documents
soiled. An application of forty bushels of
the
which
like
the
drifts.
and
started
And
the
distributing only
Major, when lie was a much notice o’ Hob, you’ll like to know by
through
shanty,
goods.
arm ot man becomes more
will he likely to he of advantage to the public
on this.”
powerful it
wood ashes per acre after the onions have
child put its little icy lingers on Burton’s
man." The Major seemed to be his ideal that me and the boys have raised enough
reaches further up to open the awful mysNelson
Jil
mean
else.
“1
don’t
That
Dinuley,
generally.
effect.
anything
excellent
once
has
an
been
hoed,
The kind of whisky they have in ’Frisco : of human excellence, and 1 judged from among us to get him a stone; a cross we’re
rough check, muttering “papa!” And makes me a‘Marshal’ ot the
Republic, and teries of the sky, and as it becomes more
"Alter that the cloth was took off, and the some trilling indications that he received going to have with his name on’t in black
Burton held her closer and fought the
I intend to have the office duly honored.” cunning it reaches deeper down into the
snow more courageously than ever.
A coi-respondent of the Bangor Whig liquors war bro’t in. And wot liquors some training from that worthy personage. letters.”
at
Grass
the
local
Recently
paper
Valley
Mr. Mason allowed that Jack was doing heart of the earth to open the treasure
He found the shanty at last, and rolled
affirms that scions should not be cut in the they wuz, too! The whisky wus none o’ One night, just as we reached the place
“It’ll be a comfort to his mother,” he said:
'i'lie prettiest girl in Grass Valley
chests of God, Before sucii revelations as
a very large business on a very small
this yer kind that makes a man feel like where he lelt the street to cross the fields, went on, “and it’s the last
as has been the custom from time
while
he
made
spring,
thing we can doesn’t carry herself straight enough the child in a buffalo robe
the hills of Nevada make, tho storv ot
Star.
[Cincinnati
capital.
T
but
in the fall, after the trees sayin’:
kin lick any son of a
immemorial,
gun in the a squirrel ran along the fence. “(Jolly !” do for Hobby,” and the tears stood in the when promenading.” For a week after a fir*!. Then when he got the room a littlie lavers of Bacchus to Midas, enabling
all the Grass Valley girls stalked about tle warm lie took the little thing upon his
house,’ and make him smash things gin- said Bob, with emphasis.
have shed their leaves; and when cut,
rough man’s eyes.
him to turn whatever he touched into gold,
W bat comes to
1 passed through the old place fast sum- like so many ramrods; and every girl knees, dipped her aching lingers in cold
“I don’t really like the sound of that
they should be buried where it is dry, about erally. No, sir. It war the kind that jist
everybody—death—the
and the fairy romance of Scheherazede
six inches deep, and in the spring they makes a man lift his glass up giutly, and word, llojbert, (I had always called him mer on the new railroad. 1 strained my said: “That horrid paper! Ma, don’t 1 water, and asked her what her name was. rich man’s relief from cares; the poor about Aladdin ahd his
wonderful lamp sink
old
”
she.
man’s
the
to
more
‘Joe,
walk
said
for
but
will come out all right.
a
pard,
I’m
lookin’ at yer.’
Iriend, lifting him above poverty. | into insignificance.
eyes
says:
“Kitty,”
Robert, thinking it would appeal
glimpse of the elm tree,
straight?”
[Washington Republic
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Horrible Murder in New Hampshire.

-hocking affair occurred at Bradford,
N. !1
n
Friday morning. Mrs. John
Emor- m was t..and about ton o’clock silting in tin* kitchen of her house with her
head literally blown Irom her body. Her
husband wa- at tin* barn and hoard the
report of ag mi, and found his wife as
above, with knitting work in her hands.
A double barrelled shotgun
(discharged)
on tile
was
floor. The greatest excitement prevails in the community.
Mrs.
Emerson had been married but a few
months, was twenty years old, and was
not known to haw an
enemy. The whole
atlair is shrouded in mystery.
i he plum i- about two mil *- from l’iormom \ th.ige, and
nearly the same distance
front llradl'ord. Yt.
file building is an
old fashioned, two story house
John it.
Emerson, the husband ol the murdered
woman, moved on b the farm some eight
weeks ago, taking with him Ids wile,
whom he hud married only a month before.
He i< i'b years old. a most worthy, industrious and upright man. and his family
connections are most respectable.
He
worked some years in Lowell, where Ills
marriage took place
i he victim ol the murder was before
A

marriage. .Mi-- AmlaMerrill,and belonged
to one of tlie best families in town,
She
born in Orford, but had spent the
greater part ol her life in Pierinont. where
sin' had good educational advantages.
Lor the past six years she hail been employed on the lio.itt Corporation in Lowell.
She is described by all who knew

was

her,

ol'

prepossessing appearand of many good <|iialitics of mind
character. She was a little below
medium height., w ith light eyes and clear
complexion. In figure she was slender
und very graceful. She, was in the "doth
ear <<i age.
1 lie family consisted of Mr
Jailers.ui and wile, and .Moses If. Sawyer.
I he history oi the latter i- very
importan. a- lie, i- now under arrest,
charged
with the crime
II.- is a native el' Newbury perl, Ms— and Ai years old. He is
nnmarri I and li is parents are not
living,
lb- I -is Hi" brothers in Lowell, who
keep
a carnage
repository, lie ha- brothers
and sisters in Amesburv. Mass., and a
brother-in-law in New V irk city. He is a
blacksmith ny trade, and worked many
1 luring
y. ar- on e:irI'iages in Amesbiiry.
the p 1-t I 'll- years he has been in Lowell
a
portion oi the lime ill llie employ oi
Dr. Wellman demies-. While in that city
In- bi-.-ame intimately a.-.jiiainted with Mr.
I mer-’o.i and the murdered woman
lie
came to New Hampshire to visit them and
to l i nil cm pi o Hu-lit I or tin- whitelie iof medium height, slout i. lilt, llorid complexion. and gray hair and beard, lie
di'i-ssi'- Willi neatness, appeal's ipiite into.lligenl. ami ha- not a criminal appearmice.
l ie mu'il.a1 occurred
I-'riday i-.ionoon
flic \\e nli. r w a- stormy, nid neither
as a

woman

ance

ai

d

the last person to go out of the house,
aud argued that Emerson might have returned and gone into the north door of the
THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1875.
house, but there was only one track there,
which led from the building, and it was
known the husband went out from that PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MOUSING
—BY—
door in the morning to attend to his cattle, etc., at the barn, which fact dispelled WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
that idea.
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
Sawyer has persistently denied all know]edge of the c rime. In jail he seems to en- within tlit- year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
joy himself. He eats heartily, sleeps sound- .$3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
ly. and seems quite cheerful. It seems of length in column,) $1.25 lor three week*, and 25
that Sawyer lias been for two years or cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged as a full one.
more, intimately acquainted with the deceased in Lowell, and had given her a
i> 4) 'S. M. Pktf.ngij.i. & Co., 0 State St
Boston,
good deal of attention, and the probabili- a.id
l‘ark Kow New York, are our authorized
ty is that he proposed to her and was ot Agent* tor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
course rejected, and took this course to be
£0 S. R. Niffs, No. «> fremont Street, Boston, is
revenged. He will have a preliminary agent
for the
of this panel, and his receipts
hearing next Wednesday, when further and orders arepublisher
always recognized.
he
1'.
Uow’kll & Co., 1" l’ark Row, New
itjpCto.
expected.
developments may

was
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The

State

Prison.

disadvantage in cmiseijileliee ol tin1 loss of the carriage shop
in December, 187b
Hut for this accident,
the warden is confident, that the proceeds
would have paid the expenses of its sup-

employed

at

a

port, the salaries ol the officers and

even

more.

place, it is just and right. The expenses
too much, and taken with tlu* interest
on the
public debt, make taxation excessively high. II the amount can he diminished, it should be done without delay. In
Hie next place the public service will not
are

■

■

In House,
Ordered. That the oommiLtce on
housekeeping only a few weeks, when
to so amend the laws as
Sawyer, with no special invitation, comes Judiciary lie instructed
on highways that no
person
in upon them to visit, with the alleged regards damages
can maintain au action tor
damages unless the
proteins; of seeking for labor. It would selectmen or road commissioners, or at least
not lie surprising il jealousy on the part one ol .their number. In
previously nolilied nt

in

the motive for the murder.
kit. i:\iovr. Nil, dan. i»l.
I’he tuner,d ol Mrs kmerson, the \onno'
woman who was so iouliy murdered at
kiermoiit, took place to-dav
Services
were held in the ( ongri'gational elmreh,
the
victim
was
a
of which
member. Notwithstanding the inclement weather, a
very large crowd of people from far and
the obse.piies, and the
near, attended
church was tilled to overflowing, many
being obliged to stand during the services.
Thu remains ol the deceased were brought
into the church and placed in Iron!, ol the
altar, and were followed by the relatives
and friends in mourning.
Air. kmerson.
who was not able to stand, was assisted
into the church.
It was a very sad and
was

melancholy sight, and the feelings of nearly all ol the assembly found vent in tears.
W hen the mourners arose to
leave, the
husband had to he led down the
aisle, he
exclaiming “Oh, my poor wile,” “Oh my
poor wife!”
never

to be

It was a sad

forgotten.

sight ar.d’one

The actions and condition of Sawyer
accused murderer, since his arrest',
have been such as to deprive him of all
sympathy, and the leeling against him is
very strong. It is the general impression
ol everyone that he is guilty, and will
surely be convicted of this terrible crime.
Sawyer is reported to have said to Air.
Emerson, when he discovered the murder,
that he ought not to take on so, lor accidents would happen any hour; also, that
lie expressed the opinion that Airs. Emerson committed suicide, but lie afterwards
changed his mind and said lie was convinced she did not do it. lie said he did
not know who did it, but that Emerson
tlie

the sun's parallax from the data worked through Congress. The company
obtained in the observations made of the wanted a subsidy and put 8750,000 into
The mean of Mr. Irwin’s hands to procure it. In the
recent transit of Venus.
four computations made by four different meantime the directors of the company and
mathematicians of distinction gives the other brokers commenced to gamble upon
parallax at 9.24 seconds. Upon this result, the prospects of securing governmental
aid. The party who held the stock set thema distinguished astronomer in this country

suspicion
suggests
gradually nearing the
a

I he

defect in said way.
Petition of Kdward Partridge for
incorporation "f Sloeklou and Prospect Cheese Factory.
Referred lo llu
ominitteo on Manufactures.
fin1 following i« a synopsis of (lie
proceedings
of Tuesday—

chusetts,

will

succeeded by Dawes;
Chandler, Republican, of Michigan, will
be succeeded by C'hristiancy ;
Ramsey, Re-

publican,

of

he

Minnesota, will be succeeded

by Republican ;Sharon,Republican,ol'Nea

that

the

selves to make fortunes out of the rise
which would follow rhe granting of tho
subsidy, while those who were interested
in depreciating the value of the stock set

earth is

and at a rate
which in 1440 years will drop it into its
fiery bosom; and this may happen even
sooner than this, because the centripetal
sun

about with equal zeal to defeat the subsidy bill and to profit by “bearing” the market. P>oth organized a lobby, enlisted
spies

motion of the earth would be vastly accelerated as it gets closer within the sphere
of the sun’s attraction; and therefore its
approach would increase in rapidity, unless
1

'The Warden says the building account
is considerably larger than was anticipa- suffer.
If those who now hold olliee shall
ted. because looking to the eonvenienee, be dissatisfied with
measures of retrenchsecurity and future requirements ol the
ment, there are men plenty enough, aide
vise
a
demanded
it.
He
economy
prison,
thinks considerable repairs an required, [ cimugn ami no nest, era nigh, who are ready
her alive again. Sawyer, at the same
the
old part of I In- prison.
on
in lake Untilplaces i'or what Ihe stale is
time, went into the do.n'-varii t.> cut winn|. especially
the report proper is ihe linanFollowing
to pay.
In the meantime .Mrs. Kniersuii performed <
Ajid lastly, both political
ready
id statement of the prison
lly tills il
her ordinary lioiiselndd duties ol the nionithat the amount ot stock on hand parties are committed to reform and econappears
ing, and then sal down by the lire, in her Nov. bo. |s71, was $7:4,172.bit against $07,- omy. and no member of either can cavil
At a 1I11..V.I Nov.
eo-.y kitchen, l.» do some seising.
bo, 187:4; balance iluo prison at executive recommendation or
little past ten. a lei'l'ibie explosion look
legisla(Nov bit, 1871,1 $27, Gu".' < >9 -‘.gainst $42,- tive action
to that end.
in
the
house. Mr. Linci'son heard it 771.01] the
looking
place
has
year previous; $2:4,8:41.04
at the barn dislinetly. and started at once
Anything that contemplates a closing ol
been expended for buildings and repairs
lor his dwelling.
All
Linersou went
the I evv carriage shop.)
'The the avenues to the public treasury is al(including
through his door-yard, where In saw Mr. salaries of the ollieers amount to $l:j,4!i;i.ways unpopular at the capital. The streams
Saws er at work, -to the house, lie
opened 70 ; $000.77 was paid Tor transporting pris- that fertilize
the locality (low
the door leading to the kitchen, and tor a oners.
along those
and $808.47 was paid to discharged
moment stood almost paralyzed by the
Therefore on such occasions
highways.
convicts.
m
sight, i lien he raised his arms and gave
'The number of convicts Nov. :}<>, 187b, an outcry always comes from those who
a
shriek of anguish, and rushed to the was
and
the number received during toil not, neither do
120,
they spin, but who exm y wife," "my wile!” and
street, crying
the year 72, making 18] in all. 'The disappearing almost like a maniac. Sawyer charges were as luilows:—Expiration of pect that the ravens will lly direct from
the treasury with their daily quails and
exclaimed, "is she dead?” and went ijuick- sentence b.X.
pardoned 7; died I ; total 41,
ly into the house. 1 lie scene presented
the present number lb7, an in- manna. This may always be expected.
leaving
was enough to sicken and
appall the stout- crease ol s during the year. Almost hall But this
army oi patriots is not so numerest heart.
Words cannot atk-ipiatclv de- ol the convicts
in the prison (Ob) are under
ous as noisy, nor so influential a*
scribe il
in a chair by the stove was the
hungry.
sentence for larceny.
The next highest
headless body ol Mrs. Kmerson. About
The Governor probably does not
number lor any one crime is for hurglan,
expect to
three feet from her, and lying on the lloor, 10
: and for murder 17.
please them. But antagonistic to this class
was a heavy double-barrel shot
gun, the
'The prison was opened, .July 2. 1X21, are the people,
upon whose hard-earned
muzzle pointing tow ard the chair. Almost
since which time 2. loo convicts have been
the taxes are levied. And they will
the entire head and neck was blown iron)
wages
admitted
OT this number 1 570 have been
the body, and all that remained was a
f pon them he may lean, and
on
expiration of sentence, 484 approve,
small portion ol the lower jaw, which discharged
have been pardoned, S:.1 have died, and 111 defy the growlers.
Let the Governor conhung upon her breast, and a small portion have escaped.
tinue to urge economy.
,.t the neck, near tlie back-bone, not. over
an inch in width.
From this headless
XHo Next U. S.
Senate.
body blood was spurting in copious
Legis^ture.
streams, and gathering in pools on the
-The
present senate is composed of 50
Jan. 2b.
lloor. The head was almost wholly f lown
In Senate. Petition for changing time and Administration
Republicans and 23 Oppoto atoms, and scattered on the
ceiling and place ol holding the Supreme Court in Wash- sition
members—1 of the latter being Libwest and south walls of the rooms.
The ington county wa> referred to the Judiciary
largest portion of the head (ouml, was a < oirinittee.
erals, viz.Sellurz ol Missouri, Tipton ol
The Committee on Commerce reported a hill
piece id skull about three inches in length, authorizing the Cumberland Hone
Teuton ol New York and HamNebraska,
Company to
by two in width, w hich had passed through erect buildings at Boothbuy.
ilton of Texas. The terms of three of
a window, breaking a place of its exact
Petition for an act to incorporate the People's
size in the glass, and lodging in the door- Saving Bank u\ Camden was presented and re- these Liberals will expire 4th of March
fer
reel.
yard, some ten iect from the house, and
next; two of them, Sehurz and Fenton,
The Committee on Coinn wee reported on tin?
within about that distance from where
petition ol Mr. Thomas to build a wharf into have been replaced by Cockrell and KerSawyer was at work.
tide waters at I Jar Harbor, a bill, \ hieh was
nan, both Democrats, and Tipton by Faili >u tlie stove,
ceiling, wails and lloor, laid on the tabic
In House. Petition of A. W. Watts, Tliomas- dock, administration republican.
were s. uter.-d blood, llesn and hair, formHamilfor remuneration of | roperty destroyed ton’s
term will expire in two years.
ing a scene ghastly and revolting to all ton,
Bewhen the
.shop at the State prison was
who witnessed it.
1 he bods' rested in the burned ofcarriage
s. F. ( Toekctt against change of ferry
sides the above, there have already been
;
chair as natural as if in life. 'The Iect landing in Vinalhaven; of A. J. Nelson of
were on the i -inh-r of the stove, one hand
«’liina for abolition of the death penall\ ; bill to elected to the senate of the Forty-fourth
held a piece of cloth, while the other authorize the Cobb Lime Co. to increase its congress Newton Booth of California, Instock; pet it,ion of «L ILfMears, of Morrill,
grasped a needle and thread, as il to take capital
dependent, in place ol Hager, Democrat;
for incorporation of the Morrill Cheese Co.
another Mitch in the work. Tim position
Committees of tin* following bills reported— \\ iiiiain \V. Eaton,
Democrat, of Connecol tlie body show,-I unmistakably that not to legalize the doings of V**rona in
1*74-; auin place of
ticut,
a movement
A.
o eurred alter the
C.
to
build
a
tish
wier
Buckingham,
at
Savage
Republiweapon thorizing
Mi. l>esert, incorporating a steam ferry at Sul- ! can ; Win. F. White of
was lircil.
Maryland, Demolivaii; to authorize Alex. Martin to build a
>:i\v\i
crat, in place of Hamilton, Democrat: B.
o'U'i-i! wonilorliiuy :iim and wharf at Iloekport.
-i|
collected. II- -aid that I rnerson went inJan. 21.
K. Bruce, Republican, (colored), of Misi'
the h use a little while before (lie exIn Senate. Petition of tic citizens of Boothin place of Ames, Republican; A.
sissippi,
for
abolition
of
the
office
of
don
-I. and that lu- was the last bay
Inspector GenC. Thurman, Democrat, of Ohio, to suc1" < iit i' tin- house before the murder oc- eral of tish was presented and referred.
The bill allowing 'I'. L. Huberts to build a
curred
J-awyer talked freely about the wharf into tide waters a! p,;.r Harbor, read and ceed himsell; S. B. Maxey, Democrat, of
matter,
but showed great iudiilerenee. assigned.
Texas, in place of Flanagan, Republican ;
le the airertioon Deputy ~-l11*riIT Newell
In House. Petitions of 15. C. Mathews for
compensation for building certain roads in Coo. F. Edmunds, Republican, of Ver"'em t" I'ierimint and arrested Sawyer.
W aide and Kennebec counties
presented and mont, to succeed himsell', and llobt. E.
He manilc-led no surprise, and said' he
referred, also of the County Commissioners of
"expected it.'1 and was willing to go. Knox comity tube reimbursed bv the state for Withers, Democrat, id' Virginia, in place
When tiw ntlieer put the hand-culls
tijimi expenses at the Bobbins trial fof Win. (iil- of Lewis, Republican.
These changes
him. tin- prisoner said there was no need e.ljj'ist to make valid doings of district No. .*{, at
St. George.
make a gain ol two for the Democrats,
"I
t. lor lie should not run a,wav.
The
Mr. Martin of ( amden, in behalf of the Knox
crime was 1.0 -o.mer discovered titan sasand a loss of two lor the Ropubiieans.
delegation, presented a resolve;
the
pieion fastened upon Sawyer
1’lie excit- Commissioners of said county authorizing
to negotiate a
But the terms ol fifteen other senators ex
ed throng at tin lion-.- i.Vc«
ly expressed loan to complete count v buildings.
pire on the 4th of March next also, and
the opinion that. In; Was guilty!
Jan. 22.
In Senate. The bill to incorporate tin* Morrill the legislatures ol their slates will short I v
kmerson. \\ '.in was almost insane yesterCheese and Mutter Factories reday was \,11 rii t< In lather iast evening, nid \\ imerport
elect their successors. Bayard, 1 temocrat,
and are on their passage.
lli-s reason is almost dethroned, and he ported
of Delaware, will he succeeded by himJan. 23.
Wan give no intelligent :eiount of the alI n Senate. | Jill reported
increasing the powers self or some other Democrat; Hilbert,
lair.
lie has tke lull sympathy of the “l lin* Maine Poultrv Association regarding the j
holding of proper! \.
Republican, ol Florida, ought to be succommunity.
In House. Petition presented and referred I
ceeded by a Democrat, but it is said that
Sawyer and kmc.-un, and the murdered “f H M. H.indall
valid
against
making
doings |
Woman were a 11 three intimately ae•
plaint- ot school district No. 'l in M mroe.
the Democratic majority in Ihe legislature
ed tor some lime in kowell.
Sawyer ad.1 AN. ‘J5.
will trade oil’ the senatorship lor some
w
as
mits that she
a
very line woman, and
I ii >*,ii ale. I) rile I**!. That tin- < 'nmuiiUee on
local consideration; l’ratt, Republican, ol
the manner in wlikh he speaks of her Rdtlruliou III
reipics ll to cou-ider I lie sllbjerl
would load one to infer that he thought a of eompiilsory eiiueation. or llu- mosl desirable Indiana, will be succeeded
by a Democrat
*11' lo scrim* a
larger allemlain t upon the
great deal ol her IVrhaps he may have
E
McDonald;
—Joseph
schools.
ami
Ilauilin,
Repubreport by hill or otherwise.
wished to marry her. and been rejected, pulilir
Hill presented.
lican, ol Maine, will be succeeded by himit. see u s a little strange that Air. kmerson
Passed lo lie engrossed an act to
incorporate
and his nile should have been established the Sullivan and Hancock steam
self; Washburn, Republican, of MassaKerry t o.

Sawyer,

Information has been received by the
1\ew York World from Greenwich. England, where astronomers have been cal-

The Constitutional Commission,

culating

Augusta, Jan. 24.
Administrators, Executors and <ir \i;i i.\N> j
report of Warden ltiee and other ot- desiring
their advertisement# published in the .Jourfioials of the State Prison will be laid be- iml will please so state to the Court.
the
M
r.
week.
lure !ii" Legislature
present
SL'BS( RIBEKS desiring to have the address of
Kiee, in the beginning of his report, says
tiiat the health of the convicts during the papers chungt d. must state the l’ost Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
year lias been unusually good, but one
it is to go.
having died during the year out of a total
-Bates & Lot i;k, :M Park Row, New York,
of 181, and none pardoned because of ill
health. Generally the men have worked are authorized agents for procuring advertisement#
for the Jouruul.
well and willingly, and there has been less
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
punishment in proportion ti> the number date
on the colored slips attached to the paper.
It
01 convicts than during any previous year. i< the
only form of receipt now used. For instance,
The average number of convicts the past l.‘> May 71, means that t!i«* subscription Upuid to that
There | date. When a new payment is made, the date will
year was thirteen less than in 187b.
be changed to correspond, and .SI BSCRI BEKS ARE
'have been 72 committals during the year RKt^lKsTKDTo SEE I'll AT TH El R DATES ARE
lrom the following counties:—Cumber- CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due
land 14, Penobscot ’J, Kennebec.'), AndrosAroosYork
4,
1,
coggin 4, Washington
4T0~'Ii. sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
took 2, Oxford 2, Franklin, Hancock and
to which the paper is scut ..car
Waldo 1 each. Of the 72 committed last
year, 28 are for three years or less, 1 I beState Economy.
tween thro-and live years, b for six years,
2 between seven and nine years, b tor life,
The message of (iov. Wngley, recomOl the 72 committed, 110 are
2 tor death.
under sentence for larceny, 0 for burglary, mending economy in public expenditures,
a copy oi which is published in the Jour2 for robbery, 4 tor telonious assault, b lor
arson, 2 lor murder, 2 for adultery, and 1
nal to day, is exciting public attention.
each for murder in the second degree, rape
There
is, wo notice, a disposition in some
and assault to ravish.
1'lie earnings of the prison derived from quarters to ridicule the message, as indithe manufacture ol carriages, harnesses cating a parsimonious spirit incompatible
and hoots and shoes amount to $28,mi) Ob.
viih the liberality of a state
government.
while the expenses ol the prison have been
Hut we apprehend that the act of the exthe
instituSG—a
balance
$:4ii,lMH
against
'The deficiency is due to ecutive will suffer very little from th s
tion of $2,887 tl:!
the fact that a large part ol the men have cause, for Several reasons. In the first

Liner-.m nor S.-iwyi r went, 11,;' away from
lioiue. Atler lireaktasl Hum! son made a
pica-ant remark to his wife, and kissed
her. and then went out to look alter his
cattle li
not .-opposed lliul heeler saw

ot

Pacific Mail Bribery.
The exposure of the Pacific Mail subsidy
business reveals in a striking manner the
means by which schemes of .this kind are

York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
«i*HoK.\CK Doi*i>, 1<!1 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

The

been

Going Sunward.

the

sun

would

moderate

graciously

upon the conduct of their opponents, bribed officers of the House to distribute their
documents subsidized newspaper corres-

its

nary

notice

to

lie given.
from

uo,ne
irm°i"HiiP?mtfons
s- * nonont.

Vi,1?!

Isle,
North Haven, Swan’s

LlfiV./;!!'?1'8'
of the present lobster
repeal

and other coast towns for the
law
i here is a proposition to
tax male dogs «3aml female dogs #»,. This
legislation is asked
hy tliose interested in sheep husbandry.
The George’s V alley Railroad
Conmanv ask
that the tune for locating and
compleUn*1
UIUI
° tlieir
road lie extended five years.

reduced.
We are tokl that to declare that the
situs parallax has been ascertained to be
y.l'4 seconds is to say llial the sun is dis-

lavishly

upon all who aided in their

re-

spective purposes.

Boyd,

assistant

says lie

doorkeeper,

re-

distance made out

by

who

Enckc trem the ob-

to
Washington to oppose the
Avcrill got $10,000 for like services. William B. Shaw testified to
getting $15,000 for keeping Henry Clews posted on the prospects ol the subsidy
came

Kucke, from transit of 17«.].s. <: I ,l (|;(() I1(H)
s..»v» )
Eneke, from transit, of 17(1'.*.
Laplace, in is 11 (Biot ..s. •’»'.*
>.-Sl )
in
l
,s5?..
11ansen,
.Measurements of .Mars, istio,.s.sj |
joo.oOS
to
Foucault and Cornu, lstls. ..s.m'i ;
Leverrier (about same dates).vsl | '.L’, 7 00,000
Leverrier (about same dates.s.6()

tion

as

to

which had the

most

....

Augusta, diligently
B VAX OLD SE T T LE1{.
good progress for the time
All
it has labored.
specific amendments,
CIIAFTER XLVIH. (1851.)
submitted in writing, arc considered in a
According to the national census taken
parliamentary manner, and determined by last year, just completed, the population
majority vote. The commission lias al. oi our town was at this time 5052 ; including the territory setoff since 1340 it was
ready resolved as follows—
5508;
showing an increase oi population
First—That the constitution be so amendand has made

ed

provide for elections in November
of September, commencing No-

to

as

instead

vember, 1«7G.
Second—That the election of Governor,
Senators and Representatives be by the

people biennially.
Third—That ihe Legislature

meet the

first

Wednesday of January biennially.
'I'he following propositions were negatived—To have department officers of state
government elected by the people; that
the Governor shall not be eligible for two
are

concluded the result will be considered by
the Legislature, and if approved, will then
be submitted to the

people.

Money seemed to be in the
body was talking about it.'1

money.

air.

ocrat to (lie

tion of

—Among

Every- Governor,

recent

are

the

appointments by the

following—

Justice Peace anil Quorum—Chandler
Bearce, Bristol; Vespasian Darling and
Tin; Progressive Age makes the follow- Win. 11. McCrillis,
Bangor; Joseph O.
This seems to show a pretty regular in- ing explanation of its premature publica- Wilson, Orono; Thus. J. Southard, Richmond; Edwin P. Trafton, Georgetown;
tion of tiie Governor’s message—
crease in the sun's parallax and diminuE. P. Viles and Elias llutehins, New Portwe
received
:i
note
from
thiSaturday
previous,
tion in the sun’s distance during
period tin- Governor's
land ; Lewis M. Partridge, Stockton.
Unit an allSecretary
saying
ot time.
From 1701 to 17011 is

eight years,

copy of the address would be sent us
if we wished it for our next issue.
UV immediately replied that it would be too
ofn
Otlo-4
lat'r. that our paper was published Thursday,
parallax is O.dO seconds, of a rate
and unless we could have it before that day, it
per annum. Fringing this down to 1*7 1, would he of no use to us.
Tuesday evening we
and we should have lor the |o,7 years that j received the copy with the following written
the
“Not
to he used until
upon
margin:
have ulapsed since 1701), an increase of
Thursday morning. Portions enclosed i;; paren0.7* seconds, so that the contemporary thesis may tie omitted." We had it put in type
and it was published in our issue Thursday!
parallax would lie IF.'id second-, and the
The Secretary’s note addressed to the
distance ot the earth troin
iance

Thursday,

during which the assumed increase ot

corresponding

Journal otliee is

sun would lie Jd.ofio semi-diameters,
87,-101,7211 miles. This is very close to
the ligure announced Imm (ireeinvicli as

the

the result of 1 he recent observations ul'the
transit ot \'enus.
Tile difference between hncke

s

figures

for the earth's distance ami those

conjec-

sum

When the message came, it had written
on the margin, “Not to be

used until THURSDAY NOON.”

miles,

1

ol

follows.

conspicuously

tural ly derived from the transit of ls7l is
the considerable

as

Ilingley

has instructed me to forward on
TTEffd>.\\ advance copies of his address to
your office, if desired by you, to he published
or made public after Thursday noon, unless you
should be previously informed that it will not
iie delivered al that date.
Mark II \ i: M; n
Respectfully yours,
(>o\

or

Every

oilier paper in the. stale was

put under this
restriction. The Age says that it was
specially exempted, it that lie true, the

number idmilesby which
distance from the sun has been reduced in the course of lU.b years. And if
Governor or his Secretary has been guilty
this reduction continues, it cannot fail to
of a deliberate ail’ront to the press of the
finally land us in the sun.
state, while professing to do them a iavor.
After scaring us thus, however, our
if it be not true, tho Age Ims falsified
astronomical friend consoles us by saying
in the matter. The public will judge
that he does not believe that the Greenwinch is most probable. For our own
wich people have made accurate figures,
part we see no reason to doubt that Gov.
as they have not had time to make the
Dingley and his Secretary are gentlemen'
measurements and calculations accurately.
M

representing the

our

Trial Jnstiee

We iiu not take much stock in the rumor
that a recent message sent to Congress by

appliances which enable

and the

to be made w ith

so

the President in regard to coast defences
preparation of heavy cannon, real-

observations now
much precision. Aris-

ly

tarchus fixed the sun's distance from the
earth at not more. thai. I,,b0d,0iio miles.
This estimate

was

gradually

increased by

compass that desire.

the distance b.b.OOO.lXJO: but lu*
<«>u
far away and the computations of these
later days are bringing us closer to our

Prosperous

Southern

State.

would liose

The message ot Gov. Smith of Georgia
one
prosperous and well-to-do
Southern state in the midst of the mis-

a

Ill of

h.

The result of such

WO

«hon1<l

ora in

a

(

tha^

heavily

in

ships.

Future ad-

vantage can seldom, in popular estimation,
be balanced by present loss. Therefore
would such a war be likely to be unpopular. Certainly the necessary preparations
for defending our coast should not be condemned in New England; and the maxim
“in time of peace prepare tor war” is as
old as the days of Washington.

bankrupt commonwealths
The receipts into the state
1874, together with the bal-

and

ot that section.

treasury for
on
iiand
ance

on

and lose a vast deal ot our navigation.
The part of the country that would find advantage in the acquisition of Cuba would
be the Atlantic states—just the ones

shows

governed

woill*

••-Ml-

great luminary.
A

that the President is bent

with Spain. Gen. Grant may wish (Or
a third term, but it may be doubted whether the bullying of Spain into a war would

astronomers until l'-ucke made

subsequent

means

war

the commencement,
amounted to $2,817,728, and the disburseat

Isaac 1 lobbs,

—

Hope

; Caleb

lloilsdon, Boothbay ; Wm P. Falkner. Kipley.
Notaries Public- E. 11. Stover, Brunswick ; Lewis M.

Partridge,

Stockton.

—That, pungent war between the Portland Press and the Bangor Whig hasn't
subsided with the determination of the
senatorial quest ion.
thrusts—

Just note these keen

11 i< worthy of nolo that twenty-sewn years
:»ir<», Nathan White, lN<p, of Burksport voP*d
for Mr. iiuinlin at his lirst nomination lor the
Senate, and last Thursday evening Ambrose
While, Ksq., a son of the former, ea.st his vote
for Hamlin's re-nomination, j Bangor Whig.
Yes; and we have no douht that twenty-seven years henee the grandson of Nathan White,
unless he takes out of kin, will enjoy the sane*
blessed privilege. [Portland Press.

It is now pleasant to remember tin?
conductor Andrew Johnson, when President, in summarily dismissing Sheridan
—

from command

justification

in

New Orleans, and his

of the dismissal Lo his aston-

ished Cabinet in these memorable words
1 told them if it turned the Government

upside down, Sheridan, nor any other
general should usurp the civil authority,
and trample it ignominiously under foot.”
—A

One is

--

And then he likewise throws distrust upon
the accuracy ot tlie computations ofKneke
and others, who had not the scientific

other

chap in Portland courted two girls.
a
liery tempered blonde, and the

a

quiet little brunette.

lirst named lound that she had

sought

her out armed with

which contained vilriol.
silk dress and

a

When the
a

rival, she

vial ol wrath,

Result,

a

spoiled

trille of burned skin for

a

the little one, and
of mind for
tells

us

a

a sadly perplexed state
deceiving man. The Press

all about it.

—We

are
sorry that our ltuckspoil
i.he
friends are bn-cing o„r*l, lvn-u lu<alirst winter ot their new railroad. They

doing a very good business in carryarticles for shipment to and fro be-

were

ing

tween their open port and the up country,
until the north pole came down this way.
Nothing can withstand the atmospheric

influences that it
that

we

brings along. It is hoped
by ami by.

shall all thaw out

—At the recent
and Publishers’

Miss

Whitney,

meeting

of the Editors’

Association,
associate

at Augusta,
publisher of the

Aroostook Pioneer, was admitted to mem$1,814,594, leaving the substanbership, being the lirst lady member. This
tial balance of $1,008,128 on hand at the
is regarded as showing a liberal and proDoes it ever occur to our radical men
gressive spirit on the part of the fraternibeginning of the present year. Of the and brethren to
inquire why, in the Dem- ty, and a decided
receipts $300,000 was for rent of the West- ocratic states of the
leaning towards wosouth, there is an en- men’s
ern and Atlantic railroad; $200,000 was
rights.
tire absence of tumult, ill-blood and outdividends; $20,000 was insurance tax;
—A lady preacher, Uev. Mrs. Haines,
breaks? Do they ever seek to know why
$10,000 was railroad tax, and $10,000 was
of ilallovveli, oflieiated as chaplain oi' the
those states are not only peaceable, but
for hire of convicts. Of the expenditures,
at Augusta, on Saturday.
A corWe publish to-day the fig- Senate,
$100,000 was for civil expenses, $100,000 prosperous?
respondent says—
ures showing the very satisfactory condifor the legislative pay roll; $115,000 for
She made by far the best prayer that hation oi Georgia, financial and social. What been made during
the session. Il was couched
the lunatic asylum ; $150,000 for the eduin
excellent language, and was brief and highly
is the reason why South Carolina, just
cational fund ; $20,000 for printing; $070,appropriate. It furnished a model for those of
across the Savannah river, should not be
her profession who are called upon to ollieiate
00(1 for the public debt and interest; $10,in a similar capacity. It is tie- iirst time, we
In North Carolina,
well oil'?
000 for die agricultural department, and equally
believe, a lady preacher ever officiated a- chapTennessee, Kentucky, eain of either branch.
$10,000 for the geological survey. The Georgia, Virginia,
Missouri, and Texas the democrats hold
—The hay is frozen over from Belfast to the
net increase of taxable wealth in the state
the ascendancy. We hear of no outbreaks islands, and men and teams cross. [Bangor
is $18,709,Oi)(.l over 1873, an increase which
Commercial.
or demand for troops from those localities.
the governor very warrantably speaks ot
Our cotemporary has been misinformed.
is it not true of
Louisiments to

gratifying

as a

a

on

and

Schools were kept last
hundred and twenty-live coun-

year in one
ties. The governor intimates a suspicion
that Henry Clews A: Go. oi New fork,
late financial agents of the state, has c been
their own use paid up bonds
which were deposited with
them, and also that they have transterreil
or converted to their use
$800,000 unauthorized currency bunds which the legist

ing

t<

less

was

usefulness.

convci

ana,

the

$8,105,000. The common school
system, though exhibiting no
striking results as yet. is growing in favor

January

>

ot the slate

Mississippi,

Why

healthful

The debt of the state

prosperity.
lstof

evidence of

!

this

<&e., where the radicals hold, or proIt would seem that
to hold sway?
is worth thinking of.
Items.

Camden

Mrs. John Rankins committal suicide at.
liockport on Friday last in the following

peculiar

She loaded with powgun which happened to be

manner.

der and shot

a

in the house, fastened
ger, tied the string to

a

string

to the

disowned—a

Journal

devote

time

our

cation.

a post at the foot ot
the bed, then placing herself on the bed
and removing the clothing from her breast,
took hold ot the barrel of the gun, point-

suspicion

bringing hither the been frequently reminded during the hisready printed, we shall tory of Llie ups and downs of the Bay and
exclusively to that publi- River Road of what Rope says of the, condition of humanity:

paupers to Boston, and Boston is sending
them back. It makes business good on the

hen show with the

transportation

sibly

—The Camden Herald
it has

caws

picture

for such

illustrates the

of a crow,
an

all'ront.

l’os-

"Man never is, but

—Charles

always

The ice extends for

some distance out from
this harbor, hut beyond that is a wide sheet
ol blue water, that would lead any man
or team straight to Davy Jones’ lookerNo one has crossed or attempted to cross

to the islands.

A curious incident, i lustraling the uncertainties of polities, happened during the
—

senatorial balloting in
trig- struggle being between

ing it at her heart and drew the gun towhich is wards
her, discharging it and killing herstrengthened by the refusal nt Clews A se.lt, as it is
supposed, almost instantly.
<'o. to permit the attorney-general of
.She had been appearing and talking queorGeorgia to inspect their bonks and examly for some little time, and left, we underine their vouchers. In spite, however, ot
stand, some writing showing her intention
Glows A Co
financial mismanagement,
She leaves a husband and
to take her life.
and in spile of all that Bullock and
Blodg- t hree children. A nursing child was found
ett and the oilier Radical officials did in
on the bed with her. and it is thought by
their day to ruin the state. Georgia is now
its hand having been burnt by the powder
peaceful and prosperous—an example of Unit she
may have intended its death with
the health In I working ol local government
A coroner’s inquest was belli l>\
her own
when left In |he people most, concerned.
den John I) Rust, and the verdict rendered was that she came to her death by
We are obliged to our friends who .send
while in a iit of temporary insuicide,
to Ibis olliee occasional orders for job
lature

Republican

lines.

| ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A CLMCRY.

Supreme Bench on the expiraJudge Cutting’s term. Arternas
Libby and L. F. l’illsbury, of Augusta,
tained by more recent measurements. II
are
mentioned as possible appointees.
then we suppose that these observations
passing, Either of these gentlemen, however, has
have all been correct we will have to con- so that he might operate
accordingly in a professional income greater than a
clude that the earth’s radius vector is not the stock of the company, and McFarland
judge’s salary, and therefore it would not
a constant quantity but is constantly conreceived $25,000, which he straightway be an
object to accept, on the score of
tracting. (Jur astronomer gives us these carried to Col. John W Forney without dollars and cents -but it is hoped that
results ot dillerent observations in tic past asking any questions.
As one of the wit- other considerations may have
weight
nesses remarked, “It was
century:
merely a ques- with them.
subsidy.

servations of the last transit, and 0,000,000 or 4.000,000 less than the results ob-

Yorkers succeed in

and

in

work,

2'J,‘bid semi-diameters ceived his share for carrying pamphlets to
—An opinion prevails in some quarters
of the earth, or SS,44:1,7Jd miles. This members for Irwin. Horsey, messenger, that Gov.
Dingley will break the unvaryis nearly 7,C0O,000 miles less than the received $11,Out) for spying out persons
ing rule of his party and appoint a Dem-

made the following deputy appointments—

'shipping tramps

now

at

tant from us about

ThomasB. (iro.se, Rockport; Isaac Carkin,
McLain’s Mills; Cyrus R. Morion, Union.
—New York is

is

pondents and editors to write Pacific Mail successive terms.
When the labors of the commission
up or down, and showered their money

toree or its volume should in some way be

vada, has been elected to succeed Stewart,
Republican ; Stockton, Democrat, of New
Jersey, will be succeeded by himself, or
some other Democrat.; Scott,
I he House defeated I he
Republican,
passage of | he Srnale
order providing for a joinl special committee
ol Pennsylvania will lie succeeded
on
by a
re'renehinent. Mr. W ilson, of liangor,
olijeel|'11,1 'ts passage on the ground that as llu*
Democrat, Wallace; Sprague, Republican
matter
was. already before [lie eommiltee on linane al of Rhode Island, will be.succeeded
by a Reallairs. llu* passage of such au order,
might be
considered a relleetion upon Hint aide eumuiit- publican; lirownlow, Republican, ol Tentee.
11 esse, will be succeeded
by a Democrat,
charters are asked for (In* New York and
Maine Granite Company, of .Sullivan, wiili a or by Andrew Johnson ; Roreman,
Repubbut no work ol that, kind is now sanity.
capital of #500,(100; Carrabassett Roih'o of Free
ol West\ irginia, will lie succeeded printing,
The lollowing she li.nl written on the
ami Accepted Masons; Halil Hill f», i« K and lican,
done at the Journal establishment. \\'e
Manufacturing Company, of Winterporl, wiili by a Democrat; Carpenter, Republican,
of the family Bible—
went out of the business one day, in this register
a capital of #100,000.
ol Wisconsin, will be succeeded
Head, Head thin, and the tiO chapter of Isaiah—
himA petition was presented
by
that
a
asking
wise, doing down Main street we ob- O John, as 1 have been a true wile to you. be
portion of tin* town of Palermo lie set olf ami an- self, or some ether
Republican. These served two earls loaded with
to these dear children, ami hind up their
nexed b, Iln* low'll of J.iberty.
packages of good
make a net gain of six for the Opbroken hearts, and lead them up to tin* bumP
I.egislalion is asked looking lo an amendment changes
bill heads, cards, circulars, &e., being de- of (tod, and turn your heart to (tod and live.
of the divorce law, with a view to
discourage position, and a loss of six for the Adminin vain to lie
tile growing fivi|uene.v of divorces; lo amendlivered at the doors id business men. A lit- Remember the cure. I have plead
carried where I could sutler and die in peace,
so that when the
ing the free high school law, and. among other istration,
Forty-fourth tle
our
to
the laet that lait here is the cure.
eyes
inquiry opened
things, to provide that it districts neglect or congress meets, there will be in the senA communication received from Senator
decline to choose a supervisor, then the school
our neighbors had ordered these
supplies
ate 44 Republicans and i'll
shall be under the supervision of the superinOpposition from New York
a
to the effect that Director DunCushing,
through
travelling
agent.
tending school committee of the town.
members—reducing the Administration As that Held ol
seemed to be pret- ning lias obtained pledges of $100,000 in
industry
.The petition of the Knox County Commissioners, who ask for reimbursement by the majority by 1 votes, but leaving it strong
ty well occupied by the New Yorkers, we Bangor for the Bay and River Railroad,
Slate of the expenses of the Robbins
'trial, enough to prevent the house from carrysoon after sold our job printing material
amounting to #5,01)0, was considered and tallied.
lias again revived our drooping spirits,
A hearing was
given to the Cobb Rime Co., ing out a Democratic policy.
to Mr. dco. W. Burgess, who will till
any and we tire expecting to have railroad fa1,10 caPital *«■ increased In
*son!U|lSk'ri",U,1
flic hearing was continued lo Fcli#>00,000.
—Sheriff Toirey, of Knox County, has orders from our friends. Until the New cilities “before a great while.” We have
.Id, with
1

session at

to be, blest."

Sprague, the poet, died in
Boston last week, at the age of 81.

Tennessee.

Tim

Hates and Johnbecame so excited that

a Hates man
he had an attack of palpitation id the heart,
and had to bo carried out. Bates was
within one vote of being elected, and but

son,

lor this accident would have been the successful

man.

—Thanks to tin- bravo staml taken by a 11 tin IIni Hi' Kepuhlicans in tin- Legislatin'! ami tin- nutriulisui of the Democratic minnrirv in sinking
pariisanship ill tin* contest, the Slab- has hecii
able In slough olf Zai liariah t'lmnller. and to
announce h*r complete reili'inptiou from ring
domination. [Detroit Free I’n-ss.

and that there was a heavy shower in the
niMit preceding.
The old Burying Ground on High street,
the4tirst ever occupied on the west side of
the river, was abandoned and the removal of its tenants to Grove Cemetery commenced in August. Its site is now occupied
by dwelling houses.
In the Inst week of this month Signer
Devoto exhibited his band of trained birds
and white mice at City liall. A Diorama
of the Funeral ol Napoleon was on exhibition at the same place in September.
The annual Show and Fair of the Agricultural Society was held on the 8th and
yth of October. The attendance was unusually large. There was a meeting of
the Society at the Unitarian Church in the
evening, and a ball at City Hall.
The “Maine Law,” whose growls had
been heard in the distance, began to “show
its teeth” in this locality early in August:
several of our townsmen were badly bitten.
in December came off the affray at
Frankfurt on board tile Steamer Boston,
which will lie remembered by many still
living. It grew out of an attempt to seize
certain liquors on board tlic boat, which
attempt was torcibly resisted by the crew.
It was a matter ot no local importance to
us. save that on the arrival of the boat at
our wliart the parties charged with violating tiie law of the laud were arrested and
the preliminary hearing was had before
magistrates here. Some ol the accused
parties were discharged by the magistrates and others were bound over to
At the hearing before the Court
court.
some ot them were convicted and others

in the entire territory ot 1:174 in the last
ten years.
The population of the county
was 47,229 against
41,535 in 1840; 5,094
gain in ten years. According to the State
Valuation of last year we had 932
pulls
and 1,323,979 of estate in town. According to our town tax bills of this year the
number of those who paid a tax exceedin'''
one hundred dollars was nineteen; the
largest tax, 235.00, was paid by ltalph (J.
Johnson. The number ol those who paid
a tax in 1374 exceeding one hundred dollars, was 217! The largest tax, $2,.sno.ott,
was paid by the estate of the late Alfred
\V. Johnson.
file course of lectures before the Lyceum
inaugurated the preceding lull was continued this winter. The lecturers were Geo.
Sennott, Esq., of Boston, on Popular Delusions concerning the Middle Ages. Lev.
Ezra Gannett of Boston on Conversation.
Dr. Charles 1. Jackson of Boston on A
Grain ot Corn. Geology and Mining, Rev.
A. 1,. Stone oil the 1 rue -Mission ol Woman,
Rev. lloratio Southgate on the Domestic
file ol the lurks, Rev. J. il. Alien ot Bangor on American Civilization, Rev. Calvin
E, Stowe ot Bowdoin College, on the origin and history ot Alphabetic writing, Rev.
Stephen Thurston of Searsport on the re- acquitted.
lilts extensive improvements made by
lation of the Pulpit to Politics and GovernMr. llir.im 1, Fierce at tile iiiuuia ol (.loose
ment, Rev. Edward F. Cutter on Iceland,
and the erection ol the new bridge
Rev. Nathan (J. Fletcher on the Natural River,
across it just completed,
naturally recall
ot
Man, Hon. JST. Abbot on the
History
to mind the condition ot the river and the
equality of Human Conditions.
t he fall course commenced on the J.'Sd improvements on its banks a ipiarter ol' a
of October. The lecturers were 11. N. century ago. They were, in addition to
the saw and grist mills at the. outlet ol’
Hudson, Esq., of Boston on l alstalf. Prof.
(loose Fond, Mason's sawmill, Kelly’s cardof
on
Charles
1
o\
James
Shepard
Bangor
Rev. T. JStarr King, ,i Boston, on rSoerates, ing machine and axe laetorv. Whiting’Charles (’. llazeweil, Kst[, ot Boston, on edge-tool factory. White and Kimball’s
Roman Slavery, Rev. William Ware, of iron ioundry, grist mill and turning lathe
I’rior to that time there had been on tinCambridge, on the l sefulness of the Fine river near the
bridge a grist mill and fullRev.
A. I,. Stone, ol Boston, on KosArts,
a trip hammer and a
tannery
suth and Hungary, and Rev John l’ier- ing mill,
but
had served out their time and lew
point. ol Medlord, a poem on Improve- if they
traces
of
them
remain.
The
faciliany
ment.
There were oilier lectures and readings ties lor manufacturing furnished by tills
body "I water are so obvious and so great.
during the year. Rev, C. W. Dunuison that
it is to be hoped that our
enterprising
lectured on California, and Prof. Traveller
capitalists will at no distant period avail
gav e readings Irom the Ingoldsby Legends
and Hood at (Tty Hall in May. Pro!. themselves ol them, and therein add l
their own and the material wealth ol tin
Grimes gave a course ol lectures in July
city as well as to ils population
on physiology.phrenology.mosniorism Ac.
fin- condition of the old jail had become
In August Mr. John M. Spear, the ••Prissuch that il became net-essarv lor the seoner's Friend”, lectured on the prevention
ol tlie public and the’comfort of
of crime and the reform of v oiithl'ul offend- curity
committed to it by dm- process ol
ers, and in September .Mrs. l.esdernier persons
law that it should he demolished and a
Mr.
gave readings at the Court House.
new one erected.
The granite material
Charles Whitney gave two entertainments
in the old was used in Ike eonstrtfeJaOn ol
in December, consisting of imitations of
Lin- new one. which occupied the same
distinguished orators, and Rev Mr. Pier- site. A
temporary cell was built for tielectured
oil
point
temperance.
ol criminals thru in confinement
reception
Mr. T. D. Baldwin gave an exhibition of —the two Jewells—and
parties imprisoned
Natural Magic in January, and Mr. Bird, for debt were accommodated
witli hoard
the “Ventriloquist and Magician”, gave
and lodging in the .Jailer's house. The
two exhibitions ot his professional skill in
stone-work ol the new building was done
June, lie was followed the same month
by lidward llawke.s, the brick-work i>\ R
by Mr. Harrington, “the greatest ventril- S. Smart, the wood-work and
slating In
oquist ill the world", who gave two of his Allies R. Boynton.
“unique and fashionable entertainments
Mr. Samuel l.ocke, lather of our fellow
which had been the theme ot admiration citizens John L.
and Horatio ,J
was a naand delight in all the piincipal cities and tive of
Hallowed, and came here to reside
towns in the l lulled States!”
in l.s-jo
lit- was a tailor by trade and con
The lirst steamer to arrive was the Ad- lined hinisell to that vocation the
largest
miral, Capt. Albert Wood. She made her portion of his business life; in- was (or
lirst appearance for the season here on the several years
engaged in the business of a
71 h of March, tier last on the bill of April, druggist and
apothecary, and for a while
file Seeur. Capt. C. li. Santord, followed devoted himself to
agricultural pursuits,
her and plied between this place and lb was a prominent and active member
Portland, Sedgwick and Muchias until of the Methodist denomination in this
June, when she was sold to go on a route place, and contributed largely bv his per
between Newcastle and Portland.
The soual ell'orl and indomitable energy to the
Boston, Capt. Sanlord, came on in April. promotion ol its prosperity and perm 1
The Lawrence, Capt. Charles 1 leering, nence. lie was an upright man, a
worthy
commenced running from this place to member ol society, lie sailed in the bark
Ellsworth and intermediate points in July, Win. (). Alden. iu December Ik 19, tor San
file Governor, Capt. Thomas Rogers, ran Francisco, in the hope that a
sea-voyage
to Portland in connection with the rail- and change ot climate
might be ot benefit
road; her lirst trip was oil the 11th ot to his health; that hope did not •■end in
fruition." lie returned in January ol this
April.
At the annual spring meeting, March yeat, and died three weeks alter his arriv
17th. James P. White. Ansel Lennan and al home, Feburary 19th, aged forty-nine
Franklin Brier w ere chosen Selectmen, He was a prominent member of the 1 (>
Joseph Wheeler, Clerk, and Daniel Ham- of Odd Fellows, and was buried with the
den, Treasurer The monies raised were ei-remotiii-.s of the < Jrder the members ol
_'bt>0.(10 for schools, 1 oiiii.l iil for paupers tlie Mas nio Frati-niily, of which he was
and insane, fooo.uii for incidental expell- also a highly esteemed and
worthy brother,
ees, JUOU.ou for repair of highways and
attended his funeral as mourners.
bridges, lbpoo for engine expenses. The
amount of the town's indebtedness at this
Moulton was still on the'witness stand
time was 2CD2.7b.
in the Beecher trial, at hist report, underThe lire record of this year is brief. The
lie suslirst one occurred on the night of the L'lth going a rigid cross-examination,
of June.
It was the most destructive of tains himselt well. Ilitestimony is mereproperty and the most disastrous to the ly a repetition of the scandalous matters
effective industry of our village that hail
which have been published. A reporter
ever occurred.
The Belfast Foundry,
erected in l.s ti.i, and a two story building gives the following sketch of Monday's
near it owned by Mr. Samuel Swcetsir,
proceedings,and a viewoftheci met room—
were totally destroyed.
The actual loss
The questioning on Monday was regardof property uninsured was estimated at
the events in the history of the scandal
ing
(tn
the morning of the 99lh a
91',<nil 1.00.
to the public ation of the Woodsubsequent
blacksmith's shop owned by Mr. Y\ illiam hull
story. Witness was asked whether
Frederick, which stood in the rear of the he had over made statements to several
old Farmer’s House stable, was consumed
parties mentioned that Beecher was as
with its contents, a portion of which was
pure a man as ever lived. His answer
saved
from
the
fin
In
Foundry
property
was in general that lie had
given the imthe afternoon of October Kith lire broke
that Beecher was guiltless, though
pression
out in the attic of the Belfast Hotel.
By he did not think he had used tile expresthe efforts of the lire department the flames sion which tile counsel
suggested. He
were arrested before any serious
damage added, “I may have told W A Baker that
was done.
Beecher is a perjurer and a libertine, as inAmong the vessels launched this year is.”
were the following,
lhe ship W illiam
1 intense stated that the, might finish
Frothingliam of about Skin tons, bark Ann the cross-examination on Tuesday, alter
Johnson, U5, schooners Judge Tenney, which the court
adjourned. Francis B.
I Jo, Lone Star, 00, Viola, Sii, S. s Lewis,
will be the next witness.
Carpenter
71, Magyar, 150, Siam, 119, Arvanda. s:.i,
Seats are assigned to the great actors in
Blue Belle, So, Bloomer, SI, Eliza Otis, the. drama now
going on at the Brooklyn
flo. Clarendon, 115.
Court, lions,.. Nobody takes Mr Beecher's
There was quite a tempest in our \ illage chair, whether present or
absent. The
teapot early in April occasioned by the an- personal abends who attend on Mr. Beechlicldhonored
our
time
nouncement that
er alwax s
hud tln-ir seats vacant when
picees—our “brazen war-dogs”—were to they come. I'ln- ll xver business having
be transferred to the arsenal at Bangor,
been overdone, has been ubaudbned.
As
by order ol the governor and Council. it was only a question of money who
They were removed troin the gun-house should have the
largest bouquet the rivalto the vvhurt to be traus]iorted on the
ry lias soon exploded. Mrs. Field, the
I luring the
steamer of the next morning.
personal triend ot Mrs. Tilton, is a largenight they were converted into Hying ar- sized, buxom
looking woman. She keeps
and
when
the
sun
rose
the
next
tillery:
tip a lively chat with her protege, and tinit
on
the
shone
.ruing
places they occu- two have a merrv time ot it, more
ga\
pied when it went down, but not on them. than decorous, which even Mrs. Tilton
s
The pertinacity with which they clung to
fan cannot hide. Mrs. Beecher has a look
the locality they had known for tort v \ cars
of anxious inquiry, which never leaves
led to a revocation ol the military order
Mr. Beecher xx > ars a lo k ot weariher
tor their removal, and on the t'Hth they reHe occupies
ness, exhaustion, fatigue.
sumed their old position in tile gun-house.
the same scat, and almost flit same angle,
The next local excitement was tile exlie scribbles a little on a
amination before Magistrates of Samuel day by day,
he holds iii his hand, evidently withpaper
and John .)
.lewell, father and son, on out
purpose, looks-up occasionally, but.
the charge of having murdered one John
watches the testimony xvit.li an
N Cousin, at Monroe on the 2tit.li of April. usually
Tin- witness ot the century
averted look
riteV were hound over and had their trial is 1
lie is a perteet study
rank Moulton,
before the
Court at its next term
1

Supreme
duly. Samuel was acquitted on the
ol
ground
insanity ; John J. was convicted
ot manslaughter and sentenced to seven
m

1 he
years hard labor in the state Prison,
prosecution was conducted liv Attorney
(ieneral Tallman and Co. Attorney (.'oilthe counsel for the prisoner- wore
man
Messrs. Abbot and llnvves.

But that sort of thing couldn't be done
A lie 11 was hung in the belfry ot the
in Maine, not alter the editor of the \\ big !
I niy ersulist Meeting-house and rung lor
had thrown away the scabbard and given the lirst time on the Bd.li of May ; its
his shining blade to Grease
weight 1.V_'7 pounds.
Tile lirst day of July was not quite up
—The weather is terrible in the severity
to the memorable ‘T'ourtli,*’ vet. was the
and duration of its low temperature, it is commencement of an era
interesting alike
tous, locally, and the nation at large; the.
tairl} arctic weathei all over the country
From the Potomac to the St. Croix, the “three cent postage law” went into operation.
rule is frozen rivers and closed harbors,
i 'milvary to all
precedent, rain began to
buried railroads and broken down trains. tail about two hours alter
sunrise on the
It is hoped that old Boreas will let up on I ourth and continued
through the dav.
(inns were fired ami hells rung to the conus soon.
trary notwithstanding; luit the consump—There is nothing like a candid critic. tion ot
India crackers and the expendiWc recently had a call from a man who ture ot breath on that musical instrument
took up considerable time that we wanted the lisli-horn were exceedingly limited.
The parade of the Fantasties was deferred
to use ourself, in telling us what he liked
until the next evening, Saturday, and the
and disliked in the Journal. Said he in
exhibition of Fireworks until the next Monconclusion.
1 read your
the
paper every day evening. The old field-pieces and
week, but clou t take it. My neighbor Belfast Brass Band furnished the accompaniment on the occasion.
lends me bis!”
The public musical entertainments ot
Ivy-Congressman John II. lliee, of this tliis year were not numerous. Thayer's
state, is reported to have his lingers nip- company of Sable Harmonists gave two
concerts at City Hall in
July, and the
ped in the Pacific Mail bribery to the ex- Portland llarmoncans
gave one in Novemtent of $2500. John will be remembered ber. There
may have been others, but they
as tlie man who became a Liberal
Repub- are not remembered.
Raymond and Company’s Menagerie,
lican in 1872, and went back insomuch
with Herr Driesbach and “Hiderahm the
of a hurry.
Lion Tamer,” were here on exhibition on
—A real estate owner in Portland has the 5th ol August. Some of the proprietors of whito skirts who attended the exbeen indicted and convicted toy allowing hibition will
probably remember that ic
was on Waldo Avenue, on clayey ground, |
buildings to be used as liquor shops.

would suppose that, half Lite court
was tilled xxiih hi.friends. He ha

(hie

room
a

perfect ovation from the private room
lodges to the witness stand. On

ot tin

chair he takes oil his coat,
like a man
preparing tor a
day s work of which lie Is entire master
His poluem -s is inexhaustible, and is tin

reaching

hi

and

seems

most,

provoking tiling

about him

llisaii

is not exactly a
jaunty air nor a defiant
ail but the attitude he puts on is a sort
•d 'catch me if you can,
gentlemen." It
is dillk-ult lo conceive iioxv Bowen can In
■

kept out of this matter. The testimony
is perfectly astounding tin.; connects him
unrolled will
with the ease, and unless
make Brooklyn a hot place l, rMr Boxven
Ice

in

New

York

Harbor.

I'he ice embargo
New \ null, .Ian. lid
in the East River continued thR morning,
the da\ terry hunts from Brooklyn varying
Hie Wall street
from one to two hours.
terry cease.1 running for several hours.
North River is also (juite full amt as far
down the hat as the eye can reach. No
wator is visible at Sandy Hook.
The ice
is pilcil between five and six feet thick.
All the buoys in the lower bay have been
carried away some ot them having been
passed 4o miles out at sea. When the
field yesterday was broken clear from the
New Vork side it drove against the Brooklvn shore with such force as to pile tons ot
It is almost impossible
it on tlie piers
for vessels to sail through it and extremely dangerous for them to anchor in the
sound. "The ice is reported to be comparatively light, impeding navigation but
Great inconvenience to busivery little.
ness men has been caused by the stoppage
of the Fulton, Wall Street and Hamilton
Ferries, the East River being covered with
It is now solid from shore
masses ot ice.
to shore and men and boys are erossinwon
Q
the ice.

Monday evening met with
Andy Triumphant 1
difficulty in the breaking of machinery
On Tuesday, on the fifty fourth ballot,
Four dances a week is the average in this about the engine, which made them late. They
The Maine Dairyman's Association will meet
Andrew Johnson was elected U. S. Senator
left Tuesday morning with the Boutelle, a spare
city this winter.
W.iUTvUh*, Feb. Oth, 10th and lltli.
and the crippled machine from Tennessee.
here,
has
lost
a jet ear-ring with
who
reports
The
TTead,
engine
kept
at
Owl’s
lady
l b* lighthouse keeper
the
Geu. Burnside was that same day electwhich was to go to AVatervillc for repairs. Conthat 20..'>27 vessels passed tlie light during
pearl-setting, can And it at this office.
all day at Burnham ed U. S. Senator from Rhode Island.
\va>i year.
The Pioneer had her smoke stack down Sat- ductor Mace remained
v.i epidemic at KovaHon.
I'h.
wailing for his engine, while Jerry Sullivan,
\t-.li;W urday, and her machinery overhauled.
1,1 ,iR *'
some

••arrt.al oiV fourteen members
families in tin- village.
■

humln-u

«

1

just n'"1''P

..burn hi

K\-tlo\ ruor

sad to look at their coal and
wood piles after the late fearful weather.
It makes

Ip.T

:

o( it* horary.
for the benefit
Kuox countv, met in
al agreed to unite tlieir
common association.
into
h.1- fallen tin.-, winter in
.1n nee n there before for twenM|(. jiolnts it i- six feet deep on
\j
..

the -nailins Si,, ir lias started a torpedo fac,:ii■.*i.n
making his own powder. He
..
ute.1 a machine that euts the puand nils them.

i1

■

is

of Winslow. by a vote of 100 to 20,
annexation to Watervillo, and
n ii i- rereived with good graee bv the
f-anxious suitor.

I'!,,

town

.saaii,-'

...

ii;
.vi

111 \I'liiTiibl'' lii-mriaii
1 aO'n. A. x)
W:ina n. I'hoiliasluii. Korkliind and >01011
I bur.- lay. at the
IVnrn
aiieed am 10 01 \ear-.
ms

thirl -three and bis
I hej boll! look fuller
a
aiv. oil account ol dls.Hi'! w"‘ rv on hers.
>

mill's- "I

,v

I.

J,rtv

y

hi,

,,

,ir'

(A the peace rect ntly
111atit* hy an attorn* v
it w-as not justified by the
it St ate eonv ention.

1 slit

\

jiid
v

1

jioinl

!:;■!!
t h .1

u;,

,,

,u!'iiV'M'd a barrel of flour
but w c* mad** miserable
itu 'i by lea mini: that it had been
*i-m u> unclaimed freight.
liiitii

i.;:m

Yvtor.n,

•on,
iii.
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wi i*-h «-iparab'S l>«* r Isle
*m
dgwick has been im- I
1
\ bit
time t he
not been transmitted.
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1
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low in the Kennebec
I- tie- main chan•i»aLtii_ u# tbv bottom,

mi:-
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1
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k
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iv

piaec-

lugli water.
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f

*r

I at* for
Geo. \\

wasjinld
to

tflTTo
Town-

It*•.■»!oil.

*f
!,i- city, has been
Kasb-rn itmk furlv years.
v\ o
li. .Mdl- w.i' < ’ashler *»f tlm same
,\i
tliiri \*-ar-.
i,.|
Itaugor <'oinim-ri.

M.

a

ii.

*

*>:!'.

;m

1,,

••

lioonei S. T. F\ night, from Camden, for
m. ,«ia«l«*d \n ii ii timber, is ashore oil' l’oiul
.>111* was boarded
v; ,11 in m Ho'iuii harbor.
,i,'i 1 .usd :<> b«- !oo imirli *uunag*d to be hauled
off
I )j

si

km

'lalement

.l.mii'ii1

!'.»••»'

f.

[

1

ill-

inf

ir--

1

\

1111;iii

1

h<
k

uni

a

national debt
ised iu I>eeoiuIi..'* million *1*dlars;
less than half a
Hu*

many y* ars tin* lhda‘ph’.a, I- completely frozstreet wharf sullieient1 <*• son- walking across it I
ii

ani'ien.

to

vd the role of Kafie
-11.1 ws
iia 1 .all !• lings of delicacy have
i, -ai t* '! from h* r by refusing a handsome
:]L
(•••ai a ;m *li< and illustrate how she
r'.-.d.-d Robert 1 bale t)wi
mu

m .)

steal from 1 In- money dravvVmeri* an office, Alexander
iiu Lawr*‘ii«
•.rant had his hand terribly lacerated in a
net b\ the bookkeeper because the
.i'll had be* n running short.
in

ain

iiiptii.i

to

The Govern**? tci> nominal* *! llenrv < armi11: m I of Rrunswi* i,. ’-tale meinher of Agriculvi*a- A. I’ Walker, declined : and .Jeremy
U
Taylor, of Mrong, Trust* ui tile Reform
School.
Mr. I -habod .Jones ol Warren, died in eonseof expostin- t<> the extreme cold.
He
nt t«* st. George and was so chilled in return,ig t)iat when he arrived home he was so far
tiM-nsible as to be unable to get out of the

iu* u*

-outIonian belonging on Nantucket, who
M--ii absciii over twenty years in the Paan. and has Jong been supposed dead,
friends even erecting a gravestone in his
iw-mory. returned to the island recently, to the
ia.ii Mirpri«,c of his relatives and friends.
li.

The fire

on

now

will start

cut

are indebted to O. S. Silsby, AVinterport,
copy of the New York Almanac, a really
splendid annual, albeit it is issued gratuitously,
a

and devoted mainly to

advertising life insurance?

companies.
Sheriff Norton lias settled with the County
Commissioners his Mil for services in enforcing tin- liquor law. lie charged for the first
year £21, and for the second, £100, which is
reasonable enough.

popular Lecture,

on

‘"The

History

of the En-

glish Language," in the Methodist Church,
Friday Evening Jan. 29.

over

crew

The Halifax papers record the death of Ilob< H iitin, a colored man.
aged *4 years. Mr.
was on board the Chesapeake, when that
ship was taken by the Shannon, and was taken
as a prisoner oi war to Halifax, where he afterward' redded.
11* was never naturalized,
and always ciaiuici.i to be an “American citizen.”
rt

1 tar’s do man, .Mister Speaker—dar’s do
wot done it .” shouted a colored member
rising suddenly from his seat in the Arkansas
'gi-datur with one hand pointing to awhile
nan in th* galb ry and with tin-other rubbing
the summit o» hi* cranium. “l>at ar cussed
wliiir- man ies done spit down on do top o’ my
head.” f( om. Adv.
man

ol Mr. A. T.

(ioshom, Direeliera I
>!' I lie ('entenuial Exhibition,
<

that (lie

All

seaside
evening party wont- LO olle nf ! 1
camps for supper last week. Some how the
eoaeli failed to connect with their homeward
trip, and the foot tramp was a, weary one,

especially

to tile school master and furniture

1

xpense.s ol the exhibition is asked.

Con-

ti ‘ess, however, is asked to provide for
■he anmunt of the
premiums to be awarded

to

contributors—a request which is
reasonable
There is now no
that the Exhibition will open on

eminently
doubt

from his left hand,
made

a

false blow.

Cunningham, while trimeral vice-presidents. A resolution was intwigs, cut the fore-finger troduced
looking to the organization ol a
llis axe caught a limb, and
national association.
On Friday, a committee was raised consisting of Messrs. El well and Rich of Portland and Simpson of Belfast, to arrange

the young folks got up a sleigh
ride lo Frankfort, took supper and returned,

Thursday

Last

having

a

nice time.

for

Isn't it queer, that when a sea
ashore lie always takes to horses?

captain gets
Sometimes

first of

I he Portland Star calls attention to
the fact that
Wentworth, a
ai d sineeurist, is a

Kittory navy

member of the

lature. in

Legis-

defiance of the constitution,
which forbids United States
officials, except postmasters, to be there. (Jet out,
Wentworth.
—A man in

Lowell, who sued another
hit the seduction ol' his wile, didn’t make
a success ol it.
The defendant convinced
the

jury

that she had been ruined a great |
many times before, anil so they voted one
dollar to the plaintiff.

—They have discovered at Holliston,
Mass., a baby farm where friendless infants
were murdered
by wholesale to prevent

them from
being troublesome. The President didn’t
that accusation

bring

Louisiana

against

a summer

tising reported recommending some unimportant alteration. 11. IV. Richardson

aruttnd the corners, six lect, of retired mariner
the air, and a large crowd imAnd after all no damage ex-

wither some time, left hur 1. must say he is the
miserable thing I. ever Was Aeniainted
with has A tamely of Some 7. or s, or 0, Children in-The woman lie lives with now is
not his wife lie ran of last
August the 2">. 1S74 with
they
live to get her now L Suppose they have changed their names her father had no mistrust of
them going a way the man If I. must S<> cal
him hi- lamely i- in destule Sireumstaiiees But
thank the Lord I Can live with out them
I. mu-t Stop Soon hear Sir What I. have
polled is truth I wil Scud in Closed Jo cts Wil
you Send me word if they livtliare or not you
i-an keep your Lye lifted for them .lust write
A bout what he is doing please and take the
money for postage please answer this an you
wil Oblige me verrvmost

roar

wintry

singing joyously
train, and the

of the

howl of the

storm outside.

Next spring. Axel llayfurd will remove Unon Heaver street, next to
liuyford
liiock, and build thereon a substantial brick

building

building. II. N. Lancaster contemplates building a rear addition to the American House,
to

be finished for sample and billiard rooms.

The steamer Pioneer was unable to reaeli
Castine last week, and remained at her wharf
in this city. She made one trial, and with dif-

Republicans

Very

arc

Peaceable !

Paris drew a liowie knife in iho fgf!
and cut his antagonist several times in

were

to Portland from New

were

—It is said that
Senate shows a

the

a canvas

of the Maine

ot one in favor of

majority
death penalty.

A

hearing

—The Camden Herald says that
of men actually worked one day

a crew
on

the

Hay

and River Railroad at Camden, under

the

Leidley contract.
suspended.

then

Operations

were

back and sides and completely severed Ihe muscles and arteries of Ids arm.
Weeks at length sank upon the lloor, but

rising again ruslie 1 upon Paris, only
again to receive the knife in his side. Lying prostrate with Paris standing over
him Weeks made several attempts to rise,
but was each time slabbed by his murderParis surrener, and soon dropped dead.
dered himself to the police.
The excitement
Senator

—The Dover Observer hasn’t got used
Either the inside
to its new power press.
or outside, it is dillicult to say which, is

printed upside

ants.

the

discharged.

upon the bill occurs before the committee
on Friday of this week.

and

Louisiana

the robbery of county treasurer Pennell—
imt lie tailed to mortify them, and tln->

men

abolishing

amid the rutile

tailed.

brought in custody
York, charged with

—Three

The express messenger on the ears, one day
last week, hud in charge a covered cage of < aThe lit I le
nary birds for Moody of this city.
fellows were

tering by allowing the Speaker to refuse
recognizing dilatory motions, but they

The New Orleans special to the Tin os
says the light in the republican rooms
commenced by Weeks, Assistant Secretary of State, calling l’aris, one of the ta\
This was followcollectors, a dirty liar.
ed by one id' the fiercest struggles ever
witnessed. The first display of anus was
made by Weeks, who snapped a pistol
three times at his opponent, then rushed
upon him dealing him a terrible blow on
(be bead. All of the men in the room
having lied, except Charles ISagnio, il
was impossible to separate the combat-

down—at any rate

they

at

over

Nashville is

tno

balloting

for

very great

A

despatch to (he New York Herald says—
The scene during the balloting for Senator was intense.
The house shook with
applause when Brown withdrew Ids name
in favor ot Johnson. Quarters’ withdraw-

al occasioned renewed uproar. Atthe 1:5th
ballot for the day there were wild cheers,
—The Democrats of the Michigan leg- which was even more excited on the 1 lih
ficulty forced herself into Ryder’s Cove. Isles* islature united with the anti-Chandler re- ballot, when Johnson received 1:5 and
Bates IS, with 4!) necessary to a choice.
boro, but was not able to get nearer than three
publicans and elected Isaac P. Cliristiancy Small Wood, a Bates man, was prostrated
miles Irom Castine light. She I lacked out and
Good bye, Zack.
to the I'. S. Senate.
with palpitation of the heart lielore his
returned to Helfast.
name was called to vole and was taken to
Richard A. Gurney, aL the Head of the Tide,
—Samuel S. Smith, a veteran printer of
This accident prevented
an ante room.
is about to put into bis saw mill a four inch
and a man greatly respected, Bates’ election.
llangor,
baud saw, 4s feet in length, to run over pullies
died at Bangor on Saturday, at the age
Speaker Bond, who had been a strenutl feet in diameter.
This will be the first baud
ous opponent of Johnson, now voted in
of
lit).
saw of these dimensions for the
sawing of long
his lavor, the audience rising wildly to
lumber ever introduced into this stale. It is
—The New York ice cutters were on a their feet. Four more ballots were had
being made in France.
strike recently, and lor a time it looked as without a choice and the convention ruse
Masonic. At the nmuuil convocation of promising for Maine interests in that in- by a vote ot (17 to 37. 'This action was
followed by prolonged cheering, vellhc
Corinthian Koval Arch Chapter, Monday even-,
dustry as would a protracLed thaw; but :unl gronningas tin* members ;inu visitors
ing, the following were chosen officers for the
they went to work again.
moved out ol the capital and down the
ensuing year—Geo. E. Wight, II. I’.; N. K.
Slate making is in full blast and
streets.
—A
scientist
advances
the
that
theory
Houston. K.; Jus. F. Eeruald, S.; (j. W. Haney,
it is thought by many a new mail will he
the earth is gradually approaching the
C'.of II.; J. 0. Townsend, P. S.; Timo. Chase,
sprung on the convention Monday. Three
Treas.; Russell G. Dyer, Secr’y.
sun, and some day is going to burn up. of Johnson’s
supporters were absent SatBusiness on the Belfast Kailroad is very good That don't scare us a bit, this weather.
urday and as they will be on hand Monday
his chances are really promising. The light
jusl now.
—The Hoard of Centennial Directors
is practically reduced to a contest between
Kiehardson & Criteliett rail the attention of
lor Maine met at Augusta on Wednesday Johnson and anti-Johnson elements, and
storekeepers and traders to their caution notice
of
last week.
Hun. Joshua Nyo was is waged with extract dinary vigor.
in the advertising
has a new

cultural

implements.

A series of
rated in this

See his adv.

gander parties
city, the first

have heen inauguof which came oil’

Friday evening last at the house of Mr. Albert
A. Clark, two miles out. Twelve
young men
from town took possession, and such fun and
revelry reigned

lor

live hours,

as

only

a

gander

don’t head the

same

way.

chosen financial agent.
-—Gen. Hall, who is, excepting Barnabas, the j.dliest custom bouse official in

Maine, lias been renominated for collector
of Waldoboro.
—The practice of kissing children on all occasions ami every where is a fruitful cause of
the spread of iliptlieriu. j lixchangc.
Doesn’t Unit

lisont.

c

noim-i

fin.

a

ltli.

I

May, lS7(i, and that it will lie party can produce. An elegant supper,—one grown people I1
that suggested the thrittv and
a
magnificent success.
prosperous farmer-together with eider and apples in abundStorms in the West.
1 lu- election of Andrew .Johnson to the ance was served and enjoyed by all. No. 2 is
Salt
Lakh City, Jan. 21.
Another
in contemplation.
!
S Senate plants a
perpetual thorn in
snow slide oceurrei I in Big Cottonwood
of the President of the
By
special
request
liie ide ot the administration.
There! is
canyon yesterday afternoon, near Rich“Women’s Centennial Association of Maine,”
no person in the broad land that is
mond mine. Six men, named Thomas il.
so corthe ladies of Belfast are invited to meet at the
Broderick, Win. Hitter, Charles Dabldo,
dially hated by the administration anti its Methodist
Vestry on Tuesday Feb. 2d, at V, James Breeze, Henry Atkins and Reuben
as
that
same Andy Johnson,
supporters
o’clock P. M. to form an Auxiliary Association, Moore were carried
away and their bodies
lie will la heal’d from in the future.
and take into consideration some measures for have not been recovered. Geo
rge M eOonWe are indebted to Charles Tread- aiding the cause—especially that Belfast may he lin and Thomas White were swept away
honorably represented in the “International by the snow, but dug themselves out and
well, Ksq sojourning at Philadelphia this Exhibition” at
their lives were saved. The slide extendPhiladelphia, 1X70.
inter, lor copies of the Liberia (Africa)
ed about, one mile and the path was about,
B.-lfiist, Jan. 2.’,.
Per order.
200 yards wide.
Advocate. We notice that the terms are
Allred Johnson Monroe, only son of the
late
Yesterday the bodies of six persons
One bushel of unhulled coffee per annum Dr. N. P. Monroe of this
city, died at. Pan, killed by the snow slide at Alton City were
m
advance”—which would be a pretty France, on the ikl of January, aged 25, of eon- recovered.
It is supposed that many others
sumption. He was a graduate of Bowdoin in
good price here.
perished in the same way, but their bodies
tin

excursion.

The resolutions
relating to a national editors’ and publishers' association was adopted. A resolution
fixing the length of service of apprentices to the printer’s trade were discussed
and adopted. It provides that apprentices
eighteen years of age and under shall
serve until 21.
The committee on adver-

man.

buildings are all under
■ontraet, and will be completed by the
lirst of February, 1X70. The Centennial
ommission has already received so gencolumns.—Hervcy
erous a support from State and
municipal lot of silver plated ware.—Fred Atwood takes
g<e on,meats and private patriotism that au early start in advertising his Meadow
King
appwij.rial.ion from Congress for the Mower, hut tilt'll, he is always ahead on agri1

Last week. ’t\ P.
a limb of its

ming

Joseph

Woods, secretary;
Charles E. Nash, treasurer; Albro E.
Chase, corresponding secretary, with sev-

Rev. C. F. Allen, 1). ])., Prest.of the Maine
State College, will deliver his interesting and

Trillin

o

SKAitst’OKT. Mariner’s Masonic Lodge lias
elioscn the following officers—W. M., I). 8.
Simpson; 8. W., L. Trundy; J. W., F. II.

islioped a more successful basis. spinning through
holes through the ice above the mensely tickled.

and it

AVc

for

\bbott. having moved there in 1*10. Jb- was
»orn in Huektield in 17*4. and was therefore at
the time of his death over ninety years old. lie
*\ as a soldier ol the war of L*J2.

(

new

unlucky Jack Merrithew, who introduced tingold bullion trade into Monroe. He is held to
await action upon exceptions filed in his behalf.

s&niU' i ( rocket i. an aged citizen of Abbott,
dc-l sudd' niy *n Monday last, at the residence
»{ hi> Mm.
lie w as one of the first settlers of

r

The Maine Editors’ and publishers’ Association is holding its annual meeting in
the senate chamber, Rev. Dr. Quimbv, of
the Banner, in the chair. The following
officers were elected: George \V. Drisko,
...

they don't understand them any better than did
Solomon “the way of a ship in the midst of Hie
sea". One of these web-feet on land the other

a

20.

of the Portland Advertiser, and IV. 11.
Simpson of the Belfast Republican Jourbridge and spear flounders in the mud.
cept a rut on the horse's leg.
nal, were respectively chosen orator and
for the ensuing year. The subject of
Monday was the mildest dav in January, and
Hard Wintkr Navigation. The steamer poet
the first in which the mercury went above Unot postage on newspapers by
Katahdin. that left Boston on Saturday for prepayment
the publishers was then discussed at length.
freezing point.
ot
fields
ice
encountered
huge
along Hon. L. A
Winterport,
Emery, ol the Ellsworth AmeriServices at the I 'nilarian Church next Sunday the coast, especially between Monhcgan and
can, read an essay on “The Newspaper
o'clock.
Lecture
the
at
7
Pastor,
by
evening,
White Head, but was able to get, through with- before
the Law”—an interesting and
Key. James T. Ilixby. Subject. “Work.”
Rockland was badly barriout much trouble.
thoughtful production, defining the priviMayor Brooks is in Augusta, looking alter caded. Camden was clear. Tin; steamer struck leges ami liabilities of newspapers, and
the interests of the city in regard to the rail- the ice in this harbor perhaps a mile below her legal responsibilities ot the conductors.
road across llie harbor.
wharf, but was able to get through without
mucli delay. The accounts from the Penobscot
Congress.
Polk v COURT. Thomas ltiley was before
the court Tuesday for drunkenness.
Being river were such that Capt. Roix had no alterIn the Senate Thursday, Jan. Jl, the
native hut to remain hero. Ice extends to Fort biil to abolish the
the second offence he was sent to jail for sixty
system of mileage was
Point, and the Narrows below Bueksport arc indeliiiitely postponed. An adverse report
days.
tilled with cakes that have slid under each other was presented on the hill to reduce the
Mr. Young lias recovered a portion of bis
and frozen together, forming a solid mass ten salary of the President. Mr. Morton spoke
tools that were stolen at the burning of the
feet thick. Between Bueksport and Winter- in favor of his constitutional amendment
Howard Manufactory. They bad travelled into
port the river is closed. Ou .Monday, (.’apt. Roix lor the election of President and Vice
the country.
In the House,
received a telegram from the general agent of President by a direct vote.
An interesting sight Tuesday was two men the line,
directing him to remain at Belfast un- after rejection, the Indian appropriation
lugging a drunken companion along High street. til further orders. The passengers for the up hill was reconsidered and rclorred to the
Becoming exhausted, they sat down upon the river towns were forwarded by stages on Mon- committee of the whole. The little tarilf
hill was passed. A report was received
of the Baptist Church to rest!
steps
day, and a portion of her freight has since been recommending the
/
expulsion of Delegate
is
one
W.
W.
Casrecent
by
patents
forwarded to Bangor over the Belfast railroad.
Among
Cannon of Utah.
for
tle, Belfast, for a hammer
dressing stone. Probably all destined for Bangor will take the
In the Senate Friday, I’inchbaek’s creAlso for a garter, by Lucius F. McDonald, Bel- same route.
dentials as Senator lrom Louisiana were
fast. How does the thing go, Lucius?
and rclorred. Mr. Morton’s
A Wrongkd Hi spang. Postmaster Tlmr- presented
Ship William Woodbury of this city, now at !o\v has receiwd a letter from a Nova Scotia constitutional amendment was discussed.
Singapore, has changed her charter and will town, making inquiries about the writer’s wile, In the House, a resolution was passed callload sugar at Manila for New York, at SIS in
ing on Attorney General for information
and a man that, she lets run away with. He
as to what
steps are necessary to be taken
gold per ton.
says they are living in Belfast. Jn the interest to secure lrom each State; the fulfilment of
They want live years more in which to build of this much abused man. and of public moral- | its contract to
preserve undiminished the
the Bay and River Railroad. All right, gentleof the fund derived from the sale
ity, we publish his letter—
principal
men; take lifty if you require them, but don't to post Master
of lands granted under the agricultural
I >oar sir I. pen you
spoil Belfast harbor.
college bill.
A. lew lines
In the Senate Monday, the bill to aBickford's ice wharf, on the east side, is
dust Saying the Partis who get letters
suffering from the arct ic, weather, the heavy ice from your Ollier Addressed to-is mend the act of July 17, hs7'_\ for the
better government of the navy was passhaving taken hold of the piles at. low water, and two partis Who has runaway from Novaseota
he is Hie grejjtist Fraud And A Theaf Wil ed.
Mr. Shurz’a Louisiana resolution was
drawn them out with the rising tide.
.-.iral Stalk from any man lie Works for he
In the House, it was
further discussed.
in
for
Some
Six
Work'
d
this
town
months
got
if the ice dealers next summer say that the
agreed that it should he in order to move
his wages run Away Smile $100 or more in
A concrop is small, we shall know tliev lie.
an amendment to the
debt he is A. nopal Lyer A. noted Pascal lie ipost-otliee uppropri
trary belief lias been driven into ( very body A. noted hrunkard Wil not Speak the truth at ion bill repealing the additional Pacific
A.
wil
do
has
been
of
of
When
sat
down
on
who lias
tin* sidewalk.
gilty
ly
riming
Mail subsidy. Attempts were made to
violently
Irom liis familv previs to this with A. Squaw
Only one prisoner in the jail now, and he is And Another time with Another Woman lived suspend the rules so as to prevent filibus-

of tie- lishing schooner Fred and
who fail 1 to tind their vessel after
to
clear trawls, on Monday night,
her
.ng
T Portsmouth harbor, arrived at ( ape Pori" i>e, tie next morning. They suffered severely, one of them having liis feet frozen, being
out all night.

!

a

They

•v

slums

from

ciety has paid all the debts, and

Mrs.
’base, lady
seventy years
old, was run over by a horse and sleigh on
Main street. I n *ksport. Thursday, 2lst iust.,
die horse stepping on one of her legs, fearfully
lining big it and breaking one bone, also injuring fur otherwise. >lie is in a very critical
•ondition.

report

Augusta, Jan.

omitted.

'Wiutcrport,
pipe. Quite
a fearful incendiary.
day undertook to drive his spirited horse withthu Waldo Agricultural Soout reins.
Result, a capsized sleigh rushing

originated

The treasurer of

departed.

I lie

one

the Sanford wharf at

Tobacco is

likely.

;,

The
Timer.

on

is said to have

aii'r lota* of (ierrit Smith relates that on
orea-don, when a visitor had outstayed his
c.
nine and had become a preternatural nui.c
Mr. Smith, in the morning, prayed for a
-'ing t-1 descend upon “our visiting brother
And be
v cm will this day depart from us.”

a

lost at

was

Uev. Mr. Goodenough, of Bangor, will preach
in the Uuiversalist church. Jan. 31st, and Feb.
7th, forenoon and evening ol each day.

An

*

trip

up was

the class of 1H71. and had just,
completed his
professional studies last summer, when he went

by the snow to such a depth
that they cannot be recovered for some
It, was regarded as time. In one demolished house was found
abroad for his health.
somewhat impaired, hut there was no suspicion the body of Mrs. Carey sitting in a rookeven that the seeds of the decease to which he
ing eiiair with her infant clasped in her
fell a victim were in his system; hence the an- arms, and near by the bodies ot her husband and little girl.
nouncement of the event will he equally sad
They had all perished
ti om sufloeation
by snow. At another house
and unexpected to his numerous relatives and
a man was dug out
alive, while a man who
friends. He was a young man of much promhad been sleeping beside him was found
ise, of many excellencies, of character, of high dead.
1 he dead body ot another
person
moral worth, and possessed qualities which at- was found in the
vicinity ot the house.
tached to him many warm friends by whom his There is much terror in
mining camps,
early loss will he deeply deplored.
and most of those who can get away will
it
but
is
a dillicult and
Winterport. About. 11 o’clock Thursday probably leave;
to get away, as the
mgbt a fire broke out in Winterport,
undertaking
dangerous
resulting
iu the destruction of
to walk, and run the
much valuable property, people will have
of snow slides on their way out
four
Including
work shops and three large sheds gauntlet
of the canyons.
used for
storehouses, situated on Sanford’s
San Fkancisco, Jan. 21. Salinas valley
lower Wharf. The eause
of the fire was unis under water, resulting in great damage
known. JoshuaTrcat &
Co., lost in cooperage to property, but no loss of lile is reported.
stock and tools about
*1200, and the Sanfords Snow slides in the mountains near Genoa,
*1,500 in buildings, on which there was no in- Nev., buried
fifty Chinese wood-cutters, of
surance.
whom twenty-eight were killed.
are

Fire.

The

Navy Department

Tim

Washington correspondent

Poston Post says

on

id Mu*

—

The tire in the na\\ department building today began in almost the ideniirui pla< <■ where
tin- lire of aboul one year ago originated. Then
it was said the lire n as attributable to spontaneous combustion, caused by the beating of the
r of by the sun, but to-day 11 o• tire is believed
to have been caused l>\ the falling and -eat tering
of pieces of wood I'roin one ol tin* old-fa-liiotied
large tire-places in the room, in which large
chunks ol wood were usually heaped up to a
height which made it possible lbr pieces to roll
out oil the floor when the lower wood crumbled. The loss to the building will amount to
about £*2f),000, while t he consequential damage
caused by the destruction of records and documents will not likely be near as great as al the
fire about one year ago, although this is mere
A great main papers, hooks and
surmise.
documents were carried out of the building
lire
was discovered.
.after the
Luckily there
were about lift v men near at hand at work on
the new State, War and Navv Department
building, by Hu* thought fulness of the Superintending Architect were immediately set at work
and did good service in carrying out valuable
records, etc., from that portion of tin building
in the immediate vicinity of the conflagration.
While the tire was burning and everybody in
the immense crowd that had collected was seriously contemplating the misfortune, the “jolh
old tar," the rotund Secretary Robeson, wamoving about at a safe distance from the building with a cheerful and rather undisturbed
countenance.

market| “Advice t<> 1‘livsitians,” which
a great price.
The purchaser on openthe
ing
packet, read as follow : “Keep the head
eool. the bowels open and the feet warm.” If
plivsjo is necessary. use
l*nr>/'(lir<
/*///>■; they are the most seientilieally prepared
that
lias
in
Mn*
la.-t hundred years.
piils
appeared

et,

brought

A school in Vermont is presided over by a
cross-eyed teacher. A few days ago lie called
mil.:
“That hoy that I am looking at w ill step
out on the lloor."
Immediately twenty-seven
lads walked out in trout of the astonished pet la-

ASK THE MOTHERS.
Women have better opportunities ibr oIimtvoing the elfeets of medicine, than men. This is
especially true of mothers,who note with a keenness horn of affection, the opperation of the
remedies they administer to their children. Now
a<k any mother who lias used Halts Monty
<>T lbMtKHOTNO and I lit in her family as a
cure
Idr eough. cold, hoarseness, whooping
cough, croup or inlliien/a, what she think of it.
The answer in every instance will he that she
has found it the most elfeetive preperat.ion of its
kind she has ever tried or herd of.

givers much. lie intends to go over byand-by and take a pencil with him.

one

Beecher and Tilton may not agree, but the
public are nearly unanimous in pronouncing
the Elmwood and Warwick Collar', the best in
the market. Take no others.

Slop that cough ! No one who has ever used
Hr. .Morris syrup of 'Par Wild Chcrr\ and
lloarhound will be without it. A< :i remedy
for all throat and lung diseases, cure for < roup
and preventive of consumption it has no eijuai.
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all the
• list res> of
whooping cough. < oiitaiu> no opium
ami is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles In
eoiiT—Wm. O. Pooh & Son sole agents for
Belfast,
\ttkto Hootth. agent lor Searsport : A. »E don don, agent for o rland. doiiN
\\r. PiaiNiNs
To., Portland, <ieneral Agents.
Mi turns A Hi:t;u act.

Philadelphia, Propri

lyriil

Ai

IF. e,
< orn,

Harley,
lo ans,
Marrowl'al !'< a
Oats,
1‘otatoes,
bi nd Apple :,
»

•■.living

opl.

A

Fatter.
Flie. se,

s,

7;,0
Hides,
HaOO
Skins,
Ida 17 Sheep Skins,
s 1.00,1 1.7a
;alo 11 aid Winsi.i;•
."..a.ooSol'l Wood.
-I.Ma'do
17-tl.H
do.ioo

loll’d,
1»'• eI,

PORT

Fall

pp!<

<

all xi mi:i:i:s,

I» H’liitr

BOSTON

Subscriber would inform bis friends ami the
public, that lie has ju.-t pm in a FliF-H Vl’OCK
]iiiilit\ of

1

1111, Soli. Charley lineki, Hadley, \V il min !_m,<ui

Flour. PMisioiis & Family Groceries,
he -old

In same terms.
Froduee wanted in
a.- repre-i nied.
.-«■«•

me, corner

Streets, lieltast.
*1,1-;

THE CONFESSIONS Of Ail INVALID,
IVI'.USIIKII
and for fin* benefit of
as

^
v< M

A

\\ A l:\INti

AIi-.n am* oi iikks who sull'er from A KK
| »|;iu i.n y, Loss nl
MAMIooi). «
siipplyin# (i,r inritn<oi'Sil/< on. Written by on.*
who cured tiimsell after uu.hryoin# considerable
•
and sent 1V< e on receh in# a post paid ili
juacke'

riln.M \S.

Now is your time to

Fruit

:HAMETJRCS!

and

are

'•molOsp

Selling from

B.

r

I'' 111S favorite Mower i* airai n oiler'. I to tin farm
ers of Maim- ami tin- I'rovinees, fur the coining
our veal s of uni/if< irii/i(i-i siiccc*
is "lit
iileuee of merit,
in localities where no
u^encie* are « stablished. corn >pondence i- *oli. ited
from responsible partie*.
1 i i l. 1 * AT W’OO I), fielil AiTe lit.
N
1*>.
A ddre** Senate ( liatnher, durinir s,.**i.m
oft he I .c«'ijdut lire.
duo*. ;o

F.

F.

80 Main Street.

3 cents

Inii(‘j>«Mi(iriit

Sold lower than ever before.
If yon don't believe it
come and see.

WELLS.

W. o. moil ^ SON

1ST EW

have jnst. ivr»*ivL»l the LAlUiKST, lilts']
ami most roMPLini: VAKliriY

Dunbiir, Jr,, lnn
tli'1 -1a hl« f<*i m«-i*l\ "I-.-111>!«-< 1 fiy I'r« (1 lv im
hall.-it W a.-li in "Ion >»»■••«
mar IVrkin*
I'.rotliias’ ( Hrri:i^*' Simp, win-la- In- has
ii\ ry sin Me, stoi k- d with

o

PANACEA

all persons

"‘Mi

a

Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &e.

Teams furnished for all invasions anil af all tinu •*.
(iuod a ml capable drivers furnished when
required.
Al v Oi\ »■ me a call and try inv teams.

Uelfasf, duly •.’"tli. is. I.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.

Eyes
I

FARE TO BOSTON,

-ay, tin. 11 •»
I'ANAcivt
and

\NI>

SK no 1.1>

$2 50
LOWELL,
3 65
\ II t i«Mirlit Tim s f 1m- :i (-<-<: in | >:i ided liy IFdloi I aiding
in duplirat•
All lr< i-n: Fill- mii-t Im- j.aid mi

deli\

ei ^

I

A liM I

H SVI I L

y

1 he

I,

am

If

for the Blind!
to

m\

*tock of

>if t he In to--a n<! no«*i complete to he
section «•! the > .r.
,Mv i.la^es are
el'v toil u it h rare, and adapt'-d to all a ire* and conit ions of t h<- eyt

c >,

Is? I.

Wi;u,s, Vyat

complaints

LINIMENT.

addition

INfrom iic

thousands

by all Druggists.
lYsp;t2

IMPORTANT
When you visit

TO

111 AMES SEUIM1

AT*C0STCALL

TRAVELERS.

or leave the City of NEW YOLK,
hire and
annoyance and expense of
stop at the 4»ltAXIft 1JXIOX HOrilL, opthe
OK
POT.
<iUAM>CK.\TLAL
It
has over
posite
R50 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
of
expense
$yoo,ooo. Klevator, steam and all mod
ern improvements.
Kuropean Plan. The It KftT AUlt t XX*. Lunch Counter and Wine Looms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish,
'flic cuisine is unsurpassed. Looms fora single p« r
son, $l,f>0 and $v! per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less
money
at the <1LAN1> l N ION, than at any other first-class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. O. |<\ & W.
L>. (J ALLISON, Managers.
lyrsplfi

Carriage

1(11CK.

ORGANS!

Which enable
per-i.n to *i
at a dislauee With the

objects
■

ejthe
same

tinesf print, and
spectacle*.

1 la*4*i
"I all kind' :i 11 d to old h<>\\
all and y< u cannot tail to he suited.

*.

i«i\ <•
tfv*

me

a

CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

touty usual Stock. I have j t t received
a, vcr\ superior article of
<

Farmers & Mechanics

of the
on
tine

iiavi

Employment■

<

t
<

voice ol

*

xpn

1

s;h‘>es mad.
tin

tii

from tins l.rand of iron are iui.nii.ly
those math of pot metal, aiui co>t no

<'i 1 A N< F. t<> make money.
Agents
more iiidih v \v<*rkin*r for me, than
ran tnak*
any other wav. The article i> soundhinir that will
sell at even house, it el ails at s-I.no. hut to introduce the article, 1 will semi sample ami full dire.t ions lor v 1 .no.
Address, ,| \ 1.<. |.|;, Carton, Vt.
lino.tO

at the

liFLFAS I F« H XIHIV CO.

VUAIth

AS

<

I ACT' >II\

SMALL & KNIGHT

ORGANS!
They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of lone. Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute fiksti.ass iNSTttl mknts, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, bv their merit alone, won

their way into the admiration and

Kvery Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser.

tuning and rt pairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant, practice and connection with Organs, understands them perfectly.
'Hie

Conseq .-ntly we shall have a rnku from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
Kami

UK PA t u.

Conn- and examine these < >rgans for yourself and
be convinced that they are as <a>on and ciikai’KK
lian any you ever saw, and if you want one we are
bound to ski.u as we shall let no ojsk touch us in

prices.

lyr‘*ft

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

A I IlliOOks.

'G

Who

Try

to

Help

"t

best manufacture, M-o I'urna.
I iu War.*, Lamps, oil, Ac.

Made

t'oinr a ml examine tie
and be.-: store in the world.

pecialtv,

DOB

Woik,

m-w.-'t

W O B ID

description promptly attended to.
People w ho contemplate purchasing Moves

Uf all

n

n

t; g

and tin wan* will do wa ll In railing on me he line go
tlav ing had large experience in tin
ing elsewhere
hu.-ine s am .-ati-li. .1 that I can give -ati-faetion.
lii

ifust,.tot. l’.th, isa

R. F. CLARK.
i...

H

SUITINGS!

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

WHICH III. Wll.l, M AX I I \< 'Tl'HK

FOE $7.25 !

Order !

To

IN

II IK-

LATEST STYLES!
Del last. Nov. I 1. 1ST I —111

MEAT

■AM*-

Help! Help! Help!

Vests, Boys1

GROCERY STORE!
have* purchas* d the stock
rpm; rxhBBSlHNKl)
1 and trad* "f flu Meat and (Grocery Store for.
s AN
bv
iK\
& S i Al*l,l\S in Telenierly occupied

building. corner ot Main and High streets
where they wiii keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season ullbrds. Also groceries ol‘ all kinds.
A Team will deliver all articles

graph

City

free of

invite our old friends to call.
l/Vl X .J. Cl RAY.
N. F. I’A TTKUSON.
Belfast., Aug. L'Oth, ls74.—tl?
W

e

< ’A

Suits & Bants!

VIST Milkers ran get I’ll'mv of Work
at our Stoki-: iu Bki.i \st, ami those living
Monroe can gel work from our Stokk itt M«*n

T
(^U<U>

>

at any part of the

I'oanl

Steamer Katalidin !

near

purchased of us
Charge.

t on

O N

MARKET

-A N I

i*-k*

SAVE 25 CENTS!

eonlidouce of Un-

people.

UN

t

Huy a tlirouyli

I I.Milh’A I I I)

at

KOI* Kill l. ISA ilk

a FiiKsii srm.v or fini.

M. F. WOODCOCK 11.
Fill:

steady employment

RECEIVED Th<‘ WYOMING JSTOYK

JUST

ORGANS!

AM) EX \MIM

tin.!

Themselves."

Of tin*

ORGANS!

Upon

Work !

H. L. LORD
8TO V ES

\

Don't Faii to Cai!

thing about

MAKERS !

Help Those

•

assortment

OVERCOATINdS

ORGANS!

no

Having recently purchased the -to. k and trade of S
S. II K.liSK V, will k
p eon stunt h on hand a large

II

are herrpersons on
by
from
-iee<hint, unhaeeompaiii<'d \\ if h an ord.
tin linn. Also all persons ha\ imr old unsettled ae
counts aaainst im, air requeued t" lirin^ them in
lor adjust incut.
Kh iiAiiieitN it nu n in. it.
dwTO
Belfast, Jan. 17, ls;.‘*.

an

\ Ks l

Caution Notice.
.K's, shopkeepers ami all th alers
rplFUH
forbidden t.» deliver arlieles ro
JL

know

World

Itrooks, Jan. 1!. Is?.'.

BURGESS'. Main St.
or

that

L. DODGE' S

in

-"
of Companv. lu Fluenix How,
.»rk>, II. a.I ol I ide.

parties

VEST
v

<»lh

of
<

organ, when von
M \M‘N & HAM

Most A

Work !

Fittings.

We have a iarsn* list of path n- and a- u. cast
from three to four times per week, can till orders
upon short notice and low prices.

\\

t.l.sS

>rgitu.
i;m. : Tun** a ml Hi
Don’t buy ..f parti* that
I'lu* I’.L> l amt CIILAl’I.si
pair an Organ
• »li( A NS can be
bought of
W. C. TUTTLE,
"in
Kif;h Street, Belfast.

--I. for

superiji*

a little tliinl rah
one of Uoi'i|o or

rail

100 GOOD EXPERIENCED

.11 >r in-« i:i\ i i* v faip.i in
While < hmvoi.i Fir I run. fah u!aa o

Sled Shoes and

A. C.

r>()0 Agents Wanted!

!>iiv

DON’Tget

LIN’S tol

ATTENTION !

CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

I want U)0O agents to canvass for the < (>M
l’LF I K i 11 dt I’. A I d>T, ami I'll <. i:< w [ \
\V. >i:1.1 >.
I will ^ive >ueh terms ami furui.-h such advertising
facilities that no mail need make 1« —; than S.:oo per
month ami ail expenses—no matter whether In c\er
aie a"i d hei'oi e or not.
Address I>r. (>. I’lll-.l l'>
ItlloWN. No. ‘.’I (iraml street, .lersev
ii\. N. ,).,
ami full particulars will he sent by return mail,
iwdo

One Word is Sufficient for the wise i

the above

in

hraprsl!

Personal Attention pen to Prescriptions

I‘out buy
select ing an

I .ASS MS I

<

mantti'acturer,

Also a full line of lOltKS, >]’<>< t\S,
Lest Makers Ileum
>11.VF.lt 1*1 A i F
NK'KKI, SIFVFK foumiation.

Fvmii.y

",is*“k‘-“■"
Sold

the (

>

HI H< )CAL

Dining1 ami Tan kniv(is.

remedy

has cured

us

1l\!7

constantly adding

Making it one
found in thi.*

SILVER PLATFD

you want for
infernal and external use.

I

heap

t11

SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES !

ol' ‘food-*.

Hellas}, 1*.

Limmi'.nt is of all others

[

(

AND

STOCK

"

suflermg

Hn^nr

BIG

WM. R. ROIX.

\\ ill leave Belfast !"i Boston '-very Monday
and I liur-day at
I*. M.
I.‘e!iirniii“ will leav< Boston
|,i,y lin'-da1. and
■> i ? I*. M.
at
Friday

rheumatism, \<ii-

s.mnn,., liilious
olic, i’am m the buck,
bowels or side, we would

oftiOODS in any DIM *(• S I < >KK
in the (mint \

Henry

i>_

IvATAJIDIN,

Medicines

Patent

LIVERY STABLE !

Lino

FOLLETT,

A.

K emoval !

"I"

HOUSEHOLD""';”"
I

Cigars!

Wholesale and Retail, at prices that will

1

in\ ited to address the author.
N \ III A N I I I. M A V I \ 11.*,
1*. o. liox
I'.rooklyn, N. V

from

and

Confectionery

$1.00 Per Yard.

to

vea>oll.
liei. nl e\

elope.

;illerers

Cheap.

AT.SO, A LA K< 11. LOT OF Clio hi

>

re.a* <i on\

Buy Good

-*»-*♦*

1875.

v

pave

F.

..

A NEW STOCK Just Receiv-

mir

WO TICES.

Main, Fed* ral and Cross
WM.

iiella-t, dan

\II articles

exchange.

voniv

APPLES.

t

.*ii

< onntr\

warranted
( all and

ed

-.

SPECIAL

sruiNDii) m:\v

bought for CASH -it. the lowest figure-, which will

SA I I.I.I».

<

>

LOO LA1>1h.

ol the I’.FS 1

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

.Ian

Capt.

T-

\

_—

ROAD STORE

REOPENED! F. A. FOLLETT’S

Plated Table Knives.

MARKET.

JUST RECEIVED

T'lMiL

<

Moni> \ v. Jan. ‘.'a.
!*.r i IPP—We quote choice Imtter a: :Jad‘» per lb.
with now ami then something strictly hue at a little
inaihance; yooil ami prime lots at NSadOc, medium
and common at •.‘.'•aduc, and bale a
at v.hiJd per 1I>.
.bibbers’ prices are two or three cent- aboy
these
n
i<
(piotat
(; 11 PP-sP—We plote factory at Ida Hi ! .v per lb;
with now and then sj.im-i biny fain-;, at the: yo, -l
cheese-sells at ltal.ic, ami common ami medium at
iJalbc per I!-.
E(t<iS— I'resh Pastern sell at ddad7<- and V e-tern
eyys sell at -'idad-lc _; line d eyys are dull and almost
wholly tins;,labh
1*01 i.riPl -N\ e ipiot.-W. stern I arkey- at Haldc
for choice a ml Ida H for lim- lot.- ; < hi. kens ■sell at is
ajoc for common ami Pa He for choice; Hacks are
selling at lo 1-Jahic, and < iee.-e at >a 11-jc; Pom
at loa 1 lc.
nioti tarke\
1 teans- -We (jin.te Wettern p< a le ans at & J .a Jo.
and choice Northern pea leans
r s do per bush.
There are cry few yelioyv ey es ia market and we
•jiiote at
per hush.
\' P(; PTA Itl.l'.S—I'lo-market is firm tor Potatoes
at soa>::c per hush for prime Jackson \\ bites and
Parly Hose. Onion- are -••lliny at sv .‘,oa\! 77, per bid.
I KPI I
W'■ 'jiude Western apple- at * 1 7da.’ per
bid, and New 1.upland at jlld’dal .n per bid. ( ran
berries are dull at #<» Ooa7 no j»er bid.
it \ N
Idn re is a fair demand for line bay at TIda
!> per Ion; medium bay sells at s Idaho, a lid coarse
bay at. .f .'-'aJd per Ion.
New York .-straw at l7aH
per ton.

WELLS.

—

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

Ilogsbsoo

APPLES!

A1UU V KL>.

..

MKKKILL

oloied

AT

HASL

W. W.

defy competition.

l>th, Soli. II. T. Tnwnsehil, Wihh r, Xewca^le.

n

dispatch.

I*. S.
f{. Wadi in will la* lound at (In* old stand
for a short linn*, where air those who have unset,
th 1 amounts will please call and settle the same,
rtmos.'.’.s
i’er Order
d. 1». WADLIN.

«sj

F.

I-:. WADLfN.

OF BELFAST.

—i

WARM, LKA1)

and

m->;>

WAD LIN & MERRILL.
<1.

H AMBURGS!

.Ian.

Sanfopjs'

»♦*}•

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!

Knitting Cotton

THE

.MI'S, with

AS

SUCH

TIN N. IKu.N

Repairing STOVES,
1’11’E & 1*1

2G Church Street.

B.

OKDEK.

DONE TO

ELLIS & GiNN.

First-Class

No Store l’ig> in market.
Swine
I at
at market
prici s ,sc per II). live weight.

JOB WORK

place,

“'F

lye

House in the State.

ALL KINDS OF

\\ e soli no sFI< KS but wlmf are warranted to be
SI’UICTL'* ITKK.amlour TP»r as (Jood as
can be found in tin* market.
I C
O
Among the many articles which we keep may be
found Molasses ot' various grades.
Syrups, lt\*»f,
Fork, Lard, Fish, Shorts and Ft «d Corn', < n \\ M-al,
l*>e Meal, Wheat Meal, Oat Meal, (iraliam Flour,
buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hominy, itc,
ir„, Lb-member the

AT AS-

-AND

As any

CHEAP FOR CASH!

.i

W i:i>\ -•;> \ r, Jan. t>.
At market for t lie current week- < ‘utile Jb '• >he< |
ami Lambs
Swim*
number ot Western
('attic Tide. Northern < 'attle ami Working! >xen ami
Mileh Cows, l?b Pastern Cattle, <14.
1’rio s of Leef < at:.
per too lbs. live weight. Extra quality s'
on, lirst quality Sf. rba? gb;
.mini qualify sc, '-babbo; t bird quality .sf> gaaboo;
;.,ab no.
poorest grade of roars* < >.xen, Lulls. &<*.,
-a.n* per lb.
Lrighton Hides
Lrighton fallow
*
b !-.'a(ie per ill.
!'ountry Hid«s-> 1 ,’c per lb. Hountry fallow
b 1 go per lb.
Half skin- -llalbr p*r lb. Sheep atid Lambskins
Slai.be each.
Working Oxen —We quote sales of l pr, gth •'• ft
leo ;
live weight bfOo lbs,
pr, ; ft. :;gno lbs, jfeliib;
1 pr. '• ft,
in., .Too lbs. s'i<o; l pr (i ft. f> in., giino
ibs. silo ; 1 pr. I> ft. 1 ill, glbO. S 1'Jb.
b curlings s 1 la !b ; two war olds £ lb
Store ( attle
id: ; three year oLls S'N>a4 per bead.
.Mil cl Hows
M'equoti extra at .Sbbj,1. b ; ordinary
$'Jbabo per head. Store <\>w
$ Ini lb per In-ad.
Sheep and I ainbs— From the West there was a
light supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
ut Liigliion from f. I Jit ?
From the North
per lb.
the supply was light, prices ranging from ba?c per

GOOD AN ARTICLE
LOWFIGURES

Good Stock of

a

as

WHICH WE SELL

7aOl)ry Follock,
~aO Straw

ot

us a

CHOICE FLOURS

si i n* ni:\vs.

■

F.aldwin A
N eal.
I >i\y < «>d.

j)aie, \<nm and

In this city. Jan. -j.itli, infant son of John I ami
Kliza Ann < ook.
In lirooks, Nov. Mb, Ira 1*.. l>ean, ayed f.x years
and 1«» months.
In Palermo, hec. l:;tli, Furher Youuy, ayed hi
years and <> months.
In Fast Kurksport, her. With, of ( onsumption,
Thomas .1. Ilewey, ayed :*.! years.
In ( liico, Cal.. hec. Jllli, Mrs. Vuna Small, formerly of Kucksport. Me. ayed n» years.
In Morrill. Jan. r.'th, >arah A., ’.vile of Isaiah \\\
Cross, and dauyhter of late \\ \\ \\ est, of Uella-t.
ayed dd \ ears and H mont hs.
In this city. Jan. l>th, Josephine >. liickuell, ayed
‘JO years.
In Waldo, Jan. doth. I.felle ('., ayed Id y. ars;
.’•'Id, Cora Lillie, ayed I year, duuyluers of Liliium
Cohorts.
In Northport, Jan. :1th. Mrs. luteind.i. wile of
Ahram Know lion, ayed Cd years.
In Kockland. Jan. !>th, l.umia Augusta, wife of
diver 1>. Kali's, ayed dl years, 0 mouths and d! da vs.
In Kockland, Jan. lstli, after a brief illness, ( 'apt.
Israel Snow, ayed 7d ears. •» mont hs and is davs.
In Kockland, Jan. lstli, < a trie L., wife of W in. J.
Hopkins, ayed 10 years, d months and :l davs.
In St. i.rorye, Jan. 17th, Mrs. Lli/.a M. Hawley,
ayed M years and I months.
In Nohleboro, Jan. 11th, Mrs. Mayyie S widow
of the lute Fnd Ivmniston, ay»*d dl years.
In Warren, Jan. lstli. leiiabod Joins, ayed ~d
years.
In FJlswortli, \ov. 1st, Mrs. Ahiyail York, widow
of the late ( h o. <*1 ,*rk, ayed 7 : years.
In Orland, Jan. sth, \dani (iray, ayed 7H < ars ;
Idt h, Ahiyail. relict of the lale Joseph (’rosin.. ayed
.7 years; L*th, 1‘olly, wile of Lbenezer < arlton, ayed
70 years.
In ( astine, Jan. oh, Mr-. Freeman Kiim.-h-y, for
merly of Cherrylield, dauyhter of the lab hr. I
Handy ol'Steuben, ayed »>d years.

1

inn 11
if l.o.'.aon < tear Sal; I Vide.
^ ■I'.av.T
s 1 .•joaou Mul ton
7is
per lb.,
!. .'.'iu'Mi I am!, p.r lb.,
'»a in
l.i.Hiaoo I'urkey per ib.,
Id.u’jo
'Oaoo ( liii-k'-n |>er He,
Ida 10
Vad.r buck per Ib.,
loaH
l.ooa 1.Feese p« r 11*.,
loaH
duadd IIay per ton,
si da Id
C.OaOo Lime,
.-fl.ddaO.u
?as Washed Wool,
-HlaOn
lOadol n\va>hed Wool,
iW.aOO
:toaOo! Fulled Wool,
j:;a« 7»

:»1,
live Mi.i!,

now ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST
UFTF.N, thereby saving all the strength of the
j
Coflee which we give our customers the

We

also have

and AS MANY NEW ONES as arc phased to
call, with all kinds of goods in onr line,

mers,

so much nicer than Coffee that has been
Roasted for months, as we have been obliged to sell heretofore.

We

,1.
ot

1 ogether with the fools and
Machinery,are now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo-

give
: with

It. is

advantage

having become successors to
by the purchase of his stock

(lie

see

COFFEE 2

‘meadow king mower/

PRICE CURRENT.
t'orrrrtvtl HWl-lu for (hr Journal.
i»1:1 -1 A ST, Wednesday, .lull.
.-':7.noalo.uu. Found lln^,

Flour,
< <»rn

tin

and

once

and try some of their Fresh Roasted

tor

BELFAST

ty-seyenth day

—The editor was at Augusta last week,
but didn’t get a chance to observe the law-

in

Obituary vidices, beyond
must be paid for. j

don’t fail local! at

luivu’t

subscribers
TIHE
i>. WADLIN,

Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster !

1J1KJ).

the death of one of Kugland's most emiphysicians, all Ids ctlbets were sold by tuition, and among ol her things was a sea let I packOn
nent

Pint's Tooth-Atiit Oimu’s-Tidv
minute.

5?II you

New Firm!

j"BUI’S!

EUIS

cased conditions of the throat, bronchial tubif]
and lungs manifest themselves. But wether if
arises from the irritation produced in the throat
and larynx by taking cold, from an attack of
Bronchitis,from incipient Consumption, or from
various other eau>»*s, nothing will allay it more
Py
permanently than Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. Ii does not matter whether it he a
recent attack, or a lingering cough, the Discovery is in cither case equally well adapted lor
its relief and permanent cure. Tu fact, it will
cure a cough in one-half the time necessary to
cure it with any other medicine, and it does it,
not by drying it up. but by removing the cause,
subduing the irritation, and healing the afflicted
Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
parts. So time should be lost in commencing fice, Corner
all letters of advice must be
the use of a proper medicine for the relief of a every Monday, where
addressed.
cough, for unless this course is pursued, serious
and dangerous disease of the lungs is liable to
result. Golden Medical Discover* is sold by
MARRIED.
all deal ers in medicines.
In this city Jan. 25(1, bv Rev. Wooster Barker,
A. (
Lllemvood, M. D., of North Belfast, and Miss
Fostina R. Clements of Waldo.
Pills, Potions and. Pungencies.
In Belmont, Jan. 15th, Mr. Josiah A. Emmons
arnl Miss Lizzie S. Linscott, botli of Belmont.
Adam was the first man, and Adamson’s BotIn Ralermo, Jan. 17th, Mr. Alfred \V. Ruilen and
anic Cough Balsam is tin* firsl remedy for coughs
Miss Emily C. N ose, both of Montville.
and colds that give* univesal satisfaction. Try
In Rockland. Jan. lMh, Mr. John I'. Berry and
it. 3T> and To els. per bottle.
Mrs. Evelyn William-, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Jan. 1st, .Mr. Martin A
Daggett
}Viis William I’cnn’s pocket-handkerchief the and .Miss Nellie F. Smith, both of Rockland,
original pen-wiper*" Who nose? *ays the New 1 in Kockland, Jan. 11th. Mr. Abram Hart of St.
< o urge, and Miss Sadie Yenzie, both of Rockland.
Orleans Picayune.
In Rockland, Jan. 14th, Mr. Andrew A. Dully of
\V» recie\ed a very pleasant letter of thanks Bluehill, and Miss llattie M. Cressey of Rockland.
In Union, Jan. 11th, .Mr. Wilson Broctor of Applefi’om our old friend Kendall, since his return
home, for a hot lie of ./<»// ns<> u's .\/i<x/yth Lia- ton, and Miss Bertha .1. Lincoln of Washington.
In North Haven, Jan. Kith. Mr. AldenJ. Beverage
iuicitt which we gav him. and which lie says
and .Miss;.Mary L. Crockett., hotli of North Ha\en.
has entirely cured him of the troublesome and j
In Surry. Jan. IJth, Mr Charles A. Eldridge and
dangerious cough lie had when In re.
Miss Mary E. Phillips, both of Surry.
In Bluehill, Jan. lltli. Mr.
R. Alby of
O'.n’t pay a limit iMMrt■■for a linen collar, Bucksport, and Mi-s Clara A. Heorge
Wood, daughter of
when y• iu can get a better-lit I ing and as nice- Simon Wood. Estp, of Bluehill.
in I n niont, .Jan. 17tli, Capt. Franklin W., son of
looking collar for much less money, 'fin* Klmwood and Warwick ( ollars are acknowledged A. R. P. J.unt, Est]., and .Mar. L’., youngest daughter
of Capt. Janies 'l ink* r, both of I reinont.
the be>t in the market, G<-o. .M. Glazier, BosIn (iouldsboro, Jan. KWh, Mr. Hilbert II. Tracy of
ton. Agent.
Sold everywhere.
Silver City, Idaho, and Miss Annie M. llarridenof
AN hen a Chicago polioeeman gocs behind a Hmildsbortt.
In Hnublsboro, Jan. Kith, Mr. Charles (
Hutchlunilm i* pile and shoots time halls through his
and Mis.- llattie.N. Nme- both of Sullivan.
hat. an t run up h> headquarters and tells about ings
In Eden, Jan. 17th. .Mr. William s. Brown of i re
his adventure with the Headers of Kansas, they niont, and Miss Ida A.
Harding of Eden.
raise liis pay on tin* spot.
Merit is alwavs rewarded in < hieago.

covered

Grand Mcsicae Hf.-Union. 'I’he twenof February will bo a
memorial day iu Louisville in more ways
than one; on that day we shall have not
only the great drawing of the last Library
Concert, lint also the great musical treat
of Gilmore’s renowned orchestra. Gilmore is the peer, if not the superior of
Theodore Thomas or of Julian. This is
his first visit to the west, and except for
the gift concert there is liltle probability
that our citizens would ever have heard
his wonderful performances. In the East
people travel a hundred miles or more to
attend one of his concerts.
Remember
that only those who hold at least a coupon ticket in the
drawing can gain admission to the hall.

Have You Seen It?

moment of delay makes your cure more
'~>ehJ88, and much depends on the judicious choice
5dy. The amount of testimony in favor of
nick’s Pulmonic Svrup, as a cure for conexceeds all that can be brought to
retensions of any other medicine. See
Almanac, containing the certificates
.persons of the highest respectability, who
p&een restored to health, after being pronounced
bio by physicians of acknowledged ability.
;k’s Pulmonic Syrup alone lias cured many, as
/evidences will show ; but the cure is often promoted" by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Scheuck’s Sea Weed I onic
the timely use. of these
and Mandrake Pills.
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Poston,
to 3 o’clock
on the following Wednesdays, from
Jan. 13th and J7th, Feb. Juth and J4tli, aml .March
but
for
J4th.
Consultations
a thorough
loth and
free;
examination of the lungs, with the Ke-pirone tor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of-

Every

Don't, Hack, Hack, Gough, Congh! tj
Cough is a symptom by which various di$$«

Maine Editors in Council.

betts.

of the dances
hist week, and strange to say was found and returned to the owner.
chair on h;s
Tom. Logan, sitting in a slutted
the street,
sink and guiding his large gray along
seemed the poetry of trucking.

pin

A diamond

in

■

installed on

treatment.

■

\
id-

lodges will he

with the baggage car and mails, came down in
the afternoon with the Boutelle. The afternoon

ning next.
Hungry cats organize raids on tin- store-rooms Mathews; Tinas., J. G. Pendleton; Secy.,K. S.
of oyster saloons. They require some austere
Grant; S. I)., Alvah Dutch; J. D.,C. II. Tib- president;

uinirml in tin l/nited States liotel at
'ortlainl :u ii\• o'clock, Thursday morning,
igiiialtng in th- laundry. burning up through
it was extinguished with a loss
tnree floors,
! >*4ooo or $.'»ooo. w ithout material damage to
the main part of the1 house.
Man Itcigiiolds. an old woman at Holliston,
Ma^s.. and a female accomplice, have been arsted t<»r the alleged poisoning of five infants
w ithin f ight weeks.
The parties k *i>t a “baby
Jarming” establishment, and children have been
placed in their charge.

Timothy
Monday eve-

The officers elect of Phoenix and
Chase

sleigh.
A tin

people

TAKE NOTICE.

CONSUMPTIVES,

During the year 1873, 35,440 sheep were
killed and 35,035. injured by dogs in the
State of Ohio, and the aggregate amount
of loss from this cause was §156,318.

The down train of

New* of the City and County.

Generalities •

RoK.

tiooii, Bovs’ Snr Maki ks, anil Pant Finish
Ki:s will tiuii a
plenty of work at our More in Bellast.
We have began work in our Machine Boom
where we shall manufacture Bov s suts, Coats
anil Pants, anil want a large number of (iirls.
n

Belfast,

Dec.

y, 1874.

POTE & QUIMBY.

Assessors’ Notice.
rill IK Assessors of the city of Belfast, will l»e in
1_ session at the Assessors* Office. Saturday afternoons for a tew weeks tor the
Iransaetion'of hiiv
business properly coining before them

OAKKS ANG1KK,
GKOKGK WOODS,

( Assessors of Belfast
,U''

MATHEWS, S

NOAH M.
Jan. ft, 1875.—Jw'-.'S

The Hcmanoe of A Hose.

should

bring

them in its Wake. Money is
here and schemiug ovfer. Investigations and buckwheat cakes are the only
It is nearly a hundred years ago.
of the year. There are not less
Si nee the day that the Count do Roehaiilboau— staples
than twenty gaming-houses, generally ol
Our ally against the British crown—
a small pattern and in quarters of
Met. Washington in Newport town.
ambiguous respectability, where the Virginians,
and
the
air
was chill,
I'was the month ol‘3iaroh,
Marylanders and old District roues make
But bareheaded over Aquidtieck hill.
their resort, and, though they are perfectGuest and host they took their way.
While on either side was the grand array
ly secure from the law, a very determined
effort to break them having shown that
of a gallant army, French and tine.
the officials were more smirched than the
Rang'd three deep in a glittering line;
And the French fleet with a welcome roar
gamesters, yet I could never perceive that
oi a hundred guns from Connecticut shore.
any of these people made more than a
livelihood, lint there are men here who
And the hell* rang out from every steeple.
And Irom street to street the Newport people,
play Boston and poker among gentlemen
Followed and cheered, with a hearty zest,
and have the reputation ol being rich. A
1>«- Koehambeau and his honored guest.
fair proportion of public men gamble
And women out oi tin windows leant,
among each other all the while when at
Ami out of the windows smiled and sent
leisure. It is the habit at the West and
Many a coy admiring glance
South, and army lite taught thousands of
To tlie tine voting officer of France.
young officers the laseination ol the ‘draw.’
And the stor> goes that the belle of the tow*
1 heard a group ot naval officers, discussKissed a rose and thing it down
ing Commander Cushing, who died last
Straight at the feet oflJe Koeharabeau;
week, say that his rash and large wagers
And the gallant marshal, bending low.
on shipboard, with a small poker hand,
l ifted it up witli a Frenchman's
grace,
as characteristic as his physicial
were
And kissed it back, with a glance at the taco
< M
the daring maiden where she stood.
bravery. But there is no hotel nor club in
Ultishing out of lier silken hood.
Washington where a company ol men
Thai night at the ball, still the sfor x
may not call for cards and a servant and
goes.
The Marshal of France won* a faded rose
keep up the combat all night. The hotels
In hi- gold-laced coat; but he looked in vain
have card-rooms detached from
generally
I
the giver's beautiful fa e again.
the family parts ot the house.
It remains
to be seen whether a splendid supper and
Night after night, and day after da\,
1 h« Frenchman
an elegant house will woo the sporting
eagerly sought, tin*\ say.
At feast, or at church, or
along the street,,
element from its many sanctums, and
l or the girl who Hung the rose at his fed.
realize the ideas of Chamberlin. A clubAnd -lie, night after night, day after day,
house is seldom individual property or even
W as speeding farther and farther
away
a partnership, and its visible sponsors iroI f-nn the fatal window, the fatal street.
are hacked in the bed-rock of Wall
W In n* her passionate heart bad
suddenly beat quentlv
MV

A
A
A
>1

scarce

MIS.S NOII V l'KKKY.

throb too much for the cool control
Iritan leaches to heart and soul;
throb loo much for the wrathful yes
one who had watched in
dismayed surprise

'rom the street below, and taking the
gauge
'f a woman’s heart in that moment'*
rage,
lie s v«»r
thi- old colonial squire,
I hat 1m hue the
daylight should expire
I

I hi-

daughter of his, with her wit and grace.
With her dangerous heart and her beautiful lace,

>hould he
When* no

on

In

rose

/

of

way'to a surer retreat.
hers could fall at the feet

‘I a eur-ed Frenchman,
high or low.
And so while the ( onnt de Koch am beau.
In lii- gold-laced coat, wore a faded ilow
And awaited the giver hour by hour,

•

'Three weeks after, a briir bore down
Into the harbor of X* wport town,
T -wui_ a \\ reek—‘(was the -loop
(Might.
* Mf
l/amptoii rock*, in the very -ight
t >1 the land she
-might, she and her crow
And all on board of her in full view
1 >f tin* storm-bound
fishermen over the bay,
\\ cut to their doom on that April
day,
'A hen lioeliainbeaii heard Hie terrible
tale,
IT uttered a prayer, fora moment
grew pale:
I hen “Mon Jdeii,” lie exclaimed, **>o niv

tine

romance

I* roiu beginning to end is
1
I

a rose and a
glance.’’
glance, with a ki-s thrown in:
hat wa- all, but enough for a promise of sin,
bought tin -tern old squire when he took the

rose

and

a

gauge
<>t

a

woman'.-

heart in that moment's rage.

the sad old story comes to a close;
Tis a century since, but the world still
goes
< >n the same base
round, still tak* s the gauge
< >1 its
highest hearts in a moment’s rag**.
s-»

The

Love

that

in

Golden.

No! Not .with turbulence :
Not with the fret and weary of
doubt;
Not with the uncertainty compassed about:
With wooing and coaxing to-day.
And thwarting and crossing to-morrow
Not with the light laughter ami
play,
< >r too mm h trouble and
sorrow;
4 ,r vexed tears,
the longing eves;
scorching
4 h’
pitdul glances, or penitent sighs—
Would 1 have love.
No! Calm and earnest, good, and true.
Mellowed by tenderness through and
through;
hver the same, yet ever new;
Quietly watchful; brooding above,
»r me. and round me—such the lo\ »—
Such the low only J care to have;
Patient and restful, holy, calm:
Lite’s pulse and breath—
Pouring into all wounds a balm
Luduring till death.

Gambling in Washington.
.John F. Chamberlin's Washington Clubhouse is now open in the late residence of
the British Minister and his legation, on
Farragut Square and Corcoran’s yard.
Seventeenth and 1 streets. It is tin; most
elaborate and spacious gaming-house and
restaurant in the l tilted States, and cost
Mi. Morrissey’s
S'.si.ooo
Saratoga Club
is a prim, plain, business-like allair comwith
it, although Morrissey’s loutpared
large ooms are larger than any ol Chamberlin -, but the interior architei ture of
the Washington Club is more novel and
elegant than would appear in any house
built especially for gaming purposes. It
was esteemed lit for a Brince of the house
ol llaimver-Brunswiek to make it his home,
•and was erected by one of the most substantial bankers in the Fuited States for
his durable family mansion, it was rented
by the British Government for $6,000 a
year in gold, equal to $li’,000 or more in
New \ ork 1 it\, and has been the scene ol
the greatest parties and receptions ever

given in Washington, viz..Charles Knapp’s
grand soi i.ii patty in 1867 and the state re-

of Brince Arthur in 1870.
1 hi- house was built by Elisha
Biggs
with tin. de.-ign of having a house wholly
and
somewhat
in
the
Elizabethan
unique

ception

manor-house style. Mr. Knapp made additions to this in the same style, and raised
Mansard root over the whole. It is a
brick house, plastered a pale yellow stone
dm with buttresses, bays, pointed Gothic windows and doors, ami a luxurious
growth of green creepers covers a part of
the end and wall and angle. A bay-window
it the end is as
large as an ordinary room.
I Iteri are two doors from the street, both
in the side ol the house, one
leading to
the private office and the other to an octagon r mm at the center of the house which
ri'i's
through three stories and is Gothic
to the grained arch at the roof, the balustrades and rails being all in Gothic earpentery, to be consistent with the rest of
the decoration.
ITS lir.OliiaXM

S

IITTINi ,s.

Ail arch out d the gaming-room discloses through tlie octagon the
rclcctory, a
licautil'ui apartment with the famous$10,-

Long branch side-hoard in it. The
elegantly spread for supper at midnight. behind the relectorv, a hall intervening, are. pantries, and at the end ol the
hall i- Knapp's bachelor ollicc, with tiled

oon

table is

Hours, chamlicrs of

and bath. This is
letter-desk and
lounge. Over this ollice in-the second
floor is the celebrated chamber occupied
by Prince Arthur, hereafter to be Air.
< liamberlinVowii
apartment. It is octagonal, with a couple ol square dressingrooms, baths, cedar closets live leet deep,
and princely accompaniments of ail sorts.
The rosewood mirror suspended to the
floor is something "before which Marie
Antoinette might have been robed. Here,
also, the etage, dressing-case and bedstead
are. of solid rosewood, little like the filigree furniture of modern manufacture.
Five other bed-chambers and a sittingroom are upon the second floor, and
stepping out of any of them the round balcony
shows over its railings the floor below,
while a large chandelier is suspended by a
rod about forty feet long from the eye of
the Gothic dome. Three of the side-rooms
in this story are for whist and “boston.”
In the third story are twelve bed-chambers.
to become a

ease

reading-room,

THE

NEW

telegraph a few days ago reported
briefly, in its hardened way, the fact that

CUISINE.

The

basement floor contains a kitchen
ol ample
proportions, in which a new
range has been placed large euough for a
1 his is the
hotel.
only article required to

he added to the
establishment, Sir Jidward
Thornton leaving most of
Knapp’s furniture as he found it. The
cook, Emeliue
Jones,is tlie well-known colossal quadroon
woman who has roasted and
stewed so
daintily at Long branch. The steward,
is
also
known to men
Washington Trusty,
about town in New York. There is a
dry
wine-cellar ol large size under the corner
ot the house.
The intention of Chamberlin and his
partner, Charles Mann, of Philadelphia,
is to confine all gaming alter this winter
to the second floor, and make a bachelor’s
hotel and restaurant of the first floor, alter
the style of the Saratoga Club-house.
Gaming will thus be no more a visible
feature of the place to a bon vivant than if
he were at Welcker’s, or the Owen House,
or the
Washington Club, or any place
where poker and boston amuse the
nights.
I do not see, indeed, whence the materials are to he found lor
faro-playing in
this capital, unless the next
Congress

OPENING

a man had been murdered at a dance in
Anoka County, Minnesota, and it is just
as well that it gave no details, for the telegraph couldn’t have done justice to all
the dramatic features ol the case. A farmer named William Ramsdcn
gave a housewarming, as it is called, invited in the
neighbors and provided abundance of
whiskey. They are a trifle rough in that
section, and, <|uite early in the evening, a
LATE OF THE FIRM OF
half-breed named Louis Rousignal got into
trouble with some one, else and they went
out of doors to settle the matter
by a fight.
HAS BOUGHT OUT
Several men went out, and all soon returned except Louis Rousignal. A little
A BLODGETT & CO.’S
later some one found a man outside supposed to be drunk, and he was dragged
into the room where the dancing was going on and set up against the wall. Then
70 MAIN STREET.
blood was seen on him, and the ghastly
flet made apparent that the supposed
And is making large additions to the stock which In
drunken man was Louis Rousignal stabbed
will sell at the lowest living prices
to the heart. A huge butcher-knife, found
near where lie was discovered, told the
whole story. Rut the house-warming did
-SUCH ASnot cease, nor was the dance discontinued.
CHA MU EH <£ PA IIL OR S VI TS.PA RLO R
The dead man sat up against the wall and
TABLES MARBLE A WOOD TOP
the young men and the young women
11 ATT REES, WHATNOTS, WRIT-'
I NO DESKS, WORK TABLES
whisked past and about him. The fiddler
and LOOKING GLASSES
did his best, and corpse wasn’t allowed to
EX TENSION TA BLES
spoil the fun. “Balance to yer parduers!”
.f SIDE BOARDS.
and. with the shaking of the floor, the
dead man takes an involuntary part in the
ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
festivities and bows with the best of them.
CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
“All hands round,” and if they do not
wake the dead, there is not noise enough
ALL KINDS OF
in stoga boots anti cow-hide shoes. “Ladies
street.
BEDSTEADS. BUREAUS. &c., &c.
grand chain,” and if Louis Rousignal
OltOAVTII OF OAMINO.
doesn’t admire the buxom lasses it is beAlso a nice assortment of
The power of these machine games or cause the knife went too
“Dos-abaize-tabic games to intensify (he spirit of dos” and if there is not deep.
a sympathetic
chance is in their rapidity, 'l'he roulette smirk on the cadaver’s face there
is no reI would call special attention to our stock of
hall spins in such a way as to arouse the flected
from tallow candles!
It was
light
nervous system, rattling on as if it would
a very lively occasion that
coi i i
house-warming c ask i ts
stop directly, and yet seeming to continue in Anoka Comity, Minnesota, and lliev
To those who have to purchase I would sav I have
as long as the flutter of play is in any rewere not the kind ol
people to have their them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
maining breast.
enjoyment marred by a little uiipropitious possibly be sold lor, to the nicest 'V\l,\l i and
l’o the deal ol faro, silent and steady, a
incident, and the young ladies of Anoka Bosk woni).
crowd (esponus as to the work of an auc-ALSOespecially-—well, after them one doesn’t
tioneer,ami tile nerves of hazard are played have much of an
of Bret 1 Lu te’s
opinion
variable
fortune
of the deal
upon by the
belle, transplanted from a far Western
until the coldest watcher who can underto adrawing-rootn, who tells of how
Same patterns as were sold
stand the game grows sympathetic. More- gulch
by FIELD &
she merely once
MATHEW'S.
over, there is more romance ascribed to a
*
*
*
Went
down
the
middle
REMEMHEA* TIJE I'LACE.JZ#
life of this demi-respeetalde sort than lias
With the man that shot Sandy Metier.”
tfl7
inundation in any reality. With their ocTO Main Street, Belfast Me.
casional dissipations, gamblers-in-chief are
Not Inclined to Maichy. There is
A. B. MATHEWS.
merely hard merchants, with the advant- springing up in England a large class of
age at every point. They get pawnbrokers’ women who do not
marry, who apparentinterest—not per annum, but per minute.
ly wish not to marry. They deliberately
There is a small percentage, and the hank devote
themselves to literature, to teachhas a sure tiling il there is enough to play.
to some trade, generally an artistic
I know that every man of this kind I ever ing, at
one,
any rate to some occupation that
talked to advised me never to try the una livelihood and tends to
gives
culture,
equal chance. Still, the great temptation and this they choose for iile. The
marryto game may be in the apparent honesty
ing instinct seems dead, or rather never
of such admissions, i’okcr J have always to
have been born in them, I have known
regarded as the most unequal and danger- at least one such person in this
country.
ous of all games, being a play on the
They do not seem to be thought of as out
character and the pocket at once. A young of
but
on
the
place;
contrary they move
man of fortune resident here told me that
into lit places in the great societal
Can be found all the
organit had cost him foO.OOO to play it, and he
and
ism, easily
naturally, and are accepted
had not learned it yet.
In the United
without remark. A late article in one of
States Senate there is a full quorum of
the leading papers ol our own
repoker players. When the Cabinet meets marked that an almost entire countryhad
change
there
are
said
to
be
(wo.
This
together
Advertised in this paper, at as low
taken place in this country in current
game was introduced in England, some
unmarried women who
speech
concerning
and even lower prices.
General
who
is
a strong
Selienck,
say by
are past 30; that whereas, 20
years ago,
player, a trifle too obstinate, and its sim- and always before,
they were called “old CALL BEFORE PURCHASING !
plicity and the powerful grip it has on the maids,"*and the
phrase was a term ol reexeitabilities, as well as the steadier and
20tf
proach, now it was rarely il ever used,
more unflinching qualities,
greatly re- and the reproach, which
used
to be cast
commend it to liritons.
upon such persons, has almost entirelyTHE HOSPITALITY OF TIIE PLACE.
passed away. [Correspondent of WoIii France the Empire took a course the men's Journal.
opposite of ours with the deep seated human passion of
The bold business man sees far ahead
gaming, rigidly suppressing it. but turning it into revenue through in his track ; he can see obstacles before
various municipal lotteries for useful obhim as he carries out his plans. But does
jects, themselves taxed by the Imperial he lalter? No; he pushes right on, and
harpy. M. Blanc, the great gambler of hopes to find some way to get around the
Monaco, to whose hereditary prince ho dilliculty when he comes (ace to lace with
pays $100,000 a year for the privilege, is it.
BY THE
the same whom the Kaiser repelled'from
Baden Baden. John Chamberlin is the
MANrFACTl KICKS
first sporting man who has assumed to
keep a club-house on the scale of such
TO CONSUME US,
T1 p A ft—The choicest in the world—Importprices—Largest company in Aincri
I a
A ^ors
■ V.
place; no body loiters around it; there is
W ca—staple article—pleases everybody AT COST OF PRODUCTION.
—Trade
no appearance of
continually increasing
Agents wanted
illegality in closed shut- everywhere—best
inducements—don’t waste time—
ters or palid door-keepers.
To all exterior send for Circular to Robert Wei.es, 4:5 Vesev
st.,
appearance it is still the home of the Brit- N. \ i*. O. Hex 1287.
ish Minister, with stables,
and
acgrooms
cessories as before.
Entering, a welldressed negro bows the way; Mann, in
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
his habitual blue broadcloth and rather
Cur. Washington St. Extension
handsome, affable face, meets the arrivals THE ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING STUD EM
under the dome ; the sideboard is
IT RELIEVES THE
suggestA N11
ed by the old negro.
Trusty, as a matter PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,
AND GIVES
worth consultation. The whole ol the lowBoston,
er part of the house,
TO THE TIRED BRAIN
brilliantly lighted, BUOYANCY
OF THE HAKRASSED MAN OF BUSINESS.
and room unfolding to room over a laro’e
area, rather dazzles the eye and mind
No Charged for obtaining
with a sense of extent and
Patents unless
intricacy which
TO INVENTORS Pamphlet/ree. C.successful.
Owing to the* general depression of the Wholesale
A.Shaw,
is further borne out by the curious hexa110 Tremont Street, Boston.
1 rude, we have accumulated a
heavy stock, consistgonal and octagonal shapes of some of the
ing of
apartments. I he wall-paper is in general
sample bottle of A«luiiaiM»n’i«
ft LL Botanic Bahain at all drugof gilt and green—old but
respectable.
i^ts*. Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
CHAMBER,
Rosewood and rod cedar are the wood colAsthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
ors.
The carpets arc Brussels, worn but Large bottles, Ma cts. Dr. F. \V. Kinsman, ProPARLOF+
Augusta, Maine. $5000 for a case it will not
rich. Several ol Knapp's pictures remain, prietor,
cure! Try it. dOLlI liy all Drugg-isM.
And other First-Class
chiefly landscapes, and among them a
large mosaic ol a Greek temple. In the
autumn of next year the house will be reFURNITURE,
furnished. The following articles of food
\V
liich we take this method to
wore called over by the servant the
dispose of.
night
1 looked in there;
Beefsteak (sixteen
-1 hose desiring FI,'It X I'll'll F. will find it
great- !
pounds, lour inches thick), mutton chops,
ly to their advantage to inspect these goods before
sweet-breads, kidneys whole, lamb’s-fries, TO INVEST A FEW DOLLARS, WITH POSSImaking a purchase.— 3mos*>4
broiled oysters, celery, lettuce, chicken BLE RETURNS OF
THOUSANDS, IS OFFERED
and lobster salads, pigs’feet,
snipe, quail, BY THE POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLIC LI.
PROBATE NOTICES.
woodcock, canvas-back duck, halibut
BRARY OF KY. TO THE 27th OF FEBRUARY
smells, roast turkey. Sixteen persons in NEXT, OF THEIR FIFTH AND LAST CONCERT
At a Probate Court lu-Id at Belfast, wit liin ami for
all are required to conduct the
place as at AND DRAWING. THE MANAGEMENT ARE
toe Couuty ot Waldo, outlie second Tuesday ot
present, before the lintel feature is added. PLEDGED TO HIE RETURN OF THE MONEY
ly?o.
January, A. I
The visible proprietor of this house— IE THE DRAWING SHOULD NOT' COME OFF
r.< > IC t; 1' B. FMCltCUSON, named Kxccutor in a
Chamberlin—is a stout,
AT THE DAY NOW APPOINTED.
certain
J
instrument purporting to he the la.it
Italian-lookihg
w ill and testament of .lane YV.
Ferguson, late of
man, of not more than thirty-five years of ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.. .*250,000
Belfast in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 100,001
age, anil even a v ery youthful appearance ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 75 000 present d said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Oeorgc B. give notice to all
and address, lie is a sort of “Fra Uiavo- ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
50,0(0
.nterested by causing a copy of this order to
lo" in the performance, more beau than ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 25,000 persons
he published three weeks successively in the Repub5 Cash Gifts, $20,(KKJ each. 100,000
lican
Journal
brigand, and he does not approach the
printed at Belfast, that they may aplo Cash Gifts,
H.ooo each. Ho.oou
pear at a 'robate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
15 Cash Gifts, 10,000 each.
games, but talks and hears talking, and
150,000 and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday ot
20 Cash Gifts,
5,ooo each. loo.ooo
pacifies people. Charles Mann walks up
February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
25 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each. 100,000 show
and down the
ii
can.s<
the
same should
any they have, why
ao Cash Gifts,
gaming-rooms like a Ser:t,000 each,.
00,000 not be proved, approved and allowed.
50 Cash Gills,
2.000 each, ...... 100,000
geant-at-Arins whom the barber has greatASA l III PJ.OCCl!, Judge.
100 Cash Gifts,
1,000
each,.
100,000
ly exerted himself upon. The chief
A true copy.
Attest —B. P. Fu.im, Register.
240 ('ash tiifls,
per500 each,
120,000
former at Ihe baize was a man of such ex500 Cash G ifl s,
lotfeach..
50,000 At a
Prob:
te
Court
held at Belfast, within and tor
Cash
10,000
50 each,.USo’ooo
Gifts,
ceeding baldness that lie seemed to me to
the Conn y ot Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ol
he naked Irom the waist up. and to have
Whole Tickets, $50. Halves, $25. Tenth, or each
Ire;,.
January,
abandoned a very profitable occupation as
Coupon, $5. Eleven Whole Tickets, $5<K>.
IIKiGINS, Administrator ol the Kstate of
• W illntm Patterson, late of
a milliner’s block.
in
If it is necessary to he For
Pickets, or infromation, address
ot W'aldo, deceased, having
said'Bounty
presented
as a little new-horn child to enter the
THO. E. BKAMLETTE, Agent and Manager,
his first and final account of Administration on said
Louisville, Ky., or THUS. II. HAYS & ('(*., hoy Kstate for allowance.
Kingdom ol Heaven, this man can grate- Broadway,
N. Y.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
fully sing, “Just as 1 am, without one
to all

-WITH A-

Having returned to this city, and purchased the 0.
I). Field Furniture Store and Stock, would announce
to the public that he intends to sustain the past favorable reputation of the establishment by keeping
constantly on band a new and nice assortment of
such articles as are usually found in a

FIRST

CLASS

14 MAIN
Office

J. M.

Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Pino, with
rich ornamentation, or plain, as
may be desired; Sofas, of various patterns and
styles of upholstering, chairs of all
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &c.

D ENTIST!
Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

Best thing in Market of the Kind.
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all
Kinds, Ac., Ac.

SEARSPORT. ME.
Special attention paid to extracting
teeih. Artificial Teeth .Manufactured,
neth filled in the best manner.
lrylO.

Burial

Caskets !

DR. Ct. P.

10, 1X74.— ninoslO.

Footprints.

Introduced via San Francisco. California, thence to Maine, and now Selling Commercially by

CITY
282

Sole

Chronic*.
RHEUMATIC COMPLA INTI*, Acute
or Chronic.
KEITRALCilA anil SCIATIC1 in Head
or Hip*.

generally, Epilep«y,
Ac.. &v.

trouble.,

APERIEIT,
mixture*
medicine

Independent says, “An English
enjoining upon the members of a
training class their duty of giving to children bright and happy
thoughts of religion. used this illustration of the danger
of the opposite course. He said a little
girl
was once
asking her elder sister about heaven. ‘Do they
play in heaven ?’ she inquired.
‘No; they do not play there.’ ‘What do
they do?’
‘They sing and are good.’

‘Are there no toys there?’ No, not
auy.’
‘No dolls, nor balls, nor Noah’s arks?’
•Oh no!’ ‘Then,’ said the little one. •]
shall take my dolly and
go to hell.’ The
speaker said he rather liked Luther’s idea
of heaven and referred to his letter to his
son, in which he told of the boys and
girls
who play about the golden streetsand
have ponies and horses to ride upon.”

Cleveland, January lfi.

who

was

years

arrested for rape

old,

lianged

(;. W. Cilery,
little girl, 9

who took him from the jail and after giving him a few minutes to pray, hanged
him to a tree in front of the court house.
A large crowd
gathered, but the lynchers
had posted a strong guard and a feeble
attempt to interfere was unsuccessful.
After all signs of life had ceased in the
suspeuded man, the lynchers quietly dispersed Public opinion is decidedly in favor
of the lynchers. The
little girl can hardly
survive.

We cannot all have our names recorded
historical pages, for
great and noble
deeds, yet we can all have them stamped
on the hearts of those with
whom we associate or come in contact
with, from day
to day, by nameless acts of
kindness and
courtesy, so that we may ever be rememon

bered.

AT MOODY’S
The Best Selected Stock of

said Estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks
jn the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that they nitty
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of February next, at ten of the clock before
noon’
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THEREOF(ill,
Judge
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn.i.D, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tin second
Tuesduy ol
January, A. L). 1N75.

IN THE CITY.

CUOSBY, Administrator
Fstate of Betsey N. Crosby, late
WILLIAM
in said
of
X.

This

being

a now

addition to my

line of

always large

goods

and

an

stock of

Patent Medicines,

Drugs, Fancy Goods,

k,!

I have taken particular pains to make such a s«*
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and
useful to the purchaser. My stock consists in part of an elegant line of

Vases and Toilet Sets,
Russia Leather Wallets.
Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of
all kinds, Children's Tea
Setts, Toilet Soap,
Brushes, &c.
The most interesting feature of all 1m the very low
at which l am offering my goods. We shall
price
be pleased to show our Goods to all who wish to
1
examine. Please call.

R. H.
Corner of

MOODY,

Main and High Sts.,

Belfast, Me.

County

DANIEL S. PALMER, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by
giving bond
as the law directs
she therefore requests all persons
indebted to said deceased’s estate to make

immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
HANNAH M. PALMER.

Assessors’ Notice.
Belfast will be in
Office, Saturday afternoons for a few weeks for the transaction of
any
business properly coming before them.
OAKES ANGIER,
)
> Assessors of Belfast
GEOKGE WOODS,
NOAH M. MATHEWS, S
Jan. 0, 1875.—3w2S

Assessors ot the city
rpiIE
JL session at the Assessors’

#

R»e u*ed

with

all

of

otioc 1
SEARSPORT SAVINGS

the

TO

ALE

BANK !

MISS

BEECHER’S

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,
For Hair and Whiskers.
Changes light
gray hair to a jet
black, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient.
It
requires but a single
application t<> effect
,ir.s purpose .and washing is required after
dyeing, as in the ease
lor other dyes. It is not
two separate articles
‘(as are most hair
dyes», hut a single
combination; and experienced wholesale
druggists, who leave
handled all the various dyes, pronounce it the iiest
blngle preparation for changing tin* color of tint Ir.Sr
which nas ever been brought to their notice.
PRICK W CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every
ease, or the money refunded. Prepared onlv by <;. \v
THOMPSON. Hockland. Me. Sold by all dealer*.
or

Pile and Humor Cure.
1 UK ONLY MKDICINK that is warranted a perert cure for all the worst forms of Bilks, Lki-uosv,
SruoKui.A, Rino-Wokm, Salt Riiki m, Canckk,
< A1AHKH, NKC KALOIA, RUKL'.MATiS.M,
ASTHMA,
I>yhi»ki*sia, Kidnkys, and all diseitaee of the Skin
nml Blood.
v<
yetable. Sent by express,
Entirely
and money returned in ail cases of failure. II. I >.
KOW LK, ('hernia t, 71 Prince Street, Boston. Sold
everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send for Circular.
3iuosl2cow.

ARABIAN

Sheriff’s Sale.
WALDO,

OINTMENT

bidder,

CURES

SCRATCHES
AND OTII ICR

PflSTILLEsIS'lS^,:
li-u

leMou

u,

Alas*.

BANKRUPT NOTICE.
I

rrims IS TO GIVE NOTICE, Thut on the 5th day
X of January, A. 1). 1875, a warrant in Bankruptcy
wan issued against the estate of Joseph B.
Vickery
«»f Troy, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
who has been adjudged a Bankrupt on his own
Petition, tiled Dec. 18th, 1874. That the payment of
any debts and delivery of any goods belonging to such
Bankrupt, to him. or for his use, and the transfer of
any property by him are forbidden bv law. That a
un iting of the creditors of the said
Bankrupt, to
prove their debts, and to choose one or more assig
nees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Bankruptcy, to be holden at Belfast Custom House, before
( harks Hamlin, Esq., Register, on the 4th dav of
Eel). A. !>. 1875, at 12 o’clock, M.
11. A. HEAD,
2w28
Deputy U. S. Marshal as Messenger.

They Do Say

AND

■

package. The money
fails to give satisfaction.
per

will be

refunded where it

The University Medicines cure diseases that
phys
B'htns cannot cure and consequently
pronounce mem
incurable, catarrh (the mother oi
consumption,)
.'scrofula, Salt Klieum, and many other
hitherto considered incurable, readily _>ield under
treatment ot the University Medicines, dome ol its
greatest cures are of a nature that will not permit
cel'tlllcule.* 1 u Lu iuM«lu |.uolio.
rluea, llie greatest uestroyer of

of the

buoli

....

humauity

iiitiim

on

tlietace

globe, liow many bewail the loss of precious
vitality without having the least idea of the cause.
I heir manhood is daily v anishing, and
they are glicl
mg into a stage of hopeless decay,
its victims are

*j>-\Vitut'x.H thu
to its

immt-s

ot (iinthmiii who

A.
Israel

testify

P.ell'ast Me.

Cox, Gen’l Ids. Agent.
Harrison Huytoid, Parmer,
P. M. Moody. Horse Trainer,
S. .1. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable Koekland
Eben W.SCavey. Hotel Keeper. No Seursuort.
Kobert (i. Ames, Teamster,
W. black. Deputy Sheriff,
M Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop ot Liv. Stable Stockton,
AND MANY

**

OT HERS.

EMBRY

Prepared By

SAWYER, Pro’p.

RICHARD M. MOODY
General Afi-ent,
Druggist and Apothecary
3mo.sli!

15 k, if a st, Mi.

KOUEKiN

AND

PATENTS

Mi

oiOeoii

r.i.i-

•>

ui

iln-

l'wtiiainl Coin

From birth 1 have been affected with Salt Uheuni.
After employing several physicians. I called on Or.
Staples and cared. 1 hree years have elapsed and 1
have seen no return ol the symptoms since.
JOHN H. WKiGIN.

Dr. Si'Ai*Li-:.s— Pear Sir
This is to certify that I
have* suffered with Scrofula ou my leg for the last
eight years. 1 have used almost all kinds of medicine
I could think of and employed our best
physicians
ail to no benefit.
1 he doctors said they could do no
more. I got discouraged and
thought 1 never should
get cured, but at last J heard of your
University
Medicine. Last Fall 1 sent to you
andgotii.and after
using only four bottles of the'Caneer Flam, w ith the
May Apple Fills and far Ointment to go with it,
I now consider inyseii
entirely cured. 1 think the
medicine is all that it is recommended to be and tinbest ever before the public.
1 would advise all sul
feting with Scrofula to use the University Medicines
Anv one wishing any turther proof of the benefit
that l have received from your medicine 1 should be
happy to ausvver all questions.
Yours respectfully,
M RS S U S A N (’ART F, 11
Bluehill Falls, Maine, March gd, Is?!.

years ago I fouud myself greatly
imuoyi.il
atari'll. For seri n years it
grew worse ami
Dually untitled me lor business. Its nnatres extend
* (i
to my lungs so that l was
continually coughing
ana raising from a half
pint to a pint ot consumptive matter daily.
1 was emaciated,
my appetite
g“ue, and my physicians told me
they could do no
more lor me.
i considered uiy case about
hopeless
vytien 1 heard of some of the wonderful cures ut the
imersity Medicines. I called at the branch office
and the doctor told me
my case wus not hopeless,
ami J went under his
treatment and in three weeks
was a well man.
My vigor and strength speedily
returned, and in three mouths I had
gained fifty
pounds lu weight. Three years have elapsed and 1
have not had the h ast touch of
the disease since.
Any one doubting this statemeht can address me at
my residence lit* Congress street, Portland, Maine.
Nox- l0A M. MOlUiAN.

Some ten months ago I contracted the Southern
lever and ague), in South Carolina. After
Irving several physicians and getting uo better I was
ii?
*?1,ve UP my vessel and stopped some time
m 1
te\er

doctor,

to
came to Portland and
put,
r. staples,
lu 48 hours

In

one

all to uo benefit.
I tie n
niyself under treatment of
my disease was broken up.
week I was as well as ever.
CAPi. 11. t. DAVIS,
Knightsville,C- K.

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur Inventions, Trade Marks or llesigns,
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston
A IT.R an extensive practice uf upwards of lie

continues In
A years,
also in *irest

This is to certify that
my little
athicted w ith scrolula

girl, five years old,
on the neck, and
of the eye, and nearly
bhe could not bear the
light without great
pane She has been under treatment of the Univer
> Medicines about two months and the bunches
na\ e all vanished and her
eyes are as well as ever.
AKTHCK A. (iREKN.
lS<>v. 10, 187X.
Small Point, Maine.
was

iifiaminatiou (Onthalma)

swellings

Talents in the United
Britain, France, nud oilier lor.
secure

States;
eigu countries. Caveats, Speciiicatious, Assign
iiieuts, and ail papers for Tateuts executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to de.
termine tlie validity aud utility of Tateuts of lin en
lions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the siime. t opics of the claims
oi
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar
As
signnients recorded in Washington.

Agency in the United States possesses superior
faculties foe obtaining Patents or
1
ascertaining
J the
patentability
of invent ions.
An Unfailing Remedy fop
All necessity of a
to Washington to pro
journey
cure n I ateut, and tile usual
great delay
3
there, are
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma here saved
inventors._

JwvHty
*»“*
T'A 'viVh
to <irst
dollarsfour
benent. About

-kin.

Uttve

paid

out

Uuu

class physicians without
years ago, I put myself under
treatment o1 the University Medicines uml w as cured
in one month, and there has been no
eruption since
STEPHEN < MIJNSEY,
No. 3 Commercial
Wharf, house j7 Chesuut St
Portland, Nov. 10, 1873.

»

Tor several years I have been troubled w ith Cu
tarrh and Scrolula. About two mouths
ago, my
head was a continual rack of
pain. My throat ami
lungs so badly effected tha; 1 could scarcely breathe,
with a continual cough. My limbs
badly swollen
My right knee was twice as large as the left one. I
could scarcely move or bear any
weight on it. My
physiciaus said they could not help me. 1 n this con-

the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Disease* leading to Consumption.
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and
Harks,
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physiciaus, clergymen and

am

others, testimonials from whom I can furnish without number.
LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
that the name of F. W. Kinsman is blown in the

glass.

tLS*Sample Bottle and Circular Free.op
js. W. K1S9MA1V, Proprietor.
14* Water Street, Augusta,
We.

KOR SALK

I1Y

ALL DRUGGISTS.

lyeowll.

MASON,

Com’s’r of Patents."
"I

they

have

no

hesitation in assuring inventors that
a man more'competent and trust-

cannot employ

of putting their
for them an early and favor
able consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents."*

worthy aud
tions in a

more

form to

capable

applica-

secure

"Mr. U. H. Edpy has made forme

THIRTY
successful in

proof of great

talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attentiou bestowed upon their cases, and at
very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.’*
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
lyr*27.

iiM

liruugh

at Fair Rates !

:im) Soil^

lu Sartrfnlullf

wick

liy Stayo.

FARE:
Sedgwick Stage to|Brooksville

to

Brooksville to Belfast,

Belfast,

$g.50
$l.uo

(Justine

75

[75

Jslesboro
(Justine to

Jslesboro,
Brooksville,

.40
.•&

v ia
Stag* s leaves Sedgwick
SargontvilleT for
Brooksville ou Mondu> and Thursday at 6 o’clock A.
M., connecting through with Boston Boats returnmg same day trom Brooksville at 4 1* M.
Also,
stage leaves Sedgwick on Wednesday and Saturday
at y A. AI.,
returning trom Bruuksv ill*- at 12 M ar

riving

at Sedgwick about 2.;to 1* M
I)*M‘r Isle ami Sedgwick passengers cun ou AJ ou
and 1 hursduys have about three hours titn«- in
Belfast and return to Sedgwick at about 4 o’clock of

days

day.

same

Stage leaves poritv’s Hotel, Sedgwick, at « A. AI.
Stag.' leaves W. J. Sargent & Sou, Surge at ville, at
0 ;;u A. M.

W. W. CASTLE, Agent, Belfast.
Belfast, Dec 7 1S74.—tf‘25.

BARICORNETS,
ALTOS,
TONES, BASSES,
And all other Hand Instruments.

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double
Basses, ami uli Orchestral and Solo Instruments
Splendid Large Music Boxes,
Prices from $.{j to $200.
hRUMS AXL> FIFKS for the Soldiers. T he best
Cil.’IT A US for (iuitar players. In fact all musical
instruments in common us**, of the host material,
imported or manufactured, and of reasonable pricer*.
Also ull things needed to replace lost parts of in
struments, Violin and (iuitar strings und ail Musical
Merchandise. For side by.
J. C. HAYNES & <’<>
(Opp Court House
33 Court .St.. Boston

QUININF

HAIR
TONIC.
long

which has
JSomething needed.

been

Even day we hear of some case of
paralysis, softening of the bruin or

disorder of the head re
suiting from the use ot hair nrepara
tions containing lead,sulphur,bismuth
or other mineral
substance equally
some nervous

poisonous. 1 bat the use of these on
partitions is always attended with uuu
ger is an undisputed fact, they are dyes
and should uot be used for dressing the
bus long been needed is a
preparation
which is not a

\\ hat
hair.
like Bavoline,
restorer or dye, cou
tains ueither lead, sulphur, bismuth or any mineral
MiDstauc- whatever.
It is a pure and harmless hair
dressing, keeps the liuir Hum lulling out, promotes
its growth, eradicate- dandruff, cleanses the
scalp,
is not greasy or thick', does not soil and
always
loaves a sense of cleanliness and comfort attained
by
no other
for its intruded purposes it
lms Iie\ er been equalled
Prepared by LKVI TtiWl®, Jr., Boston. Sold
everywhere by druggist, :»" cents a bottle, ttweowls

preparation;

MANHOOD.

WOMANHOOD AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

Jl

M

A Book for Every Man,
published b\ tin* Peabody Medical Institute,

edition of the celebrated iu» dicai work eu
SELF I’KESKKVA I'lliX. It treats upon man
noon, how lost, how regained and how perpetuated,
cause and cure of
F.xiiacsteh \ vtILlTY, Im
u new

titled

potency, Premature

rhcca,

or

Seminal

Decline in Mali, Sperinator.

Losses (uocturual and dlurual

Nervous and Physical Debilitv, Hypochondria,
Clloomy Forebodings, Mental Depression, Loss t
Energy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion ot Mind
and Loss of Memory, Impure Stale of the Blood,
and all diseases arising from the errousok YOUTH,
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aged men in particular. SoO pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only #1
the

It

.% Hook for

Every

Woman

Entitled, S E Xl'A L PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN.
AND IIEK DISEASES or, Woman treated of Phy

biologically and Pathologically .in health and diseuse
fro hi Infancy to Oil Ag<. *U*o pages, bouud in beau
tiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions
for prevailing diseases. Price jJtLou.
.A

IBook for

l:v«<nlMMlta

Peabody Institute lias also just pullished a
new book treating
exclusively of NKKVOUS AN 1>
MKNTAL IHSKASKS, more than tv\.> hundred
royal OCtavo pages, twenty elegant engravings,
bound in substantial muslin, price
l lie

Hither of the above books are sent by mail t
any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid, on
receipt of price. Or all three books sent t*» one ad
dress at the same time on receipt of only #4
Here
is offered over eight hundred and fifty pagns of the
ablest and best printed and bouud papular medical
science ami literature, on subjects of vital importance
to all, for only $1 -barely enough to pay for mailing.
It should be borne in inind that these great Medical
Works are published by the
.nodical
■ institute. an honored institution, established with
for
the sole purpose of doiug good.
large funds
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
>

either require or wish to know, but
fully explained, and many matters of Unmost important and interesting character are introsex can

what is

duced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the Xeu? Discov.
eries of the author, whose experience is such
as

ably never before

prob

fell to tin- lot of any man, arc
gtveu
in full. No person should be
4without these valua
ble books
The press throughout the
country, the
clergy and the medical faculty generally
extol
these

highly

extraordinary

and useful works.

1 he

most

fastidious may read them.
Address the Pv:ahoi»y Mkpk-al
Institute, No.
4 Hulfinch st.
i,opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass
N. B
I he author and
consulting physicians can be
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and kxekiuknue.
lyls

THE

troubles.
MISS KATIE MILKS
Cumberland Mills, Mar. bth, 1874.

For fifty years I have been troubled
with Scrofula.
fifteen years ngo, u fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. I bree months ago it had extended from the
aukle joint
nearly to the knee. 1 could not move
without pain. In this condition I commenced
taking
the I
mversity Medicines. At first It drove out a
tearful humor all over me. In u few days the humor
began to subside, and the ulcer is now healed and 1
tee] like a new being.
.Some

J. IJZABKill CIIAM4tERL A1N.

For two years I have been afflicted with gust rites
Four months ago 1
Rheumatism and heart disease
I now consider myself well.
called on Dr. Staples.
Kennebunk Me.
D. WIIICUEKR.

About 4 years ago my daughter 0 years
old, was
from the effects of Lung and
Pleurisy fever
She was so emaciated and feeble we had but
little
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no
encouragement. I applied to Dr. Staples. Under
his treatment she soon began to
improve In a few
months she was able to go to school and has
since
been perfectly well. I know the treatment
saved
her life.
CAPT. J. H. THORNDIKE

suffering

Nov. 26, 1874.

R. H.

MOODY, Agt.

CAUSE

HUMAN MISERY.
in
Sealed

a
l*ublishetit
Envelope. Priced cents
A Lecture on the luture, Treulnieut.
ItnriicMl cure of Sc minal Weakness, or
hkiI
Sj>erinalitr» lice», induced by Self Abuse, Involuntary
emissions, Impolt-ucy, Nervous 1 debility, and liu

Just

to Marriage generally.
pedimentsand
Kits, Mental and

4

onsumptiou.

Physical Incapacity*

Epilepsy,

Ac.
By UOBKKT J Cl LVKKWLLL, M. l>., author of the “<irt*en Book.” Ac.
The world-renowed author, in this admirable Lee
ture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequences of Self. Abuse
may b- effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual,
by which every sufferer,
no mutter what his condition may be, may cure himself
pri\ atelv and radically.
A A" This Lecture trill prove a bv\>n to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, In a plain enve lope, to any ad
dress, on »eceipt<»f six cents,or two postage stamps.
Address the Publishers,

cheaply,

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
141 Hiin.rj, Yew York;

Boat Office Box. 4iHH

lv«?

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!
for Belfast.

WILLARD M, (jRIMlN, Agt. fur Stektei,
3moa20

GREAT
OF

S*- 1-ttWrcn0C 8t' ‘'-““'"I

over

applications for Patents, having been
almost every case. Such unmistakable

Ticket*

48 hours alter applying the
Acapuueturatur. !
breath ami walk with perfect ease and 1
now perfectly free from the above
mentioned

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most
capable aud
successlul praetitioners witli wliom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES

Freight Taken

could

Xo

Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of

■t K X 1 It I * Jf CJ

either
*°f
ycurs 1 have suffered with Seri fula
Salt Rheum. My head, back and
legs were cov

aim

Will run until further no
tice on and alter Monday,
Leave
Dec. Hlli as follows
Brooks ville,Wasson’s W hart,
for Belfast on Moadav. Tues
and Friday at S -!0 A. AJ.

Leaves? Belfast fur Brooksville ou Monday and
Thursday at 1 :80 1*. AI., and ou Wednesday and Sal
unlay at y A. AI., or oil the arrival of the Boston
Boats, touching at ('ustine and Jslesboro’ each way.
Connecting (at Brooksville with stage for Sargent
ville and Sedgwick on Wednesday and Saturday at
12 AI.

or

leu
witli

dition, (without expecting a cure but hoping for
temporary relief, I employed l)r. Staples, hi U-sh
than

H. EDDY

day, 1 hursday

employed

Saifmaker.

SEARSPORT. ME.

R

This is to certify that I have used remedies pur
chased of l)r. I'eleg Maples of liiis city for the last
six years in the island ot ubu, and in ail eases with
the best results, curing in e\ ery case w here the remedies
by the regular Thysicians were useless and ot no avail.
I am satisfied that his medicines are fur superior to any other class of medicines
whatever. I have been troubled myself with a noise
in my left ear for a number of years, which has been
ery troublesome at times, aud have been perfects
cured by Or, .Staples remedies.
JOHN M.|LliOKN, Engineer and Machinist,

**

**

PIONEER.

CHAULES SAWYER, Commission Merchant,
Aug. 1, ism.
Commercial Street, Portland.

SOItKS ON All.

extraordinary merits
llavford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,

AM Eli I CAN

Tor two years my health has been
failing, and after trying the dilierent remedies and doctors without
benelit, three weeks ago I called at the University
Branch, 2G0 Congress street. The Doctor told me
that Catarrh was the chief cause of
my troubles, and
he could cure me. My limbs were still and
bloated,
my eyes uud throat sore, and my head felt a» if 1 had
a saw mill in
it. 1 could not have believed that
three weeks could have wrought such a
change iu
me.
1 am now free lrom the above troubles.
I
would say to those that are afflicted,
give the medi
ciue a trial ami uot be scared by the erv of
humbug.
1 received more benelit from it iu one week than l
ever did from all the doctors and
apothecary medi
cine, in my life.

m

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

it Beats the World.

$5000 Gold for a Better Article

be treated by letter. Advice free.
Agents wanted iu every town.
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures Tiles in .4
hours, cures chilblakis, chapped hands, sore lips
sore nose; good for all kinds of
sores.Al*rice Go ets*

hiladelphia

HORSE-FLESH!

mortgaged

KIDDER’S

ILLS OF

STEAMER

can

lietei.-

D

FOWLE’S

SS. Taken on execution in favor of
William Plummer against Joseph Young, anil will
be sold at Public Auction to the highest
on
Saturday, the 27th day of February next, at one
o’clock P. M., at the store of A. B. Longfellow, n«
Palermo, in said County, all tin* right in equity
which said Young hud on the 12th day of January,
l.S.'i, of redeeming a certain parcel of land situate
iit Palermo, in said County, with the buildings
ihereon, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on the West by tin town road leading from
the Branch Mills to Ford’s Corner, so called; on the
South by land of Jonathan Palmer; on the Fast, by
land of George W. Marden, and on the North by the
town road 1< ading by Jacob W. Nelson’s to the centre school house iu said Palermo, containing fifty
acres more or less,
to Josiah II. Greek,
on the fourteenth duv of b ebruary, A. 1). 1871,
by
his deed of mortgage of that date, recorded in the
Waldo Registry, Book 151, Page add, to which reference is hereby had.
S. G NORTON, Deputy Sheriff.
3w2'J
Belfast, Jan. 12, 1875.

and

puny’s Works.

Eros ITS received on terms' as liberal andfavororable to depositors as any Savings Hank in
the State, and dividend declared on same the tirst
of May and November. Office hours from 9 to V* A.
M. and 1 to 4 1*. M.
J AS. (i. PENDLETON, President.
('HAS. F. (JORDON, treasurer.
Onioslii.

MEN

of the

P'l'MIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that she hasbeen duly appointed and
taken upon herself tin* trust of Administratrix of the
estate of

are

to

Waldo, deceased, having present'-

ed his lirst account of Administration on said
for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy ot
this order to be published three weeks suceessivelv
in the Republican Journal printed at
lbBust, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ol February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
Jw>4
ASA TilFBLOUUH,
Judge.
A true copy, Attest:— B. P. Fikld. Register.

who

ileflclencie.

household
conwtantly, a
for infant* or adult*.

DEATH

«

\ EBERT HAKKIMAN, Administrator of tin
X JL Estate of Dearborn 11 arriman, late of Prospect
in said < 'utility of Waldo, deceased,
having present
ed bis lirst and tiual account of Administration
on

or

Si.,

Is sure if they be sufferers from Youthful Indiscretion or Excess, The cause and cure of all Nervous
Debility, Spermatorrhoea, I.oss of Vitality ami Power, and causes which unlit for marriage, with the
symptoms which designate Self Abuse, with its at
tendant evils, are fully explained in our book of
Lectures ; and every young or old man should have
a copy.
Sent free upon the receipt of 2
stamps for
mailing and a self-addressed envelope. Published
by authority of the MASS. MED. INSTITUTE, 153
Court, St., Boston.
3tnosl?
N. li. This class of Diseases a specialty.

persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks
successively in
the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to 1 held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of’the clock before
noon, und show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA Till•RI.OUGII, Judge.
A true copy, Attest -It. I*. Fi 1:1.1 >, Register.

successively

on a

Crbana, O., Tuesday last, was
to-day by a mob ot 40 masked men,
at

gusta, Me.

lo** of M emorv,

J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store.
282 Main St., Rockland Me,

AS.

The
teacher

ceive deposits, placing the same on interest ou the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed ou same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposit s received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to Li A.
and -j to 4 1*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at f J, noon.
John H. c^i tMBv, Treas.
ASA KAl.'NCK, 1’rest.
Belfast, June 81 h 1874.
If

Applicants should make sure that the Medicines,
come only Hum the
Agent, .1. K. Robinson. For
lurther information call on or write to

(1

w

HAVE

thereof: aubduer of inflammation of
n«-*u.«l iM^.uia, damage* of life ulle%'tutor ; adapted for young or old.
HI A RRKKE A and U18ESTER1',

HOOPER,

At a l’robato Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for
'.lie County of Waldo, on the second
TuesdayJ of
January, A. 1). 1875.

eiceup.

Bank.

Savings

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re

IlISEtlEK, Mcrofula. Pimple.
It .inning- More, anil
Eruptive 11 nmor.
f. A fA It It It. I a.al Air
Tube, Ntoma. h
or Cheat Pain, w ith
roug h or A.tbmu
FKntle CORRECTOH, HOITHLY

OPPORTUNITY

■■ ■■ A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
M
M Female Agents, in their locality.
m
M Costs NOTHINC to try it. ParticM
ulurs Free. P. O. VICK Eli Y, AuM

Belfast

DROPIY, Incipient Stages.

ANOTHER

former, doubtfully.

or

SVMPATHETIf for Liver Affectiom

FRCr

CR O COrt P‘‘r day at home. Terms free. Address
^LU CKO. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
•-

)
: Barton Street.
This firm confidently assure the masters and ownof ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shipworks, tor b'*th wooden and iron ships, in a manner
guaranteed to give
satisfuct ion. —tf.^4

<.30 and 10.30 P. m.
Leave Bath lor Rockland at 9 A. M. and 3.20 P. M.
Arrive at Rockland ut 11.40 a. m. and 5.55 P. M. A
mixed train leaves Rockland at H.30 A. M.
Returning
leaves Bath at 11.30 a. m.,
arriving in Rockland ut
4.45 p.m.
('• A. COMMBS,
tfr*
Superintendent.

Dominion.

HOUSE!

^““^vhpool,
WORKS

lief of

OOVT, Acute

Portland, Maine,
General Agent for the New
England States

a»^

ers

Leave Rockland for Bath aud
West, at 10 a. m. aud
; due in Boston at

points
nirf*ri!c-a!l
jMAiwF"1.30 p. m

DR. I ELEC* S1API.ES, 250 Congress
Street,

corner

JOINERS, &e.

for the State

Brahminical Remedies are represented in
rpifK
X. twelve SPECIALTIES, DISTINCTLY PREPARED
eueh one having qualities and
principles innately
peculiar, and a name to distinguish all of them,
labeled on the bottle; whereon is a number
denoting
order of succession to be taken, and are for
the re-

Haymarket Square,

a.

Moore,

Mast, Spar and Blockmakers,

Rockland, Me

Agent

eer-

be had.

SHIPWIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

DRUG STORE.

Main St.,

Hundreds of

of

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON & CG

J. E. ROBINSON.

—

Con

Moonplant

East Indian Remedies.

GOODS

in the world.

citizens of Portland and vicinity
Also, a book free, explaining diseases,
with the necessary remedies by
writing to

can

cures

Improved

CONNELL’S

Brakminical

physicians

tideates ol

of 1 among all ages, sexes and stations, it is drugging
millions yearly to insanity and premature
of Church and
graves.
Spring Streets, lias all the latest ! Mothers be careful whom you let your children
soeiateand sleep with, lest the viper commence the
unproved instruments lor operating upon teeth, in
1
work of destruction before >ou are aware oi its deadYou cannot exercise too much cure to
ly sting.
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
guard against this horrid evil. There is not one
by which the process is rendered much less painful
family iu ten exempt from it. Any one can have a
ami tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insertbook treating ou tlie malady by enclosing a
stamp
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons
prefer. and sending to me lor it. t ictitious names can be
He has the country right for the use of
used if preferable.
1 have cured ..’boo cases of this
life and soul destroying malady within three
Dr. Folsom’s
years
Dental Plates.
in the -New England States and Canada.
I have in
Particular attention given to making ami inserting variably louud that the foundation ot destruction
artificial teeth.
was laid before the victim was old
tf40
enough to know
ot its evils.
l)o not let false modesty stand iu the
way ol treatment before the constitution is ruined.
1 he blood is the life, and all chronic diseases come
frum impure blood, either hereditary or contracted.
Then how worse than useless it is to
attempt :i curewit liout removing the cause, by
purifying the blood.
II leinales afflicted with disease peculiar to their sex,
The subscriber, having recently assumed
will understand this natural law,
will never
proprietorship of the above well known subject themselves to the use of thethey
speculum or to
House, and made extensive improvements crustic or drastic injections. An ulcer
should be
in tile same, informs the
public that lie is treated by keeping the parts clean and cutting oll'the
Inow ready for business. The old friends of fountain head
of the disease by purilyiug the blood,
the house will find increased comforts, and newones
and it cannot be cured iu any other
If any
way.
will be welcome to as good fare as can b«- had
ladies afflicted with this disease will address me
anyby
where.
letter or personally, 1 will put them in a
way to treat
The stable has shared the
general improvement, themselves successlully. Three bottles of the Exand with experienced and careful hostlers no
pains tract of Cancer Tjum will purify the blood more
will be spared in taking care of horses.
than all the apothecaries and patent medicines in
He has some tine LIVERY STOCK, for the accomexistence.
modation of those desiring good teams.
1’or the want ol room 1 can present but
comparaR. II. MITCHELL.
tively few certilicates. Any one wanting more tesBelfast, Dec. 23, 1874.—6mos2ti*
timony can have it by sending for circular and book.
Bill that Mother ol Consumption by
curing \our
Catarrh, which, with the light treatment is as curable as any other disease, the opinion of all the doctors in the world to the
contrary notwithstanding,
in addition to hundreds ol testimonials of cures, the
following is from one ol the oldest and most reliable
citizens ol Tortiuud.
ln\

PHENIX

Stefco SMertiaenwnts.

hS W ANTED immediately, to sell very
RHO
^^Vaesirable NEW PATENT articles for house,
keepers and others. C. .1. Cai-i:\vi.i.t Cheshire,

LOMBARD,

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

J. L. LOCKE.

Observe These

Commencing Monday,Aug. 17,1874.
Two Through Trains to Boston, Daily.

disease's

DENTISTRY!

Both wood and nietallc of any
style, and COFFINS
constant lv on hand, or readily obtained.
MR. II. 0. Hankerson an experienced cabinet maker and first-rate
upholsterer is always on hand
where work in his line Is required to be done with
neatness and despatch, for he is one who well understands all the details of the business.
4
Remember the place and number. Old Stand
of
I>. Field, No. 11 1’ha‘iiix Row, Belfast.

Nov.

skillful

Maine.

M. L. M AGO ON

Wire Net Mattress!

as!

1000

Cases

including the
NT -A^TIOINT AL

Kidney Diseases.
Neuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

cases that are curable.
It has cured thousands after their physicians laid
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It
is not a patent medicine, but
prepared by the most

SURGEON,

Furl er & Roan’s store. Residence on
street, onnosite the Journal Office.
to

CHANGE OF TIME.

Southern Fever.

1000

44

It will reach all

FLETCHER, M. D.,

over

8 A. M.

Dropsy.
44

30l>

at Law!

Belfast,
Office
<'hurcii

ON

Rheuui.

500

Wallace,

PHYSICIAN A

What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads, Spring
Beds of Various Kinds,
Mattresses,

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

This institution will
suggest the question ot what kind ot a government is to
he given to this District, for on that depends the regulation of subjects like the
above, which are intrenched in means and
1 fiends and can he
expelled by nothing
less than Government or
poverty. By the

Boyle.

#3“A!1 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

5.1 I. 5HL"

hIpIpHOSPHITeI BEAL AND

E. K.

HAP.MIEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

VlJITS !

Salt

luuo

formerly occupied by

AND AFTER Monday, Nor. 17, Train# will
leave Belfast for Boston, Portland. Augustaand
intermediate stations 8 A. M. and 3:30 P. M.
For Danville .Junction, Lewiston and SkowbegHn,

Knox and Lincoln Railroad.

Scrofula.
44

ARRANGEMENTS.

Dexter, Bangor and St. Johns, 3. .'10 P. M.
Trains are due at Belfast 12 M and 7 .15 P. M.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.

Spermatorrhoea.
Private Diseases.

5000
20oo

WINTER

Female Diseases.
Piles.

10,0(sj

,

at Law!

Attorney

GOODS ! Walnut Chamber Sets

Pulmonary Consumption.

2000

44

Among the many artioles that may be mentioned,
special attention is called are new, nice and

THIS I KNOW!

FELLOWS’

Me

STREET, BELFAST.

geo. e.

to which
ricli

PARLOR

E. J O M NS O N

Attorney

REASONABLE RATES.

AT

Searsport,

44

1000

aXK)
5000

G.

STOCK OF FURNITURE! Furniture Store!

DRY

on paper, but
positively cured In the
Now England States and Canada,
within three years,
Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism.
3000
Catarrh.
1000
Deafness and Eye Diseases.

A

FIELD & MATHEWS’

&

UNIVERSITY MEDICINES

WOMAN BETWEEN THIRTY AND FIFTY
years of age to do general housework in a
small family in the country; or, one who would like
a situation to work their board and
enjoy the comforts of a good home. Please address
31. II. L.
tf &>•

WAYNE CENTRAL R. R.

Have cured not

Wanted!

New and Fresh Stock!!

A. B. MATHEWS

WALNUT

THE NEW YORK

eired by every family. Steady employment given.
Address, with stamp, I. S. KOGEltS & Co.,
3w21>*
Box lfl2 Scarsport, Sic.

OLD STORE!

priiig Beds, Mattresses and Featliers!

pica!”

Agents Wanted.
agents WANTED.
*15 to MOO
month to male or female.
Article de-

Qflft

-OF AN-

Metallic Burial Cases!

r.

She was -ailing awav in the wild March
night
< 111 the
little d. ek of'the -loop I»elighl.
<»uarded .-v en in the darkiie-- then*
Ity the wrathful eyes of a jealous care.

\

A Quiet Reveler.
The

1 am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best of

Connecticut Oak; workmanship, tirst-clais; furnished in any

quantity,

FRED

tf-*4

at bottom

prices.

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
(ien’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.

